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Introduction
The purpose of having a Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) is to assess the County’s existing
condition and identify needs which must be addressed to accomplish planning goals set forth by
the Board of Supervisors (BOS). The CIP sets forth needs and priorities to coordinate the
development of County facilities with anticipated funding sources, growth, and the community’s
ability to pay. It serves as a “blueprint” for the future of the community and is a dynamic tool, not
a static document.
Having adequate public infrastructure is important to the effective and efficient delivery of services
to the public. By saying where public schools, water or sewer lines, drainage and other
improvements should be constructed, the County can encourage development in appropriate
areas. “Appropriate” is used here to mean consistent with adopted policies and plans. This
makes the CIP a key document in influencing and managing growth.
The CIP is also an important tool in ensuring efficient use of limited financial resources. The
acquisition, construction, expansion, rehabilitation and upgrading of infrastructure constitute a
major demand on the financial resources that must be planned for in advance and must be
comprehensive. For these reasons, the County of Gloucester annually develops a five-year CIP
Plan to define needs, set priorities, plan funding and anticipate impacts of proposed capital
projects on the operating budget of the government. By reviewing anticipated revenues with
anticipated capital needs, priorities can be established to ensure that essential public services
can be continued and improved without interruption.
This document was developed to provide guidance to those requesting departments and
agencies, as well as the County Administrator’s CIP Development Team, on consistent and
relevant criteria for review and prioritization of capital projects and to assist them in linking projects
and priorities with needs and key County plans and/or strategies. These criteria are applied to
each capital project request, whether a new request, amended request, or an update of a project
with partial funding. While traditional criteria, such as safety, health and urgency, remain
important, consideration should be given to County goals and strategic and other plans in
determining funding priorities.
Legal Basis for the CIP
The CIP is prepared pursuant to Article 5 of Section 15.2-2239 of the Code of Virginia, as
amended, which reads:
“A local planning commission may, and at the direction of the governing body shall, prepare and
revise annually a capital improvement program based on the comprehensive plan of the locality
for a period not to exceed the ensuing five years. The commission shall submit the program
annually to the governing body, or to the chief administrative officer or other official charged with
preparation of the budget for the locality, at such time as it or he shall direct. The capital
improvement program shall include the commission's recommendations, and estimates of cost of
the facilities and the means of financing them, to be undertaken in the ensuing fiscal year and in
a period not to exceed the next four years, as the basis of the capital budget for the locality. In
the preparation of its capital budget recommendations, the commission shall consult with the chief
administrative officer or other executive head of the government of the locality, the heads of
departments and interested citizens and organizations and shall hold such public hearings as it
deems necessary.”
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Currently in Gloucester County, the County Administrator’s CIP Development Team prepares the
CIP program with the Planning Commission reviewing it for consistency with the Comprehensive
Plan and providing citizen prospective and input to the process.
Following is an overview of the CIP including key dates and highlights of the process, and a flow
chart showing the overall process.

Key Dates in the CIP Development Process
Date

Responsible Party

Capital Improvement Plan Development Action Items

July 2018

Director of Financial Services

Create/revise CIP Procedural Guidelines for County
Administrator's CIP Development Team Review and Approval

August 2018

Director of Financial Services

Distribute FY20-FY24 CIP Submission Request Package

August 2018

Director of Financial Services

Provide any SharePoint Training

August-September
2018

Directors of Environmental and
Engineering, IT, and Financial Services

Provide CIP creation and submission assistance

August 31, 2018

September thru
October 2018

October 4, 2018

Dept. Directors, State & Constitutional
Officers, & Schools
County Administrator, Deputy &
Assistant County Administrators,
Planning & Zoning, Environmental &
Engineering, and Financial Services
Directors
County Administrator's CIP
Development Team

Submit CIP Project Requests for FY20-FY24
Preliminary review of CIP Submission Requests; meet with
requesting Directors for any necessary revisions/clarifications;
development of the Proposed FY20-FY24 CIP under the
approved CIP Procedural Guidelines
5 Year CIP recommendation presented to Planning Commission
(Work Session); Requesting Directors make presentations

November 1, 2018

Planning Commission

Reviews recommendations and provides input on the Proposed
5 Year CIP (FY20-FY24); Additional presentations

November 15,
2018

Planning Commission

5 Year CIP Work Session

December 6, 2018

Planning Commission

Reviews recommendations and provides input on the Proposed
5 Year CIP (FY20-FY24); confirms Comp Plan alignment

December 2018

County Administrator's CIP
Development Team

Revises Proposed 5 Year CIP (FY20-FY24) as necessary for
recommendation to BOS

January 2019

County Administrator

Presents recommended 5 Year CIP (FY20-FY24) to BOS;
Requests Public Hearing

February 2019

Board of Supervisors

Conducts Public Hearing, discussions, etc.

February 2019

County Administrator's CIP
Development Team

Revises 5 Year CIP (FY20-FY24) as necessary for submission
with FY2019 Annual Proposed Budget

March 2019

County Administrator

Presents Final Proposed 5 Year CIP with FY2020 Proposed
Annual Operating Budget

April 2019

Board of Supervisors

Approves 5 Year CIP Plan with Annual Operating Budget
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Flowchart of Process for Review, Recommendation, and Adoption of the CIP

County Plans, Priorities, and Policies
Through the CIP, the BOS establishes its priorities for large-cost, long-term improvements to
public facilities, such as schools, public buildings, parks and recreation facilities, as well as
acquisition of technology systems and equipment. The CIP is coordinated with various County
policies and governmental regulations as applicable to include:
BOS’ Policy – Debt Obligation Policy
BOS’ Policy – Fund Balance Policy
BOS’ Vision for 2035
Commercial Site Plans
Community Planning Initiatives and Projects
Comprehensive Plan
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County Administrator’s Policy – County Facilities Maintenance, Repair, and Replacement Fund
Emergency Operation Plans (EOPs)
Federal and State Government Regulatory Requirements
Gloucester County Code
Master Plans
Storm Water Management Ordinance or related
Sub-Area Plans
Three Year Strategic Plan adopted June 2015
Transportation Plans
Where possible, each project in the CIP should be linked to a BOS’ priority, policy, or government
regulation, and this linkage should be mentioned on each project detail page. The County’s vision
includes enhancing the infrastructure quality of our community and providing an environment and
services valued by our citizens. The County’s core strategies include achieving multiple positive
outcomes and utilizing a quality approach. The development of the CIP offers an important
opportunity to put adopted vision and core strategic priorities into action. To do so requires that
the managing departments and agencies of the CIP continue to coordinate with one another and
with other stakeholders in the development of their respective capital projects and programs to
maximize opportunities for achieving multiple outcomes, and carefully evaluate and establish the
appropriate level of aesthetics and quality for each project at the lowest possible cost. Such
opportunities, undertaken in a coordinated manner, often have less overall cost and less overall
disruption to the community, than if undertaken individually.
CIP Organization and Eligibility
Capital projects are arranged by priorities within the County’s business areas to direct resources.
The CIP document serves to communicate County priorities to the public via the capital budget
development and public hearing process and through public access to the actual approved CIP
document.
To qualify as a capital project or expenditure and be requested in the CIP, a project must fulfill
the following requirements:
1. Have a minimum established cost of $50,000 or be of such a significant nature as to
prevent its being funded in the Operating Budget.
2. Be a major expenditure for:
a. Construction – Production of long-term assets, fixed works and structures, or
additions, replacements and major alterations, either on a contractual basis by
private contractors or by county work forces. Costs may include: planning and
designing; grading, landscaping and other site improvements; relocation costs;
and provision of equipment and facilities that are integral parts of a structure. If a
project involves upgrades or renovation to an existing facility, it should substantially
increase the value of the facility or substantially extend the life of the facility. Small
capital acquisitions, or those with short life cycles, should be included in the
Operating Budget. Construction excludes expenditures for normal repairs,
recurring costs, maintenance and supplies (different from construction materials
utilized by County forces) unless these cannot be readily segregated. Construction
may include major repairs, such as building renovations if the work extends the
useful life of the asset.
b. Purchase of Land and Existing Structures – Purchase of land and right-of-ways,
title searches, and similar activities associated with the purchase transaction.
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c. Communications and Information Technology Projects – Equipment, major
software applications and infrastructure improvements to develop or enhance the
County’s communications, automation, and information capabilities.
NOTE: Projects designed for master planning or solely study and analysis should not be
requested or included in the CIP, but should be requested in the Operating Budget. Likewise,
maintenance,
repairs
or
modifications, which do not
increase the useful life of existing
facilities do not qualify as capital
projects and should be requested
in the Operating Budget rather
than the CIP. However, in some
cases, it may be suitable to
request that the acquisition of a
major
capital
asset
be
considered as a capital project.
The purchase of rolling inventory
stock should not be included as part of capital projects. The additional rolling stock needs of a
new or expanded facility are considered part of the facility's on-going operations and should be
requested through the operating budget along with any additional maintenance costs. This
enables the County to better plan for items like vehicle purchases, track the fleet inventory, and
plan for the maintenance needs of additional vehicles as increasing the size of the fleet impacts
the County’s maintenance operations and budget.
Annual Funding Allocations and Additional Funding Appropriations for Projects
Within the five year CIP program, the only year actually appropriated by the BOS is “Year One”
and is called the “Capital Budget” (see illustration below). Available funding for a project is
comprised of appropriations from previous years (i.e., appropriations-to-date) and “Year One”
funding. Resources in Years 2 through 5 are un-appropriated and are not available for
expenditures. However, since land may be acquired, design work completed, or construction
begun, it is recognized that projects for which partial funding is appropriated may be given higher
priority for future funding than those projects with no appropriations. At the same time that
appropriations occur, the estimated revenues or means of financing involving cash/pay-as-yougo, bonds, leases, or other debt instruments is authorized. These annual funding allocations may
be increased by funds available through grants from State or Federal agencies or other newly
identified sources of funding. Please ensure that the revenue supporting the project can be
realized and that there is a written agreement of funding award from the grantor agency.
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Guideline #1: Establishing and Requesting New Projects or Additional Funding for Existing
Projects
CIP projects are identified by Department and Agency Directors, State and Constitutional Officers,
County Administrator, or through the Board of Supervisors or School Board requests. Each
section is responsible for coordinating, managing, reviewing, and submitting requests to the
Director of Financial Services within prescribed timeframes. While projects can be approved by
action of the BOS any time during a fiscal year, the formal CIP development begins in July of
each year and culminates in BOS’ approval of the CIP typically no later than the following May for
the next five-year period. Projects requested and approved out of cycle should be limited to
emergencies or unforeseeable emerging trends for which action cannot be postponed until the
next CIP development cycle.
Several steps are involved when establishing a capital project in order to provide sufficient
information to decision makers. Please see Appendix A for the FY2020-2024 CIP Submission
Packet for more details.
Guideline #2: Submitting, Reviewing, Recommending, and Adopting the CIP Plan
A budget is a spending plan that balances expenditures and available revenues over a fixed
period of time. The CIP development process has numerous review stages before a project is
approved by the BOS with expenditure authority. Participants and the procedures employed in
the review process are described below:
The Requesting Department or Agency can be any department or agency in the County or
Schools. The requesting agency determines if the project meets the criteria of a capital project.
If not, the agency should request the project through the operating budget. If uncertain, the
agency should contact either the Director of Public Works or Financial Services for guidance.
The requesting agency provides information to the Director of Financial Services and the County
Administrator’s CIP Development Team primarily to:
1. Describe and justify the project and its scope;
2. Provide cost estimates if available (if not, the Engineering Department will develop these);
and
3. Estimate the impact on future operation and maintenance resources.
If data cannot be provided within the budget development timeframe, the project request is
deferred.
Also included in this group are Gloucester County Residents who can submit their ideas and
recommendations for capital projects by contacting County Administration, including Financial
Services, Planning Commission, or through the scheduled Public Hearing(s). Residents’
submissions will be referred to and involve the related department and/or agency to develop a
formal CIP submission request if applicable.
The County Administrator’s CIP Development Team exists and composition may vary from
year to year. Generally, the team may include the County Administrator or his/her designee,
Deputy County Administrator, Director of Planning and Zoning, Director of Environmental &
Engineering, Director of Information Technology, Purchasing Agent, and the Director of Financial
Services. The School Division has a separate process, which involves requests that are approved
for submission into the 5 Year CIP development process by the School Board.
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The team is responsible for reviewing related policies and procedures and making any
recommended changes prior to the start of the CIP budget development process. The team
reviews the projects for eligibility, understandability and completeness of justification, and
reasonableness of the capital and future operating cost estimates. The team discusses and
evaluates potential funding options. Where appropriate, department and agency representatives
attend specific team meetings to provide information about specific projects under consideration,
clarifying any issues in the submissions, and verifying costs and funding sources. The team is
also responsible for developing a Proposed 5 Year CIP that balances appropriations with
estimated funding sources for the five-year period, considering demands that projects may make
on the operating budget in the future, and commitments for approved projects beyond the fiveyear CIP period. They provide a County-wide review of the submitted CIP project requests with
the goal of providing the Planning Commission and the BOS with a prioritized list of
recommendations. The team makes funding recommendations for a balanced (appropriations
vs. funding sources) Proposed 5 Year CIP.
The County Administrator’s CIP Development Team prepares the Proposed 5 Year CIP packet
of submitted CIP projects with proposed funding sources. The Director of Financial Services is
also responsible for providing an estimate of debt capacity and unassigned fund balance
availability based on related policy requirements.
The Planning Commission’s responsibility is to review the Proposed 5 Year CIP for conformity
with the Comprehensive Plan. The Commission is to provide input and confirm that the Proposed
5 Year CIP will further the objectives and policies set forth in the Comprehensive Plan and not
obstruct their attainment. The County Administrator may also request input from the Planning
Commission members as citizen representatives.
The Board of Supervisors makes the ultimate decisions about capital projects and their funding
and must, by law, approve projects and any changes to supporting revenues. The School Board,
in its capacity as an independently elected body, recommends a School capital program to the
Board of Supervisors. The BOS, however, has responsibility for authorizing appropriations and,
therefore, must give final approval to School projects as a part of the approved 5 Year CIP.
The BOS may add projects, defer or delete projects, approve new revenues or additional
revenues, and may change the scope of a project. Approval occurs at the same time as the
operating budget (early to mid-April), which means that the BOS must receive the
recommendation for a 5 Year CIP before March of each year to allow adequate time for public
hearings and BOS’ study and deliberation. The BOS’ acts on the recommendations from the
Planning Commission, County Administrator’s CIP Development Team, and the public hearings.
Once a project is approved by BOS, it requires Board action to substantially change that project.
This applies not only to a substantial increase in funding but to the scope and description of the
project as well. It is critical that requesting departments and agencies ensure the accuracy of
project costs and information so that corrections are not needed after Board approval. Such
changes may actually cause a delay in project execution as it may require re-evaluation through
the next CIP development process. If external conditions beyond control of the government (e.g.,
federal regulation change, change in the State budget) force a change in project scope or cost,
these changes must be approved by the BOS. This should be done as soon as accurate
information on the needed change is available, but must be done prior to procurement or contract
amendment action is taken.
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Guideline #3: Criteria for Prioritization
All projects must be prioritized. Fundamentally, every project should be evaluated by asking,
“What difference will it make if this project is not funded?” This might include what customers
(residents & business owners) will be affected by this project and what service will be impacted
by this project. Since the CIP is a long- term plan to direct limited resources to the County’s most
critical capital needs, the following questions also should be asked for each project: “Why this
level or cost? Why this year or cycle?”
General Criteria for Prioritizing Capital Projects:
Consistency or Relationship to:
Board of Supervisors’ Priorities
Comprehensive Plan
Financial Planning
Legally Required/Mandated
Operating Budgets
Population Served
Protection of Capital/Fixed Assets
Public Health and Safety
Public Support
Relationship to Other Projects
Standard of Service
Strategic Plans or Goals
Urgency or Need
Utilizing these criteria, each Requesting Department or Agency will rate their CIP project and
submit as part of their proposed project. The County Administrator’s CIP Development Team
recommends a list of projects and funding mechanism based on the ratings within the 5 Year CIP.
Also they may recommend reallocation of appropriations-to-date in existing projects to highpriority projects or provide “unused” and available resources for new projects. Please see
Appendix B: Capital Project Prioritization Rating Standards.
Guideline #4: Funding Sources
The 5 Year CIP is a financial plan that forecasts the anticipated expenditures and approximate
timing and source of funding for each project. The adoption of the 5 Year CIP does not
appropriate funds, nor commit the BOS to any expenditure in fiscal years two through five. The
first fiscal year is appropriated in conjunction with the Adopted Budget.
The relationship between the CIP and the operating budget is carefully considered during the
operating budget development process. The CIP has three direct impacts on the operating
budget:
1. Any projects funded with general fund resources must be evaluated and prioritized with
other needs for the competing resources for that year;
2. Any project funded with long‐term debt financing must be in compliance with the debt
policy and must anticipate the impact of the repayment of debt service on current and
future budget years; and
3. Operating life cycle costs from implementation, such as on-going staffing and
maintenance costs.
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The following are the typical CIP funding sources utilized by the County:
Connection/Development Fees: Public Utility fees associated with new water and sewer
connections to obtain capacity in the utility system.
Fund Balance Assignment: Funds transferred from the General Fund classified as an assigned,
committed, and/or unassigned fund balance in excess of required levels by County policy.
General Fund: Direct payments from the County's operating revenue.
Long‐Term Debt: Provides current financial resources to governmental funds, while the
repayment of the principal and interest of long‐term debt consumes the current financial resources
of governmental funds. Examples include GO Bonds, VPSA, VRA, or other State sponsored
funding options.
Prior Year’s Balance ‐ Asset Forfeiture: Asset forfeiture funds which have been received in a
prior year and recorded as part of the General Fund’s restricted fund balance which are being
appropriated for use on an authorized judicial or law enforcement project.
Proffers: Cash proffers are only used to finance the related construction or public improvements
for which the payments were received.
Revenue Bonds: Payments from the proceeds of the sale of Revenue Bonds. These bonds
pledge the revenue generating potential of a facility or utility system.
State and Federal Grants: Payments from the State and Federal Government to provide facilities
promoted by the State and Federal agencies.
User Fees: Public Utility or other fees paid by existing customers of the related services.
Guideline #5: Reporting on the Capital Budget
The County recognizes the importance of timely and accurate reporting on projects adopted in
the capital budget. Leadership and citizens should all have the ability to review the status and
expected completion of approved capital projects. The Director of Financial Services, in
conjunction with project managers, provides periodic reports routinely on all ongoing capital
projects. The reports compare actual expenditures to the original and revised budgets; identify
level of completion of the project; enumerate any changes in scope of the project; and alert
management to any concerns with completion of the project on time or on schedule.
Conclusion
The CIP is primarily a planning document. As such, it is subject to change each year as the needs
of the community become more defined and projects move closer to final implementation. The
adoption of the Capital Improvement Program is neither a commitment to a particular project nor
a limitation to a particular cost. As a basic tool for scheduling anticipated capital projects and
capital financing, the CIP is a key element in planning and controlling future debt service
requirements. For this reason, the CIP includes some projects where needs have been defined,
but specific solutions or funding amounts have not been identified. When adopted, the CIP
provides the framework for the County Administrator and the Board of Supervisors with respect
to managing bond sales, investment planning, and project planning.
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Appendix A: The FY2020-FY2024 CIP Submission Packet
GENERAL INFORMATION
The purpose of this instructional package is to aid in the preparation and development of your department's five
year projection of capital projects beginning with FY2020.
DEFINITION OF THE CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (CIP)
The CIP is presented annually to the Planning Commission and the Board of Supervisors (BOS). The first year of
the CIP is a combined capital and major maintenance budget and is a list of projects for implementation during
the coming fiscal year. The CIP is updated annually as new needs become known and as priorities change. It is
possible that a project with low priority can remain in the CIP longer than five years as more important projects
appear and move ahead of it for quick implementation. Conversely, a project may be implemented more quickly
than originally planned due to changing priorities.
DEFINITION OF A CIP PROJECT
The CIP process provides for the identification, planning, reviewing and budgeting of capital projects. A CIP
project is a major expenditure of $50K or more that is of a fixed nature or long life of 5 years or more and adds
to the net assets of the County. $50K indicates total project or unit cost. For example, if a project requires $15K
each year for five years, the total cost is $75K; therefore, the project should be included in the CIP. CIP projects
fall within one of the following categories:
A. Capital Project - New construction, equipment and/or infrastructure investments or enhancements. These
projects get reviewed by the County Administrator's CIP Development Team. Please use the “CIP Project
Request Form.”
1. Land acquisition or lease;
2. Acquisition or improvement of property with a total cost exceeding $50,000, and a useful life of five years or
more;
3. Major additions to public buildings with a total cost exceeding $50,000, and a useful life of five years or more;
Some examples of capital projects are: new sewer lines, parks, libraries, waterlines, and new or major additions
school or county buildings.
B. Capital Maintenance Project - Major repairs, replacements. Please use the "CIP Project Request Form."
1. Replacement equipment exceeding $50,000, with an expected life of five years or more;
2. Building renovations, roof or HVAC repairs or replacements exceeding $50,000 with an expected life of five
years or more;
3. Any other capital investments to maintain current facilitating programs that exceed $50,000 and have an
estimated life of five years or more.
Some examples of capital maintenance projects are: roof replacements; refurbishments of existing facilities;
replacement of large construction vehicles; parking lot paving/repaving; and HVAC replacement/repair.
Non-CIP/Capital Outlay Projects - Recurring maintenance, repair, and replacements and do not meet the
definition of a CIP project. CIP Project Request Form is NOT required. Please submit with Departmental
Operating Budget.
1. Replacement of vehicles and equipment under $50,000 with an expected life of less than five years.
2. General maintenance, repairs, replacement under $50,000 with an expected life of less than five years
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Some examples of Capital Outlay are: Sheriff and County vehicles, replacement of an HVAC unit, an office
renovation.
Engineering or planning studies that are directly linked to a specific capital project are part of the cost of that
project. Such engineering studies should be included in the project request of which they are a part. Other
studies and plans can be major expenses of a nonrecurring nature, but are not County assets in the sense of a
building; they will be given special treatment. They are generally not listed in the CIP, but are shown in the
Operating Budget.
DEPARTMENT RESPONSIBILITIES
A Department Director is responsible for submitting proposed projects that are to be included in the CIP.
Departments should only submit the following:
New projects that have not received funding in prior CIPs
Projects included in the adopted CIP with updates (such as change in dollar amount requested, change in year of
anticipated expenditure, change in project description and/or design) and submitted on the revised forms
conforming to the new procedure requirements
All capital projects are to be submitted electronically on the attached forms uploaded to the SharePoint site.
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Appendix A: The FY2020-FY2024 CIP Submission Packet
GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR THE CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM REQUEST FORMS
The attached forms are used when a CIP project is requested to be included in the County Budget and within the
5 Year CIP Plan. Please complete the CIP Project Request Form(s) for capital or major maintenance projects. The
information on these forms will be used to evaluate and assign priorities to all requests. Since there is never
enough money to do everything, some projects may be excluded in the first year Capital or Capital Maintenance
Budgets or even in the five-year CIP. It is very important that the forms are accurately and COMPLETELY (all pink
areas) fill out and project justifications are completed as described below to ensure that the request will receive
a fair review relative to other requests. If not completely filled out, forms will be returned to the Department
Director to complete missing information. One file and any additional informational attachments for the
projects are to be electronically submitted per departmental budget unit by uploading to the department's
folder on SharePoint and contain all the requested projects (each with its own Project Tab and if necessary
Additional for Project Tab).
CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM INSTRUCTIONS
The CIP Project Request Form presents all the basic information required for each individual project to be
considered. All projects must be identified separately, and the applicable forms (tabs labeled-ProjectName &
Add for ProjName-if needed) completed for each one. For example, for water system improvements, each
waterline should be considered a separate project. Before starting, you may want to copy the blank project
form tab for the number of projects to be submitted. To do so, right click on the tab->select Move or Copy>select (move to end)->check Create a Copy->click OK. To change the tab's name, right click on the tab->Select
Rename->enter in the name of the project->click Enter.
In order to begin entering information into a pink field on a tab, the password is - edit
1. DATE OF SUBMISSION: Enter date of submission.
2. CHECK BOXES: Check (X) whether project qualifies as Capital Project or Capital Maintenance (see General
Information). Also indicate whether it is a County or School project.
3. PROJECT TITLE: Enter name of proposed project. Example: HVAC Replacement.
4. PROJECT LOCATION: Suggested location of proposed project. If the purchased item, equipment or
constructed facility will remain at a physical address, provide the address and existing facility name if known. If
site selection is required, provide details in the space provided or in the project narrative.
6. DEPT NAME & BUDGET UNIT #: Insert dept name.
7. CONTACT NAME/PHONE/EMAIL: Enter name and contact information of person who is the main point of
contact regarding this submission.
8. DEPARTMENT PRIORITIZATION RATING: The Criteria Ratings tab provides an explanation of each criteria
based on the selected rating of 9, 6, 3, or 0. Please fill in the rating number for the criteria in the columns for
each project submitted and complete the Justify Ratings tab.
10. PROPOSED SCHEDULE/COST: Complete each blank requested. Dollar amounts should be in Current Year
dollars. For projects in the near term of the 5 year plan, the budget and scope need to be precise. For the latter
half, it is understood projects scopes and cost estimates are more of a projection under continued development.
Please round to the nearest thousand dollars, ie if a cost is $158,788, enter $159,000. Any questions, contact
the Director of Financial Services.
a. Enter the proposed starting and ending dates for construction, updates, or improvements.
b. Useful Life of Facility/Equipment: Enter how long is facility or equipment anticipated to be used for.
c. Design/Engineering Cost: Include any design and engineering costs, including feasibility studies, preparation of
site plans or building plans and pre-development studies (such as natural resources or archaeological studies).
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d. Construction/Equipment Cost: Include cost to purchase land, build and equip/furnish the proposed project.
e. Previous Funding/Fiscal Year: Amount funded previously through CIP or other means and in what year the
funding was received.
f. Annual/Recurring Costs & Recurring Revenue Generated: Enter the estimated increase or (decrease)
operating budget expenses will be annually (such as maintenance, staffing, and future capital outlay like
furnishings and technology that are not planned for installation with initial construction), and how much
revenue is anticipated to be generated by the proposed project annually.
g. Capital Cost/Funding Analysis: Enter the amounts requested and proposed financing/funding method for each
year over the next five years in the capital budget.
11. PROJECT NARRATIVE/JUSTIFICATION:
a. Indicate whether the project is mandated (Yes/No), Mandating Agency, and whether the Agency is Federal,
State, or Local.
b. Every narrative needs to start of with a statement of need for the project and what it is expected to
accomplish. Quantify the benefits. Give a detailed explanation whether the project is to replace existing
facilities and land or is an addition involving an increase in service delivery. A description of buildings or land
acquisition projects should include function, dimensions, overall characteristics, unusual conditions, and any
other pertinent information. Directly identify and describe its relationship to regional, Local, State, and Federal
policies and plans, as well as the requesting department's own multiyear plans and program. Specific
County/Department Goals and Objectives should be cited. Here is the link to the Community Facility Section of
the Comp Plan
http://gloucesterva.info/Portals/0/planning/documents/CompPlanUpdate/Comm_Fac_ADOPTED.pdf?ver=201602-22-160040-400. Here is the link to the full Comp Plan
http://gloucesterva.info/Planning/ComprehensivePlanUpdate/tabid/574/Default.aspx.
c. Indicate and quantify any alternatives that might meet the needs indicated for the proposed projects and
why they were rejected in favor of this proposed project-ie cost/benefit analysis.
d. Indicate and quantify what the consequences would be on services if the project is not funded. In addition, if
the project is located or serves areas outside Gloucester County, clear justification is especially critical. Please
include the operating costs for the current equipment or facility as compared to the cost of proposal. For
example, the existing building requires frequent electrical repairs and heating and cooling costs are excessive
(quantify $$). A new building would realize operating savings within XX years of completion. Another example
would be duplication of efforts with existing software and new software would result in fewer labor hours and
decreased labor costs.
e. Outline any potential liabilities that need to be prepared for with doing or not doing this project.
f. If additional information not requested would be helpful in understanding the project, please provide it.
g. If more space is needed than beyond what is visible for each question, either use the space for Item 5 or the
space available in the Add for ProjName sheet renaming the tab to the correct project name. Be sure to
reference which item the information is intented to complete. Your entire answer needs to be completely
visible in the available space on the form itself.
12. ATTACHMENTS: Indicate title of any additional attachments or web links related to the project submission,
including any plans referenced in the narrative above, specifying any particular section and/or pages of the
document that is in direct support of the project. If any feasibility or other studies have been completed in
association with a submitted project, please submit copies as an attachment to the application. Please include
photo(s) and a location map to help us understand the project and its relationship to other projects.
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Appendix A: The FY2020-FY2024 CIP Submission Packet

FAQs for CIP Submission Requests
If a project was included in an out-year of the most recent CIP (FY2019-2023), do I need to submit
that project for funding again?
Yes, you should submit a project every year that it needs funding, regardless of what was planned in
the previous CIP. It is particularly important to submit this year due to the revised forms to include the
criteria ratings and additional justification requirements.
If a project was approved for funding but revised funding is required based on new information, do I
need to submit that project for funding again?
Yes, you should submit with any updated information and/or additional options as priorities and needs
change and on the revised form requests following the revised processes and procedures.
If a project was not recommended for funding, should I re-submit that project for funding again?
Yes, you should submit with any updated information and/or additional options as priorities and needs
change and on the revised form requests following the revised processes and procedures.
Do I submit technology improvement projects request using these forms?
Yes, they will go through an evaluation process that will include the IT Director.
What if I don’t know how much funding I need?
Depending on type of project, contact the Engineering & Environmental Director, IT Director, and/or
Purchasing Director for assistance and recommendations. Requests with no budgets will not be
considered for funding. It is critical that the submitted budgets are accurate. Make all requests in
today’s dollars. The Director of Financial Services will adjust for inflation for projects requested in out
years.
Would I still submit a CIP request form if my project is estimated above $50K but does not meet the
definition of a Capital Improvement?
When in doubt, consult with the Engineering & Environmental Director, IT Director, or Director of
Financial Services or complete the form and submit by the due date indicated. The CA's CIP
Development Team will review and determine whether it is CIP eligible or return to the Department
Director to re-submit as part of their operating budget under FMRR/Capital Outlay.
Can I submit a project after August 31, 2018?
The date for submissions is a hard deadline. The 5 Year CIP information is being routed early to allow
all departments ample time to draft their submissions. The CA's CIP Development Team will need all
requests in on time in order to evaluate and complete their recommended 5 Year CIP to the Planning
Commission and subsequently to the BOS for their consideration.
How are the projects prioritized for funding?
The CA's CIP Development Team will set the prioritization criteria each year. However, you can
generally expect the following items to be considered:
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Appendix A: The FY2020-FY2024 CIP Submission Packet

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Comprehensive, Strategic Priority, or other approved plan alignment
Critical, time-sensitive, needs
Mandate compliance
Major maintenance issues
Projects with revenue-generating and/or cost reduction potential
Improvements that support economic development
Changes in policy or community needs

How do I submit my project for consideration?
See the Instructions tab. If you still have questions, contact the Director of Financial Services.
Do I fill out the forms for projects in out years?
Yes, you will need to fill out a project submission form for each project you are projecting to start and
request funding for during this cycle (FY2020, FY2021, FY2022, FY2023, and FY2024).
How do I make changes to areas on the form not in pink?
Areas outside the pink cells are protected and not editable. If you have a question or suggested change
about an area please contact the Director of Financial Services.
When I try to enter information into the pink cells, a pop-up appears indicating a password is needed
to unprotect the cell. What is the password to unprotect the cell?
The password is - edit. You may need to re-enter the password after each save.
When I try to enter information into the pink cells, a pop-up appears indicating to unprotect the
sheet. What is the password to unprotect the sheet?
Be sure the cursor is in the formula bar when you enter and/or delete information. This may only be
necessary for those cells that are merged (one cell going across multiple columns and/or rows). If
there is still a problem, please contact the Director of Financial Services.
How do I expand the fields to see my complete answers in the justification?
The portion of your answers that are not visible within the form area available will need to be either
copied to the available space for item 5 or to the Add for ProjName sheet. Please be sure to reference
the question that the additional information is completing.
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Criteria Priorities
Dept Rating
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)

Public Safety Legal Mandates Protect Capital

FY20

Adopted Plans Service Standard Population Served Public Support

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

FY23

FY24

$
$

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

$
$

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what
the consequences would be
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.
5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.
Attachments (list):
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Total Project Costs

-

$

-

Total Project Financing
$
$
$
-

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

Operating Budget

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

Proposed Capital Costs
Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

Financing

$
$

-

-

CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM - CONTINUATION
Gloucester County, Virginia

Project Title
Project Narrative/Justification

Continuation of Departmental Priority Add for ProjName
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM - CONTINUATION
Gloucester County, Virginia

Project Title
Criteria Rating Justifications

Explain your reasoning for selecting the rating your choose for each criteria. It is not necessary to repeat the criteria rating descriptors.

Public Safety

Legal Mandates

Protection of
Capital

Consistency with
Comprehensive
or Other Plans

Standard of
Service

Population
Served

Public Support

Financing

Operating
Budgets

Continuation of Departmental Priority Justify Ratings
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Appendix B: Capital Project Prioritization Rating Standards

Criteria/Rating
Public Safety

9
Project is needed to address
known existing health or safety
hazard
Project is required by law,
regulation, or mandate, but can
wait for the proposed FY

6
Project is needed to alleviate
anticipated/potential health or
safety hazard

3
Project would promote or
maintain health and safety

Project would address
Project is required by agreement
anticipated mandates or other
with another jurisdiction
legal requirements
Project will repair or
Project will improve an existing
Project is critical to saving
Protection of
substantially extend the life of facility, asset, or system or
structural integrity of an existing
Capital
an existing facility, asset, or
defer/supplant future repair
facility, asset, or system
system
expenditure
Project is directly consistent
Project is somewhat consistent Not applicable (Project is not
Consistency with
with the County's
with County's Comprehensive
addressed in the County's
Comprehensive
Comprehensive Plan or other
Plan or other adopted plans and Comprehensive Plan or other
or Other Plans
adopted plans and policies
policies
adopted plans and policies)
Project would improve or
Standard of
Project would make possible
Project would maintain the
provide a higher standard of
Service
new services or projects
current standard of service
service
Legal Mandates

Population
Served

Public Support

Financing

Operating
Budgets

Project would benefit a large
Project would benefit all citizens
Project would benefit some
percentage (more than 50%) of
or areas
citizens or areas (10%-50%)
citizens or areas
Project has been identified as a
need and has strong public
support
Project revenues will support
project expenses including initial
capital investment or related
debt service
Project will result in significant
decreased operating/personnel
costs and/or decreased debt
service

Project has been identified as a
need and has moderate public
support
Non-county revenues have been
identified and applied for to
substantially support the capital
investment
Project will require minimal or
no additional operating/
personnel costs, or debt service
payments
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Project has been identified as
need but lacks public support

0
No health or safety impact
associated with project
Project benefits Gloucester only
or is otherwise not externally
required
No improvement to an existing
facility, asset, or system or no
existing asset involved
Project is inconsistent with the
County's Comprehensive Plan or
other adopted plans and policies
Project could have negative
impact on standard of service
Project would benefit only a
small percentage of citizens or a
particular area (less than 10%)
Project has not been identified
by citizenry as a need

No non-county financing
arrangements currently exist to
substantially support the capital
investment
Project will require some
Project will require significant
additional operating/personnel additional in operating/
costs and/or debt service
personnel costs and/or debt
payments
service payments
Potential for non-county
revenues exist to substantially
support the capital investment
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County of Gloucester
6467 Main Street,
Gloucester, Virginia 23061
804-693-6927
To:
From:
Date:
Re:

Gloucester County Board of Supervisors
J. Brent Fedors, County Administrator
January 15, 2019
Proposed Five-Year Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) for FY2020 through FY2024

I am pleased to present to you the Proposed Five-Year Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) for the fiscal periods
FY2020 through FY2024. This document represents an effort to assess and effectively plan for the County’s
capital budget. The document represents requests put forward by County departments and the School Board.
Overall, those requests (unmodified) exceed $246M* over the next five years and beyond representing the
County’s ongoing infrastructure needs and the demand that the capital budget will continue to place on resource
allocations in the future. The recommended FY20 capital budget is largely comprised of the County’s most
pressing capital needs. The adoption of the Five-Year CIP does not appropriate funds, nor commit the Board of
Supervisors, to any expenditure in fiscal years two through five. A project in the Five-Year CIP does not constitute
a guarantee of funding from the County; projects will be added, deleted and/or amended as necessary, in
accordance with guidance provided by the Board. The first fiscal year is appropriated in conjunction with the FY20
Adopted Budget.
The Five-Year CIP program is a dynamic plan, revised annually, that proposes the acquisition, development,
enhancement and/or replacement of public facilities to serve County residents and the economic base. The CIP
also serves as a guide for the County’s development policies and implementation of the Board of Supervisors’
vision, establishing priorities for the efficient and effective investment of taxpayer dollars into county capital
facilities. It forecasts anticipated expenditures, approximate timing and source of funding for each project. The
program represents a balance between available resources and competing County priorities, while ensuring
compliance with the County’s fiscal policies. Service demands continue to complicate the task of allocating limited
resources. Major maintenance associated with both School and County facilities is addressed as a means of
ensuring that our infrastructure does not deteriorate to the point of inoperability and/or generate significant
increased cost due to the emergence of unplanned repairs and replacements.
The development of the Five-Year CIP has numerous review stages before a project is approved by the Board of
Supervisors with expenditure authority. The initial stages begin with the updating of the Five-Year CIP Plan
Manual which outlines the purpose of the Five-Year CIP and the process for review, recommendation, and
adoption of the CIP. It provides a set of guidelines for requesting projects, criteria for prioritization, funding
sources, and on-going monitoring and reporting on the capital projects and relating spending. The County
Administrator’s CIP Development Team evaluates all submissions for eligibility before presentation to the Planning
Commission.
The Planning Commission evaluated each project as presented for conformity with the Comprehensive Plan and
confirmed that the projects will further the objectives and policies set forth in the Comprehensive Plan and not
obstruct their attainment. Furthermore, I asked the Planning Commission to act as citizen representatives and
rate each project based on the prioritization standards provided in Appendix B of the CIP Plan Manual. Their
ratings provided valuable input into how I ultimately developed the County Administrator’s FY20-FY24 Proposed
Five Year CIP for the Board of Supervisors’ consideration. It reflects difficult decisions in the allocation of limited
resources among competing demands.
The relationship between the CIP and the operating budget is carefully considered during the operating budget
process. The CIP has three direct impacts on the operating budget:
1. Any projects funded with general fund resources must be evaluated, prioritized and competed with other
needs for the limited resources available for that year;
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2. Any project funded with long‐term debt financing must be in compliance with the County’s debt
management policy and must anticipate the impact of the repayment of debt service on current and future
operating budget years; and
3. Operating life cycle costs from implementation, such as staffing and maintenance costs.
The benefits of viable five-year capital improvement program include the following:
❖ Eliminates the duplication of project requests and enables the County to take advantage of joint
planning and shared county facilities;
❖ Assists in implementing the County's Comprehensive Plan and related policies;
❖ Establishes a system of annual examination and prioritization of county needs;
❖ Focuses attention on community goals and objectives;
❖ Allows for proper programming and project design;
❖ Allows for the identification of appropriate project financing and construction schedules;
❖ Helps provide a framework for the equitable distribution of public improvements in the County;
❖ Provides a basis for formulation of bond referenda, borrowing programs, or other revenue producing
measures;
❖ Facilitates capital expenditure and revenue estimates helping to avoid emergency financing;
❖ Encourages efficient government administration;
❖ Fosters a sound and stable financial program;
❖ Bridges the gap between day-to-day operations of county government and the County's long-range
development goals.
Key Highlights of the Five Year Proposed CIP Plan
The total requests for five-year CIP (as modified) is $207.6M consisting of $6.2M for county, $199.1M* for schools,
and $2.3M for utilities.
The five-year CIP (as modified and proposed to the Board of Supervisors for consideration) is $98.1M consisting
of $6.0M for county, $89.8M for schools, and $2.3M for utilities.
The proposed five-year CIP allocates funding for critical needs in the following areas: major renovations,
maintenance and the expansion of existing facilities; new construction projects; safety and accessibility
improvements; and critical technology projects.
Significant Projects included in the first year of the proposed 5 Year CIP
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Renovation of Gloucester High School
Transportation Facility/Bus Compound Relocation
New Achilles Elementary School Bus Loop
New School Athletic Fields
School Bus Replacement Program
HVAC replacement at Peasley Middle School and Bethel Elementary School
Lighting replacement in all schools except GHS and Page
Major maintenance, renovation, safety, and technology

The Recommended FY20-FY24 CIP will be presented to the Board of Supervisors on January 15, 2019 during
your work session meeting. It will include discussion of how projects were selected for inclusion into the five-year
plan. Also, during that time, a public hearing for additional citizen comments will be requested for February 5
during the Board of Supervisors’ regular meeting.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if any questions.
Thank you.
*Schools’ CIP requests are inflated by the inclusion of two proposed options for one project - Gloucester High School (GHS):
New Construction of GHS for $109M, or Renovation of GHS for $75.3M. Both were evaluated as part of the 5 Year CIP
development process.
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28

Engineering

9

Information
Technology

Parks Rec
Tourism
Parks Rec
Tourism
Parks Rec
Tourism
Parks Rec
Tourism
Parks Rec
Tourism
Parks Rec
Tourism
Parks Rec
Tourism
Parks Rec
Tourism
Parks Rec
Tourism

24 Radio O&M

23 Radio O&M

22

21

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

13 Libraries

12

11 Engineering

10 Engineering

Engineering

8

Line
Department
#
Animal
1
Control
Buildings &
2
Grounds
Buildings &
3
Grounds
Buildings &
4
Grounds
Buildings &
5
Grounds
Buildings &
6
Grounds
Community
7
Engagement
69

Cable Communications Program

Restrooms and Concessions Building Woodville Park
Support Facilities & EquipmentWoodville
Public Safety Radio Portable & Mobile
Replacement
Public Service Radio Fire Station
Alerting, HVAC & Electrical

Irrigation System - Woodville Park

Paving & Striping of Parking LotsVarious
Athletic Field Regrading - Woodville
(New!)

Community Center

167

165

160

155

152

149

140

134

131

128

Athletic Field and Parking Lot Lighting
(Woodville & Abingdon)

New Lodge-Beaverdam Park

126

125

Ark Park Road Improvement

Construction of County Library

124

75

73

71

70

68

Law Enforcement Generator
Replacement (Jail) (New!)

ADA Accessibility Improvements County Complex
Asphalt Paving & Overlay-2002
Courthouse Pking Lot
Asphalt Paving & Overlay-Justice Dr &
Law Enforcement Parking Lot
Hutchinson House
Demolition/Stabilization
ERP Software (Replace Fin Plus,
Community Plus, etc)

66

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

65

County Garage Roof Replacement

No

Yes

Yes

CA 5 YR CIP
Recommend?

64

62

Arc Flash (New!)

Generator Installation - Building 1
(New!)
Generator Installation - Building 2
(New!)
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Page
#

Animal Control Office at Shelter
Location

Project Title

Paygo

Debt

Debt

Paygo

Paygo

Paygo

Paygo

Debt

Paygo

Paygo

Paygo

Debt

Paygo

Paygo

Paygo

Paygo

Paygo

Paygo

Paygo

Paygo

Paygo

Paygo

Paygo

Paygo

Primary
Financing

Funding
Source
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General/
Mosquito
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
$216,700

$3,224,630

$4,465,646

$578,000

$146,887

$255,000

$1,725,361

$17,802,000

$504,000

$1,370,000

$107,016

$4,800,000

$667,000

$115,000

$124,000

$168,000

$47,000

$300,000

$57,000

$70,000

$150,000

$100,000

$210,000

$197,182

Total Cost

$146,887

$255,000

$190,728

$10,000

$124,000

$47,000

$57,000

$70,000

$197,182

Year One
FY2020

$477,238

$100,000

$210,000

Year Two
FY2021

Gloucester County
Summary of FY2020-FY2024 Capital Improvement Plan Project Requests

$490,000

$667,000

Year Three
FY2022

$578,000

$224,132

$115,000

$168,000

$100,000

Year Four
FY2023

$216,700

$447,229

$370,000

$107,016

$288,000

Year Five
FY2024

$3,224,630

$4,465,646

$386,034

$17,802,000

$504,000

$500,000

$4,512,000

$100,000

$150,000

$100,000

Year Six and
Beyond

29

183

Lighting Replacement - Botetourt,
Bethel, Achilles, and TC Walker

Page Athletic Fields

30 Schools

31 Schools

221

Rehab/Repair PS #11 (Courthouse
North) Phase II

Rebuild PS #12 Summerville

Rebuild PS #13 (Courthouse South)

Utility Yard

40 Utilities

41 Utilities

42 Utilities

43 Utilities

South St/Martin St/Carriage Ct (New!)

Abandon/Demolish Radial Well Facility

Kerns Avenue Waterline Replacement

46 Utilities

47 Utilities

48 Utilities

45 Utilities

Independence Road Waterline
Improvements (New!)
Belroi Road/Roaring Springs Road
Waterline (New!)

220

Radio-Read Conversion

39 Utilities

44 Utilities

219

Replace Reverse Osmosis Membranes
Ph2

38 Utilities

234

231

229

227

225

224

223

222

215

Bus Compound Relocation

209

206

203

198

189

37 Schools

36 Schools

35 Schools

34 Schools

33 Schools

Playground Equipment Replacement
at Various Elementary Schools
School Bus Replacement Program (5
per year)
Roofing Replacement/Coating Achilles
and Botetourt
NEW CONSTRUCTION of Gloucester
High School (New!)
RENOVATION of Gloucester High
School

177

New Achilles Bus Loop

29 Schools

32 Schools

173

HVAC Replacement at Peasley &
Bethel

28 Schools

186

170

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

169

Toughbook Replacements (New!)

Yes

CA 5 YR CIP
Recommend?

168

Page
#

27 Sheriff

Line
Department Project Title
#
Public Service Radio NICE Call
25 Radio O&M
Recording Replacement
Public Service Radio Tower and
26 Radio O&M
Microwave Upgrades

Paygo

Paygo

Paygo

Debt

Paygo

Debt

Debt

Paygo

Paygo

Paygo

Paygo

Debt

Debt

Debt

PayGo

Paygo

Paygo

Debt

Paygo

Debt

Paygo

Paygo

Paygo

Paygo

Primary
Financing

Utilities

Utilities

Utilities

Utilities

Utilities

Utilities

Utilities

Utilities

Utilities

Utilities

Utilities

Funding
Source
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
General
Fund
$441,000

$493,319

$400,000

$129,176

$789,916

$220,000

$108,000

$54,000

Year One
FY2020

$130,000

$65,000

$200,000

$1,000,000

$120,000

$1,500,000

$1,200,000

$600,000

$1,000,000

$700,000

$100,000

$7,019,700

$75,297,275

$65,000

$250,000

$100,000

$100,000

$600,000

$7,190,000

$109,300,000 $10,930,000

$666,000

$2,619,097

$613,174

$400,000

$870,275

$789,916

$1,499,109

$108,000

$389,400

$54,000

Total Cost

$523,362

$216,670

$314,276

$389,400

Year Three
FY2022

$55,000

$250,000

$100,000

$6,419,700

$75,000

$250,000

$100,000

$52,972,325 $15,134,950

$76,510,000 $21,860,000

$225,000

$508,118

$179,834

$328,823

$339,109

Year Two
FY2021

Gloucester County
Summary of FY2020-FY2024 Capital Improvement Plan Project Requests

$250,000

$100,000

$539,063

$216,670

$98,000

$500,000

Year Four
FY2023
.

$32,000

$100,000

$555,235

$440,000

Year Five
FY2024

$200,000

$1,000,000

$88,000

$1,500,000

$1,200,000

$600,000

$200,000

Year Six and
Beyond

30

Schools/
County
County
Schools
County
Utilities
Utilities

Total 5 years

Total FY20-FY24 Five Year CIP Only
Requests

Total Total

Total Funding Requests Not in
Recommended Five Year CIP

PAYGO-General Fund Unassigned &
Committed Fund Balances
New GO Bond Proceeds
VPSA
Other Forms of Financing/Debt
PAYGO-Enterprise Fund
VRA or Revenue Bond
Total Proposed Funding Plan for
Recommended Five Year CIP

Proposed Funding Sources

Total 5+ years

Total FY20-FY24 and Beyond Requests

Total Total

Line
Page
CA 5 YR CIP
Department Project Title
#
#
Recommend?
Gloucester St and Clements Ave WL
49 Utilities
236
Yes
Improvement (New!)
Chiskiake Village Subdivision Waterline
50 Utilities
238
Yes
Replacement (New!)
Bellehaven Subdivision Waterline
51 Utilities
240
Yes
Replacement (New!)
Tillage Heights Subdivision Waterline
52 Utilities
242
Yes
Replacements (New!)
Sawgrass Pointe Waterline
53 Utilities
244
Yes
Replacement (New!)
Riverdale & Holly Cove Subdivision
54 Utilities
246
Yes
Waterlines (New!)
Berkeley Point Subdivision Waterline
55 Utilities
248
Yes
Improvements (New!)
Azalea Point Rd & Shane Rd Waterline
56 Utilities
250
Yes
Improvements (New!)
Terrapin Cove Road Waterline
57 Utilities
252
Yes
Improvements (New!)
George Washington Mem Highway
58 Utilities
254
Yes
Widening (Water) (New!)
Replace Water Treatment Plant Motor
59 Utilities
256
Yes
Control Center (New!)
George Washington Mem Highway
60 Utilities
257
Yes
Widening (Sewer) (New!)
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities
Utilities

Paygo
Paygo
Paygo
Paygo
Paygo
Paygo
Paygo
Paygo
Paygo
Paygo
Utilities

Utilities

Paygo

Paygo

Funding
Source

Primary
Financing

Year One
FY2020

$35,000

Year Two
FY2021

$30,000

$50,000

$120,000

Year Three
FY2022

$109,478,000 $11,108,000

$76,510,000 $21,860,000

$62,200,147 $18,360,658

$2,600,708

Year Three
FY2022

$98,091,058 $11,860,208

$2,368,122

Year Two
FY2021

$0
$0
$59,392,025 $15,134,950
$0
$0
$440,000
$625,000
$0
$0

$2,365,292

Year One
FY2020

$0
$8,979,916
$0
$515,000
$0

Total Funding

$207,569,058 $22,968,208 $138,710,147 $40,220,658

$246,611,368 $22,968,208 $138,710,147 $40,220,658

$180,000

$350,000

$100,000

$500,000

$300,000

$250,000

$310,000

$155,000

$160,000

$170,000

$360,000

$135,000

Total Cost

Gloucester County
Summary of FY2020-FY2024 Capital Improvement Plan Project Requests

$0

$2,923,865

$0
$0
$0
$385,000
$0

$2,538,865

Year Four
FY2023

$2,923,865

$2,923,865

$35,000

Year Four
FY2023

$150,000

$350,000

$50,000

$500,000

$300,000

$250,000

$310,000

$160,000

$140,000

$300,000

Year Six and
Beyond

$1,740,034

Year Six and
Beyond

$0

$0

$2,746,180 $39,042,310

$288,000 $26,779,646
$0
$0
$0 $3,224,630
$322,000 $3,598,000
$0 $3,700,000

$2,136,180

Year Five
FY2024

$2,746,180 $39,042,310

$2,746,180 $39,042,310

$30,000

$60,000

$100,000

Year Five
FY2024

CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)

County Office Space - New Animal Control Office
County Animal Shelter - 6584 Beehive Drive
Animal Control
Steve Baranek, 804-693-5290, sbaranek@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2019
$
$
10,000

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/31/2018
X

$

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

10/1/2019
197,182

FY23

FY24

197,182

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
197,182
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
197,182 $
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

-

$
$

No

-

$
$

30
N/A
N/A

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

-

$
$

Total Project Costs

197,182

$

197,182
197,182 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
197,182
$
197,182
$
-

-

197,182

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

New office building (modular type) located adjacent to the existing animal shelter on Beehive Drive (old landfill site). The
1) Statement of Need. What demolition of the old animal shelter is required to make way for the new requested building and is incorporated into the final
is the project expected to
cost. In 2013 a CIP request was filed by Garrey Curry using the 2005 Wiley & Wilson space needs assessment. The assessment
accomplish?
projected 1,812sf of space was needed for animal control office purposes. The area needed was increased by 388sf to provide
Quantify benefits.

for a foyer/waiting area and mechanical space bringing the total to 2,200sf. This 2013 plan/request was
One of the outcomes with completing this project is to better serve the County’s citizens by reducing the wait time one must
2) Indicate and quantify any endure while completing their business at the current animal shelter. This can also be accomplished by increasing the
alternatives that might meet
department’s staff by either hiring a full time animal shelter manager or by hiring an additional Animal Control Officer. The
the needs indicated and why
Board of Supervisors (BOS) elected to reduce the workforce of AC in the FY16 budget. Currently, there is no projected time
they were rejected.
frame from the BOS of when this position may be re-filled. The loss of this position might not
With the current situation AC is disconnected from the main building where our services are provided. As the County continues
3) Indicate and quantify what to grow and the population of animals also grows the wait time for citizens/customers will continue to increase. The number of
the consequences would be calls has not gone down causing citizens to wait longer to retrieve their dogs that are at the shelter. Additionally, because of
on services if not funded.
the additional miles needed to be driven by our AC officers to and from the shelter, the wear and tear on the department's
vehicles will also increase along with the fuel they use.
4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

There are no immediate potential liabilities with completing this request or not, but over the past three years Animal Control
has had to make some drastic changes in its services to our citizens because of budget cuts. The approval of this CIP request
would only help to regain some of the lost funds and worker time to be better be used now and in the future to serve our
citizens.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

Lastly, on page 7 of the County's Vision for 2035; Governance, it talks about streamlining services and eliminating inefficiencies.
By building an office for Animal Control this would address both of these concerns by saving gas and wear & tear on the
department vehicles as well as producing a savings of our officers time. This saved time could be put to much better use such as
enforcing laws, increasing license sales and educating the public. The Animal Shelter

Attachments (list):

AC FY20 CIP Request with Site Map & Floor Plan
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM - CONTINUATION
Gloucester County, Virginia

Project Title
Project Narrative/Justification

County Office Space - New Animal Control Office at Shelter Location

•• 1.) adequate at the time, but AC has some new requirements that need to be addressed. Attached is an updated cost breakdown and concept
floor plan of a Modular Office System that significantly reduces the cost of this project over what has been requested in the past 10 years by an
estimated 55%. Along with the quoted $20,833 for demolition and $148,021 for construction, I added in and additional contingency fund of
$28,328 for permits, back fill, grading, drainage, site cleaning, driveway gravel, and seeding. I would like to note that even though the 2005 needs
assessment shown Animal Control's office space needs should be 1,812sf, this request is only for 1,536 sf, and will hopefully satisfy the
department's and community's current and future needs. As for what is needed within this request: First there are no restrooms in the Newer
Animal Shelter for AC staff and kennel workers to use.
A large enough restroom and shower area is needed that can be accessed by non-department personnel as well as department staff at all times.
Kennel workers and volunteer Humane Society staff care for the animals at all hours of the day and night. Furthermore, AC would need an area
for a separate conference/interview room to privately talk to citizens and collect their statements/concerns. This conference room would also be
used for departmental meetings, training, and a lunch area. Storage space would also be required in the plans for the new office building because
the old shelter that is going to be demolished, currently stores required department equipment.
Note: Asbestos and lead abatement tests on the Old Animal Shelter at 6584 Beehive Drive were taken on July 31, 2018, and both tests came back
negative.
Considering the secluded area of the shelter and future office/admin building it is imperative that a video surveillance system be installed along
with some sort of security window in the foyer area to help protect animal control personnel. Lastly, there will be a need for additional parking
not only for Animal Control vehicles, but for shelter workers, volunteers, and citizens as well. To accommodate these vehicles six (6) additional
parking spots and the relocation of Animal Control’s two (2) Emergency Sheltering trailers will be needed and the cost for these gravel parking
spots has been added into the project's final cost.

•• 2.) seem like a lot but it is actually 25% of the Animal Control officers that were assigned to the department.
••
5.) located on Beehive Drive is 3 miles from the current Animal Control Offices in Building 2 on Main Street. • On an average, 10 one way trips to
the shelter are made daily by our Three (3) Officers • 10 trips x 3 miles = 30 miles of unnecessary travel daily * 30 miles ÷ 15 MPG (average truck
miles per gallon) = 2 gallons of gas used daily • 2 gallons of gas x $2.03 a gallon = $4.06 a day • $4.06 a day x 247 regular work days in the year =
$1,003 a year driving to and from the Animal Shelter and AC Office, plus the cost of additional wear & tear of Animal Controls three (3) vehicles
How did we come up with this number of 10 trips to the shelter per day?

• Dogs Returned to Owners (RTO): FY18 - 202, FY17 - 207, FY16 - 240, FY15 - 239, FY14 - 219, = 1,107 ÷ 5 = 221 Average RTO’s a Year
• Dogs Impounded at Shelter: FY18 - 413, FY17 – 365, FY16 – 496, FY15 – 428, FY14 – 452, = 2,154 ÷ 5 = 431 Impounded Dogs a Year
•
Owner Sign Over (Dog): FY18 - 92, FY17 – 76, FY16 – 133, FY15 – 89, FY14 – 78, = 468 ÷ 5 = 94 Dogs Signed Over a Year
• Animals Euthanized (Domestic & Wildlife):FY18 - 96, FY17 – 37, FY16 – 63, FY15 – 37, FY14 – 51, = 284 ÷ 5 = 57 Animals Put Down a Year
• Dogs/Cats Picked Up or Taken to Gloucester-Mathews Humane Society (GMHS) for Adoption: FY18 - 207, FY17 – 151, FY16 – 237, FY15 – 227,
FY14 – 120, = 942 ÷ 5 = 188 Dogs Transported to GMHS. These tasks that are tracked in Animal Control's monthy report come out to a total of
991 trips to the shelter from our office each year.
When you multiply that by two (2), because the officer must return to the office, that number of three (3) mile trips now becomes 1,982.
• Other tasks to consider that Animal Control does that requires a trip to the animal shelter, but do not track the number of times are:
Show dogs to citizens for possible adoptions – Check on the welfare of the animals - Safety check on the Animal Shelter, address any issues and
ensure required maintenance is performed – Fix any minor maintenance issues with shelter or equipment – Meet with the Health Department so
they can release the holding of a dog under quarantine - Care and inventory of two (2) Emergency Animal Sheltering trailers – An owner visiting
their dog that is being held at the shelter for a court case - Meet with State Inspectors.

Continuation of Departmental Priority AC Office 2
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New Animal Shelter opened February 1999 with little to no input from Animal Control
staff of it’s design
✓ No restrooms
✓ No storage for animal supplies, i.e. food, bedding or cleaning supplies
✓ No office space (note: current office space is “Previously the Cat Room”)
✓ No parking lot or gravel driveway was added in it’s initial design
✓ Parking lot for 5 cars was added several years later, two of the parking spots
are currently used by the department’s emergency sheltering trailers
The Animal Shelter is 3 miles from current Animal Control Offices
✓ An Average of 10 one way trips to the shelter are made daily
✓ 10 x 3 = 30 miles of unnecessary travel daily
✓ 30 ÷ 15 MPG (average truck miles per gallon) = 2 gallons of gas a day
✓ 2 gallons of gas x $2.03 a gallon = $4.06 a day
✓ $4.06 a day x 247 regular work days in the year = $1,003 a year
✓ Plus additional wear & tear of vehicles
Animal Control staffing has decreased
✓ Animal population continues to increase
✓ Customer / citizen complaints will also continue to increase
✓ Customer satisfaction will continue to decrease
✓ No public relations
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Old Animal Control “Not In Use” Animal Shelter is located at 6584 Beehive Drive

Current Animal Control “In Use” Animal Shelter is located at 6582 Beehive Drive

Animal Shelter Location
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South view of both Old
& New Shelters

South view of New Shelter
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North view of Old
Shelter

North/East view of
Old Shelter
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40

Euthanasia
Room

64’

Animal
Isolation
Room

“A” Side

53’

Building Area
64’ x 53’ (Inside)

Office Space Now,
Was Old Cat Room

Kitchen /
Food
Prep Room

“B” Side

(NOT TO SCALE)

No Staff or Public Restroom
In This Building

4 Guillotine Type Isolation Cages &
3 Smaller Type Isolation Cages In
Isolation Room

22 Split Guillotine Type Dog Runs

Opened February 1999

CURRENT FLOOR
PLAN OF
ANIMAL SHELTER
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OFFICE SPACE AT
THE SHELTER

✓ Housing required on site records

✓ Complete paperwork, required by law

animals to citizens

✓ Release of animals to owners or show

✓ Intake of animals

Required by law, used for:
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KITCHEN AREA

supplies / equipment

✓ Storage area for cleaning

✓ Laundry

✓ Food preparation

Used For:

Required by law
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ANIMAL ISOLATION /
OBSERVATION ROOM

this room

✓ 6 Smaller type isolation cages in

✓ 4 Guillotine type isolation cages

Caging:

Used to House Sick & Injured Animals

Required By Law
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EUTHANASIA ROOM

Freezer & additional needed supplies

Store & secure euthanasia supplies

Placed in a discreet location

Required by law
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“A” SIDE
OF SHELTER

cannot co-mingle different species

Dog kenneling area only;

(11) Split guillotine runs
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“B” SIDE
OF SHELTER

cannot co-mingle different species

Dog kenneling area only;

(11) Split guillotine runs
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OFFICE SPACE AT
OLD SHELTER
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THE SHELTERS’
“ONLY”
(Still in Use) RESTROOM
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NOTE: These dog runs can not be
used because they do not meet
State standards

5 DOG RUNS
THAT WOULD HOUSE
5 – 8 DOGS IN EACH
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RED doorway
that is in the
hallway will be
locked at all times
and ONLY
Animal Control
Staff will have a
key to access the
rest of the
building. This will
allow kennel
workers &
volunteers access
to only the
restrooms while
ensuring the
security of the
offices and case
records.

NOTE: The

ADA Ramp/Walkway
to Parking Areas

“Concept”
Floor Plan Of
Proposed Building
24’ x 64’ Modular
Office Building

Walkway to Animal Shelter
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Lead & Asbestos
Abatement Tests
Were Completed
On OLD Animal Shelter
With No Findings
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56

57

Note: There is currently a gravel driveway going around the newer animal shelter that would remain in place and in
use after the construction of the new office building. This gravel driveway assists the officers with the on & off
loading of animals .

Site Plan Of Proposed Building
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See
Next Slide

42’

Proposed
New
Office
Building

Parking Areas

See
Next Slide

Storm Water Drain

Clean Out Drain

57’ x 22’ Parking
Area for Animal
Control Trucks

Two trees that
need to be
removed

Dumpster

Note: Additional parking will be needed for citizens/customers vehicles as well as Animal Control and volunteer vehicles. The two
emergency Animal Sheltering trailers that are in two (2) of the four (4) current parking spots will be moved to another location. An
extension of 10’ x 25’ to the current parking area will facilitate five (5) parking spots. An additional parking area of 57’ x 22’ will
accommodate 5 additional parking spots for Animal Control trucks and personnel.

Extend existing
gravel parking lot
10’ x 25 feet.

Telephone pole
& Fire Hydrant
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25’

Extend existing
gravel parking lot
10’ x 25 feet.

33’

42’

Storm Water
Drain

Clean Out
Drain

O
F
F
I
C
E

N
E
W

Parking Areas

22’

57’ x 22’ Parking
Area for Animal
Control Trucks

57’

Dumpster

Two trees that
need to be
removed
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57’ x 22’ Parking Area for
Animal Control Trucks

61

Extend existing gravel
parking lot 10’ x 25 feet.

CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)

County

Arc Flash General Fund
County Wide
Buildings and Grounds and Utilities
Reed Fowler/2100/rfowler@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2019
$ 400,000
$
5,000

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

9/14/2019
New

$

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$
$

6/30/2019
20,000
-

FY23

100
Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount $
2019
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond
Total Project Costs

FY24

420,000

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
210,000
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
210,000
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
420,000 $
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$
$

-

$
$

Yes

-

$
$

-

$
$

420,000

$

210,000
210,000
420,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
210,000
210,000
$
420,000
$
-

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

-

420,000

OSHA, NFPA, NEC
Federal

Each year, 2000 workers are admitted to burn centers for extended injury treatment caused by arc flash. Arc flash is an electric
1) Statement of Need. What current that is passed through the air when insulation or isolation between electrified conductors is not sufficient to withstand
is the project expected to
the applied voltage. The flash is immediate, but the results can cause severe injury. The dangers of arc flash have come to the
accomplish?
forefront of electrical safety programs and procedures. This is because arc flash hazards pose an everyday risk to our employees
Quantify benefits.

and County infrastructure.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet There is no alternative method to comply with the standards other than the investment in the ArcFlash analysis and investment
the needs indicated and why in the labeling of control panels and MCC sets. The investment is required to meet the requirements of this program mandate.
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what
Failure to conduct an arc flash analysis of our electrical distributions places the County at risk due to serious or fatal employee
the consequences would be
injuries, OSHA citations and damage to our infrastructure.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

Financial and legal liabilities will be incurred if an arc flash incident occurs.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

After the initial investment in the arc flash analysis, future expenses will include the purchase of personal protective equipment
(PPE), training expenses, and labeling of electrical distribution systems including control panels and MCC's.

Attachments (list):
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM - CONTINUATION
Gloucester County, Virginia
ArcFlash General Fund

Project Title
Project Narrative/Justification

In order to accurately determine the arc flash hazard at each electrical assembly in our County facilities allow us to best determine how to protect
our employees, electrical equipment, and our buildings. Arc flash analysis is a program designed to conduct a short-circuit study, coordination
study, and an arc flash hazard analysis of the County's power distribution systems. This project has been developed to protect the County liability
from substantial insurance claims, personnel and equipment risks due to an arc flash incident and provide the necessary funding to conduct a
comprehensive study of the County's electrical systems. Recommendations from the study will allow the County to meet National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) 70E requirements for safe work practices, ensure the County's compliance with OSHA 1910 Subpart S and OSHA 1926 Subpart
K. and National Electric Code (NEC) Article 110.16.

Continuation of Departmental Priority B&G Arc Flash2
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)

County

Building 1 Generator Installation
Building 1
Buildings & Grounds
Wes McIntyre/693-6269/cmcintyre@gloucesterva.info
FY20

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/31/2018
X

$

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

FY20
100,000

FY23

FY24

100,000

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
100,000
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
100,000 $
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$
$

-

$
$

-

$
$

20

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

-

$
$

Total Project Costs

100,000

$

100,000
100,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
100,000
$
100,000
$
-

-

100,000

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

Project Description - Install an on-demand generator to mitigate lengthy power outages effecting Building 1. Currently Building
1) Statement of Need. What 1 has no on-demand generator. The County Administrator designated this concern to become a capital project by identifying
is the project expected to
the need for a continuation of government function in the event of a lengthy power outage scenario. Currently during a power
accomplish?
outage necessary work cannot be completed or services provided to the public. An on-demand generator would enable the
Quantify benefits.

staff and various departments to function and deliver resources as specified.

2) Indicate and quantify any The option for a portable generator commits the County to finding rental equipment presumably in high demand situations
alternatives that might meet
therefore minimizing the potential to secure a unit. The facility would also need to have a manual transfer switch installed to
the needs indicated and why
allow the rental unit to provide temporary power.
they were rejected.

The Administrative team as well as Voters Registrar, Human Resources and Community Engagement will not reliably deliver

3) Indicate and quantify what
required or needed services. Without the addition of an on-demand generator for Building 1, the County government cannot
the consequences would be
provide uninterrupted access to Administration, Human Resources, Voter Registrar as well as maintain functionality of the
on services if not funded.

Community Engagement office in the event of a lengthy loss of power.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

Liabilities in not installing a generator include unreliable access to specific County functions as described in an extended power
outage. Some staff functions may be relocatable to other facilities provided space is available.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

With the addition of a generator, annual maintenance and inspections would be required as are with the units supporting other
facilities. Generally speaking these ongoing expenses are approximately less than $500.00 annually.

Attachments (list):
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)

County

Building 2 Generator Installation
Building 2
Buildings & Grounds
Wes McIntyre/693-6269/cmcintyre@gloucesterva.info
FY20

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/31/2018
X

$

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

FY20
150,000

FY23

FY24

150,000

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
150,000
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
150,000 $
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$
$

-

$
$

-

$
$

20

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

-

$
$

Total Project Costs

150,000

$

150,000
150,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
150,000
$
150,000
$
-

-

150,000

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

Project Description - Install an on demand 150Kw generator to mitigate lengthy power outages effecting Building 2. Currently
1) Statement of Need. What Building 2 has no on-demand generator. The County Administrator designated this concern to become a capital project by
is the project expected to
identifying the need for a continuation of government function in the event of a lengthy power outage scenario. Currently
accomplish?
during a power outage necessary work cannot be completed or services provided to the public. An on-demand generator would
Quantify benefits.

enable the staff and various departments to function and deliver resources as specified.

2) Indicate and quantify any The option for a portable 150 Kw generator commits the County to finding rental equipment presumably in high demand
alternatives that might meet
situations therefore minimizing the potential to secure a unit. The facility would also need to have a manual transfer switch
the needs indicated and why
installed to allow the rental unit to provide temporary power.
they were rejected.

The Assistant Administrative team as well as numerous other departments will not reliably deliver required or needed services.
3) Indicate and quantify what Without the addition of an on-demand generator for Building 2, the County government cannot provide uninterrupted access
the consequences would be to a variety of services in the event of a lengthy loss of power. Building 2 house departments regulating Building Codes and
on services if not funded.
Compliance, Animal Control, Treasurer's Office, Zoning and Planning, as well as other supporting entities including additional

administrative support for County wide operations.
4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

Liabilities in not installing a generator include unreliable access to specific County functions as described in an extended power
outage. Some staff functions may be relocatable to other facilities provided space is available.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

With the addition of a generator annual maintenance and inspections would be required as are with the units supporting other
facilities. Generally speaking these ongoing expenses are approximately less than $500.00 annually.

Attachments (list):
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
County

County Garage Roof Replacement
County Garage
Buildings & Grounds
C. Wesley McIntyre Jr.
FY20

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/27/2018

$

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

FY20
70,000

FY23

FY24

70,000

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
35,000
Fund Balance-Unassigned
35,000
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
70,000 $
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$
$

-

$
$

-

$
$

5

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

-

$
$

Total Project Costs

70,000

$

35,000
35,000
70,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
35,000
35,000
$
70,000
$
-

-

70,000

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

The roof of the County garage continues to be in need of replacement. Recent progress on potentially developing a new vehicle
1) Statement of Need. What maintenance facility for the school district with excess capacity has led us to postpone roof replacement. The progression of
is the project expected to
work for the new facility is not assured and as such, the garage roof work must be planned as an alternative course of action
accomplish?
and a stop gap measure. In the event the new facility is developed, the funding for this project can be reallocated for demolition
Quantify benefits.

costs for the facility to help make the 5-acres available for redevelopment.

2) Indicate and quantify any Development of a new school vehicle maintenance facility with excess capacity will eliminate the need to invest in stop gap
alternatives that might meet
maintenance at the aging County garage. Instead, funding can be used to remove and demolish the building readying the site
the needs indicated and why
for private redevelopment. Public Utilities will need to abandon the radial well facility to leverage the full 5-acres.
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what
The roof is in very poor condition and is affecting the structural integrity of the building. Additional degradation of the roof may
the consequences would be
render portions of the building unusable, thereby requiring an alternative arrangement for vehicle maintenance.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

It is unlikely that structural failure would occur, however, left unaddressed, certainty decreases. Most likely are impacts due to
water infiltration such as damage to interior materials and potential decay/mold.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

A cost estimate was obtained in 2014 from a regional roofing company to replace the 4,200 square foot low slope roof at $12/sf
plus $5,000 to replace damaged sheathing totaling $55,400 ($60,000 after contingency) According to the ENR BCI, construction
costs have increased approximately 11% from FY15 to FY18. A reasonable increase to FY20 would be an additional 4%. The
budget for this project is therefore listed as $70,000.

Attachments (list):
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM - CONTINUATION
Gloucester County, Virginia

Project Title
Project Narrative/Justification

B&G Garage Roof Replacement

Project Description - The single story B&G Garage roof is failing and needs to be replaced. Not only are there leaks, but the wooden roof deck is
failing in some areas. This project would replace the low slope roof with a new low slope roof. Roof deck would be repaired as neccesary. The goal
is to provide a relalively low cost roof given the failing condition of the building.

Project Justification - The building as a whole is old and does not serve the County well, but it is the only option available right now. The project
could be avoided if an alternative location for County vehicle repair is found.

Impact if Project Not Completed - The roof is in very poor condition and is affecting the structural integrity of the building. Failure of the roof
system may render the garage or portions thereof unusable forcing us to make alternative arrangements for vehicle service. Either the roof needs
to be fixed or the garage function needs to be relocated.

Continuation of Departmental Priority B&G Cty Garage 2
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

County

FY20

FY20
$

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

FY20
57,000

FY23

FY24

$
$

-

$
$

-

$
$

20

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

57,000

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
57,000
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
57,000 $
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.
1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)

Law Enforcement Generator Replacement
Jail Compound
Buildings & Grounds
Wes McIntyre/8046936269/cmcintyre@gloucesterva.info

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/30/2018
X

-

$
$

Total Project Costs

57,000

$

57,000
57,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
57,000
$
57,000
$
-

-

57,000

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

The 1994 Olympian Generac on demand generator provides emergency on demand power for the County's Law Enforcement
(LE) building as well as the Jail kitchen. This unit is a 80 Kw, 3 phase, propane generator. This unit based on age and service
history should be scheduled for immediate replacement. The current Generator (Olympian Generac 80 Kw) that supplies
emergency power to the LE building, as well as the Jail kitchen, is 24 years old and passed its useful life expectancy.
There are no alternatives other than scheduled replacement. Replacement post failure would create an undesirable scenario

2) Indicate and quantify any with no guarantee to turn around time. The current unit provides service at the present. A local service provider was asked to
alternatives that might meet
evaluate this unit and confirm its need for scheduled replacement as soon as fiscally possible.
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

The current unit may fail to supply on demand power during an outage requiring a portable unit to be acquired and temporarily

3) Indicate and quantify what
installed. This unit is past its expected useful and reliable life span and replacement should be scheduled to avoid interruption
the consequences would be
of emergency power. Replacement post failure would potentially require rental of a portable unit in the interim for an
on services if not funded.

undetermined length of time adding to the overall costs of replacement.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

The LE building has on-demand emergency power provided by this unit. Reliability comes into question as the unit has aged
beyond its projected useful life. In the event a scheduled replacement is not established we may be faced with replacement
post failure. This scenario would entail an undetemined time line based on availability of a replacement unit and installer.
Additional undetermined cost would be incurred from rental of a portable unit during the interim. Not scheduling replacement
will increase the likelihood of unreliability and potential interruption in emergency power during an outage.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

A replacement cost estimated was obtained by a local contracted service provider (Bay Diesel) during a scheduled generator
assessment inspection. This unit, based on its age and service history, was identified to be replaced. Given the fact that this unit
provides emergency on demand power to the County's Law Enforcement facility an estimate was provide for turn key
replacement at $57,000.

Attachments (list):
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

8/16/2018
Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
x
Both

Cable Communications Program
Colonial Courthouse; Walker Center; GHS Studio
Community Engagement
Christi Lewis/1255/clewis@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2019

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22
$
100,000

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
100,000
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
100,000 $
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

6/30/2020
300,000

FY23
$

up to 9
Useful life (in years)
88,124
Previous Funding Amount $
FY19
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond
Total Project Costs

FY24

100,000

$
$

100,000

-

$
$

No

100,000 $
$

-

$
$

200,000 $

100,000 $

200,000
200,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
100,000
300,000
100,000 $
300,000
$
-

300,000

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

Funding to support 3 broadcast facilities as noted above in project location(s) for government and schools public access
1) Statement of Need. What channels, cable programming and video streaming service. Programs include live, replayed and streamed broadcasts of Board
is the project expected to
of Supervisors, School Board, Planning Commission and "as needed" public meetings, as well as local programs produced inaccomplish?
house and "canned" programs. The GHS facility supports the Television and Video Production career education program for
Quantify benefits.

students.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

No viable options to support broadcast facilities and programs known at this time other than thru the General Fund. Cox
Capital Funds and designated franchise agreement funds ($190,000 estimate) through the Committed Fund Balance are used to
support this initiative. Cox Capital Funds of $28,000 must be used to support equipment needs and are appropriated to FMRR
under Cable Communications Program operations.

3) Indicate and quantify what
Without necessary and needed equipment, there would be no government and school public access programming, broadcast
the consequences would be
of public meetings and/or GHS studio for career and technical education.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

Replacement of any antiquated or inoperable equipment with industry standards indicating a 5-7 year replacement cycle and
loss of operablity without a replacement plan.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

Support replacement and update of equipment and facilities to support governmental and educational broadcast capabilities
for 3 broadcast studios that support 3 public access channels.

Attachments (list):
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

8/31/2018
X

County

ADA Accessibility Improvement - County Complex
County Complex
Engineering
Brent Payne, P.E./693-5480/bpayne@gloucesterva.info
10/1/2017
$
-

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

$

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

FY20
47,000

FY23

30
Useful life (in years)
287,000
Previous Funding Amount $
FY17 - FY20
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond
Total Project Costs

FY24

47,000

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
47,000
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
47,000 $
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.
1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)

$

-

$
$

Yes

-

$
$

-

$
$

47,000

$

47,000
47,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
47,000
$
47,000
$
-

-

47,000

Department of Justice (DOJ)
Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?
Federal

This is the third phase of a multi-year project. Phase 1 removed barriers at several building entrances and between buildings
(B1, LE, & B1-B2 route) and was completed in FY18. Phase 2 is an ADA route between Main Street and B2 parking lot next to
Birkhofer Building which was funded for FY19. Phase 3 will continue the process of removing barriers between buildings (B1 &
B2 to CH). See attachment.

2) Indicate and quantify any Improvements to accessible routes are not mandated by code until construction is initiated in the area, but the County is
alternatives that might meet
susceptible to complaints from citizens and subsequent DOJ investigation. Accessible routes from parking areas to buildings
the needs indicated and why
and from building to building is a best practice that would be required if designed today.
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what
Not funding would enable continued impairment to disabled citizens and potentially expose the County to liability via a DOJ
the consequences would be
investigation.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

See #3

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

This is the fourth year requesting funds for these projects. Initial estimates in FY17 vastly underestimated the cost of the
projects which led to a phased approach and additional requests for funding over multiple years. The most highly trafficked
routes and the source of complaints have been or will be addressed with previous years' funding.

Attachments (list):

County Comples ADA Ph III
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/31/2018
Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
County

Asphalt Paving and Overlay - Courthouse of 2002
County Complex
Engineering
Brent Payne, P.E./693-5480/bpayne@gloucesterva.info
FY22

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22
$
168,000

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.
1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

$

FY22
168,000

FY23

FY24

$
$

168,000

168,000 $
$
No

-

$
$

15

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

-

$
$

Total Project Costs

168,000

$

168,000
168,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
168,000
$
168,000
$
-

-

168,000

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

Much like our busy roadways, flexible asphalt pavement used in our internal roads and parking lots wears over time requiring
maintenance. If left for too long, cracks in the pavement allow water to enter, which then permits freeze-thaw and vegetation
impacts. A reasonable life for a wearing course is 15 years. The drives and parking area serving the Courthouse of 2002 will be
20 years old in FY22 when overlay is recommended.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
There are no reasonable alternatives that are cost effective and protect and preserve access to critical county facilities.
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what
Existing asphalt quality will diminish over time and if allowed to diminish too far, milling will be required before overlay which
the consequences would be
could double the cost.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

Liabilities are generally limited to increased costs if conditions are permitted to atrophy and somewhat limited impacts to
courthouse accessibility.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The cost of asphalt overlay fluctuates with the petroleum market making cost prediction difficult. $20/sy is a reasonable
estimate for a 2-inch overlay with minimal pre-work. The courthouse development plans indicate approximately 7,300 square
yards of asphalt pavement in the area leading to an estimated cost of $146,000. Assume cost inflation of 4.65% per year for
three years ($146,000 x 1.0465^3 = $168,000).

Attachments (list):

Aerial photography showing extent of project
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Approximately 7,300 square yards

Courthouse of 2002 Drive and Parking Lot

Asphalt Pavement and Overlay

CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
County

Asphalt Paving and Overlay - Justice Drive and LE
County Complex
Engineering
Brent Payne, P.E./693-5480/bpayne@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2019
$
$
-

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/31/2018

$

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

9/1/2019
124,000
-

FY23

FY24

$
$

-

$
$

No

-

$
$

15

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

124,000

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
124,000
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
124,000 $
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.
1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

$
$

-

$
$

Total Project Costs

124,000

$

124,000
124,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
124,000
$
124,000
$
-

-

124,000

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

Much like our busy roadways, flexible asphalt pavement used in our internal roads and parking lots wears over time requiring
maintenance. If left for too long, cracks in the pavement allow water to enter, which then permits freeze-thaw and vegetation
impacts. A reasonable life for a wearing course is 15 years. Much of Justice Drive and the Law Enforcement Parking lot were
last paved in the mid-1980's vastly exceeding reasonable life expectancy.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
There are no reasonable alternatives that are cost effective and protect and preserve access to critical county facilities.
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what
Existing asphalt quality will diminish over time and if allowed to diminish too far, milling will be required before overlay which
the consequences would be
could double the cost.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

Liabilities are generally limited to increased costs if conditions are permitted to atrophy and somewhat limited impacts to LE/Jail
accessibility.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The cost of asphalt overlay fluctuates with the petroleum market making cost prediction difficult. $20/sy is a reasonable
estimate for a 2-inch overlay with minimal pre-work. The portion of Justice Drive not recently paved together with the Law
Enforcement Lot is approximately 6,200 square yards in area leading to an estimated cost of $124,000.

Attachments (list):

Aerial photography showing extent of project
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Approximately 6,200 square yards

Justice Drive and Law Enforcement/Jail Parking Lot

Asphalt Pavement and Overlay

CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

11/20/2018
Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
County

Hutchinson House Demolition/Stabilization
Hutchinson House Adjascent to Building 1
Engineering
Brent Payne, P.E./693-5480/bpayne@gloucesterva.info
FY23

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

FY23

Proposed Capital Costs

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
$
$
$
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

FY23
115,000

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

FY24

115,000

$

-

$

115,000

-

$
$

No

115,000 $
$

-

$
$

Total Project Costs

115,000

$

115,000
115,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
115,000
$
115,000
$
-

-

115,000

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

The existing County-owned residential structure is in significant disrepair. A report by TAM Consultants, Inc was completed to
1) Statement of Need. What assess conditions and alternatives for the structure. They estimated 90% of the exterior requires replacement including the
is the project expected to
roof. 30% of the structure and interior requires replacement. The asbestos siding requires abatement. The County invests in
accomplish?
repairs to mitigate environmental damage to the house however signficant mold and mildew damage exists in the
Quantify benefits.

unconditioned space.

2) Indicate and quantify any Demolition and site stabilization is the most cost-effective alternative and proposed in this CIP form. Renovation costs are
alternatives that might meet
estimated by TAM Consultants Inc. are estimated between $225,000 and $350,000. New construction is estimated at $450,000
the needs indicated and why
for residential and $750 for commercial.
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what
Ongoing maintenance will continue to be a sunk cost into a structure that is unreasonable to repair. The property will not be
the consequences would be
usable by the County or future owners unless the structure is removed or renovated.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

The property is a liability for additional maintenance, pest control or injury of tresspassers. Public hazards will exist during
demolition and must be controlled through planning and signage.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

Demoliltion is a single capital investment with no future costs. The grounds must be managed to prevent overgrowth at a
minimum.

Attachments (list):

Emailed Summary of Estimated Costs
TAM Consultants Inc. Recommendations and Conclusions
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•

Hutchinson House
6445 Main Street
Gloucester, Virginia

Property Condition Assessment
June 29, 2018

Prepared for:
Ms. B.M. “Lindy” Harper, P.E.
Public Works Engineer
Department of Engineering
6515 Main Street
P.O. Box 329
Gloucester, Virginia 23061
Ph: 804-693-6175
Email: bharper@gloucesterva.info

Provided by:
TAM Consultants Inc.
4350 New Town Avenue, Suite 203
Williamsburg, VA 23188
757-564-4434
TAM Project No. 18281-W
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June 29, 2018
Ms. B. M. “Lindy” Harper, P.E.
Public Works Engineer
Department of Engineering
6515 Main Street
Gloucester, Virginia 23061
(804) 693-6175
bharper@gloucesterva.info
Subject:

Hutchinson House Property Condition Assessment
6445 Main Street Gloucester, Virginia 23061
TAM Project No. 18281-W

Attachments: a) Photos
b) Opinion of Costs
c) Marked-up Plans
Dear Ms. Harper:
In accordance with your request, we have completed a review of portions of the structure of the
unoccupied Hutchinson house located at 6445 Main Street in Gloucester, Virginia. We were
requested to review the structure and comment on the general condition of the residence
including practical options for the existing residence, and to provide an opinion of estimated
costs for the options, as well as possible complications.
TAM Consultants visited the property on June 20, 2018. During the site visit, TAM Consultants
visually reviewed the exterior, general site conditions, portions of the attic, second floor, first
floor, cellar, portions of the crawlspace, and the auxiliary structures. In this report, we have
provided our visual observations along with photos and marked up sketches of the floor plans.
We have also provided discussions of practical options regarding the residence and the property.
We have compiled our opinion of costs for the options and have included brief discussions of
each.
A general structural analysis of the structure was performed to determine the capacity of the
existing joists and rafters and the information has been summarized in this report. The analysis
of the structure was limited to what was seen during the time of the site visit and does not
include a full analysis of the existing structure which would be required to change the occupancy
of the building.
For the purpose of this report, the front of the Hutchinson house faces Main Street and the left
and right are referred to as if the observer was facing the front of the residence. The front, left,
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right, and rear of the house are also labeled on the attached marked-up sketches of the floor
plans.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
The residence is a historic two-story wood frame structure that was reportedly constructed in
1890. Most of the structure is constructed over a shallow crawl space with a cellar located under
the center right portion of the house. The house is supported by a brick pier foundation with a
brick infill wall between the piers. The roof over the main portion of the residence has a finished
attic space with gable dormers. The roof is covered with a red metal seam roof and the walls
appear to have a layer of wood siding covered by a layer of shingle siding. The shingle siding
appears to be asbestos.
An approximately 8’ wide screen porch with a monoslope metal roof wraps around a majority of
the main portion of the residence. Various additions have been added over time including a the
small room space that was originally a section of the porch at the rear-right corner of the
residence, multiple single-story additions to extend the rear of the residence for a kitchen, and a
two-story octagonal room that was added to the left portion of the residence.
The house is located on a 1.8-acre site which also has multiple auxiliary structures. There
appears to be a detached garage, a locked storage room, a failing open garage, and failed clay
masonry pump room, and an old steel windmill tower.
General Photos:

Front view of residence
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Left view of residence. Notice the 2-story octagonal addition.

Rear view of the residence
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Right side view of the original residence
OBSERVATIONS:
Exterior
•

While walking the exterior of the site, a clay pipe was observed to be exposed where the
soil had eroded from under the brick foundation wall along the left rear of the house at
the kitchen addition. The exposed portion of the clay pipe was noted to be broken and is
assumed to connect to the sewage system for the residence. It is believed this pipe runs
into a below grade septic or similar structure.

•

The siding appeared to be asbestos shingle tiles nailed over an original wooden lap
siding. The shingle siding was observed to be in a fair to poor condition with some of the
tiles found to be broken or chipped.

•

The window types varied slightly throughout the residence, but the general condition of
the windows appeared to be the same. The existing windows appeared to be single pane
operable hung windows with a rope and counterweight system. Many of the windows
had cracked panes and did not appear to be properly sealed with significant potential for
water infiltration.

•

The metal roof was found to be in a poor condition and is believed to be beyond its
expected service life. Evidence of multiple moderate to severe roof leaks were noted
while reviewing the interior of the residence.
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•

The wood fascia was found to be in poor condition. Multiple locations were observed
where the fascia had completely rotted away or is near missing. Multiple openings in the
eave were noted that allow animals to enter the building and allow water infiltration.

•

The electric panel was located at the left-center of the residence by the octagonal addition
and was found to be disconnected. The equipment appeared to be old and most likely not
serviceable at this time.

Exterior Photos:

View of exposed and broken clay pipe. The pipe is assumed to
connect the sewage system
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View of what appears to be asbestos tile siding over the original
wooden lap siding

General condition of exterior building envelope
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View of open window in attic

View of window with cracked pane, typical
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View of window and exterior, typical condition

View of open dutch eave at rear of kitchen addition
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View of disconnected electrical panel as seen from the porch

View of disconnected electric meter
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View of water pump. The condition of the pump is unknown

View of the porch along the front of the residence
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View of the porch along the left of the residence

View of a concrete box that possibly provides access for sewage
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Interior - Attic
•

The two semi-circular windows at the ends of the access hallway in the attic were
observed to be open at the time of the site visit. It appears that these windows won’t
remain closed as is.

•

Multiple step and vertical cracks were noted in the plaster of the center attic hallway
walls.

•

Evidence of a water leak was observed by the chimney in the attic room on the right side
of the residence. Water staining was noted on the back side of the chimney and on the
floor below.

•

While looking in the dormer space at the front left corner of the roof we noted significant
water damage from a roof water leak. The rafters in this vicinity are completely rotten,
the roof decking is rotten, and the attic floor is completely rotten through and has
collapsed on the floor below.

•

While looking in the dormer space at the front left corner of the roof the eave was noted
to be in an open.

Interior – 2nd Floor
•

Evidence of a water leak was observed at the front-left corner of the residence. The
ceiling plaster had collapsed and the carpet below was stained.

•

While in the front-left corner room, we noted that the plaster ceiling had fallen from the
attic floor joists. The carpet was noted to be saturated and the floor sheathing above was
noted to be rotten and the leak appeared to be active.
o The floor in this room was noted to slope towards the center of the room from the
front to the rear of the residence. The floor slope was measured to be
approximately 1/2” in 12 inches
o The floor in this room was noted to have a highly dynamic response to loading
and walking in.
o When looking at the front exterior wallpaper we noted what appeared to be
damage, upon further examination we noted that the interior sheathing, insulation,
and exterior sheathing was completely saturated. We also noted the presence of a
large number of insects in the wall cavity.

•

While in the rear-right corner room, we noted that the plaster ceiling had fallen from the
attic floor joist. The carpet was noted to be saturated and the floor sheathing above was
noted to be rotten and the leak appeared to be active.
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o The floor in this room was noted to have a highly dynamic response to loading
and walking in.
o When the floor carpet was moved it was noted that the pine flooring was saturated
on the surface and has most likely remained damp for long durations
•

While in the center of the building, the main hallway and stairs, we noted numerous step
and diagonal cracks in the wall plaster. The cracks were noted on the interior walls and
the exterior walls.

Interior – 1st Floor
•

When in the front front-left room of the first floor we noted large areas of water staining
on the ceiling and exterior walls. We noted large areas of mold and mildew growth in
various areas.

•

When in the rear-right corner room of the first floor we noted active growth on the ceiling
and large areas of water staining. We also noted that the flooring in this room is saturate,
has active growth, and feels bouncy.

•

When in the rear-right corner addition, where the porch was closed in, we noted
significant water staining of the roof.

•

We noted evidence of a leak was noted at the ceiling of the stairwell leading to the
second floor from the kitchen at the rear addition.

•

Multiple vertical and diagonal cracks were noted in the plaster on the walls of the
stairwell access hallway. Diagonal and vertical cracks were noted above most of the
doorways.
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Interior Photos:

Typical view of finished attic

View of open window at the end of the attic access hallway
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View of cracking in the plaster located in the attic access hallway,
typ.

View of staining from water leak at the chimney located in the
Right-Center of the residence
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View of the stained lathe from the water leak at the chimney

View of the stained floor from the water leak at the chimney
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View of the access to the leak location at the front-left of the
residence

View of the damage from the water leak noted in the picture
above
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View of the water leak at the front-left of the residence as noted
from the second floor

View of the damaged 2nd floor ceiling from the leak noted in the
picture above
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View of the outdated electric, typ.

2nd floor view of the insects living in the rotten sheathing of the
front wall at the front-left room
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View of the water leak noted in the rear-right room from the
second floor

View of the saturated flooring from the water leak noted in the
photo above
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View of diagonal cracking in the plaster of the second floor
stairwell access hallway, typ.

View of the water damage noted on the first floor in the front-left
room of the residence
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View of vertical cracking in the plaster of the room at the frontleft of the residence

View of water damage on the first floor in the room at the rearright of the residence
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View of water damage on the first floor in the room at the rearright of the residence

View of the water damaged floor in the room noted in the photo
above
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View of the water damage in the porch that was converted to
conditioned space at the right-rear of the residence

View of the front entry way at the first floor
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View of vertical and diagonal cracking in the plaster of the front
entry way on the first floor, typ.

View of a water leak in the front entryway on the first floor
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Foundation and Cellar
•

The cellar was observed to be in a very damp condition. Water has condensed on the
floor joists and the insulation and was currently dripping onto the concrete slab below.
The wood flooring was noted to be experiencing rot in multiple locations.

•

The retaining wall for the cellar appeared to be an 8” thick brick masonry wall with a
Cementous coating. A horizontal failure was noted along the cellar wall at the front of
the house.

•

Termite damage at the girder was seen at the rear cellar wall.

•

We were able to observe the crawlspace of the main house through a small port. The
crawlspace of the main house is very close to the existing grade and was note accessible
at the time of our site visit.

•

While walking the exterior we noted numerous areas where the brick skirt wall had
failed, was undermined, or cracked. It appears that the foundation has experienced
differential movement in numerous areas

•

Using a soil prob it was determined that the foundation wall and piers were not supported
by spread footing elements.

Foundation and Cellar Photos:

View of a vertical crack in the stairwell wall leading to the cellar
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View of the typical saturated condition of the cellar

View of the horizontal failure in the cellar retaining wall at the
front of the residence
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View of termite damage noted in the cellar

View of the typical porch framing as seen under the front porch
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View of the front porch framing and the cellar retaining wall
construction

View of the crawlspace hole at the rear-left of the residence
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Typical view of the crawlspace and first floor framing from the
crawlspace access noted in the photo above

View of the crawlspace hole located along the right wall of the
rear kitchen addition
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Typical view of the crawlspace and framing for the rear kitchen
addition as seen from the crawlspace access noted in the photo
above
Auxiliary Buildings
Five auxiliary structures were noted on the property. Generally, the auxiliary structures were
noted to be in a poor condition except for the detached garage located on the right side of the
property which appeared to be in serviceable condition. The five main structures include:
•

The small clay masonry block shed, that is located at the rear of the property next to what
appears to be a windmill powered pump for a well. The block shed was observed to be in
poor condition and has collapsed inside itself. This auxiliary structure can be a safety
hazard and is not protected from unauthorized occupancy.

•

The open timber shed with the red metal roof at the rear center of the property was noted
to be in poor condition and is currently collapsing. This auxiliary structure can be a safety
hazard and is not protected from unauthorized occupancy.

•

The small enclosed timber shed at the rear-center of the property was noted to be in fair
to poor condition but was only viewed from the exterior.

•

The detached garage at the rear-right of the property was observed to be in fair to
serviceable condition. The red metal roof is in poor condition and will need to be
replaced.
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Auxiliary Building Photos:

View of small clay masonry block shed that is in an unsafe
condition at the rear-left of the property

View of the open timber shed noted to be in a poor condition
located at the rear-center of the property
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View of the small shed at the center-rear of the property that was
noted to be in a poor condition

View of the detached garage to the rear-right of the property noted
to be in a fair to serviceable condition
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND DISCUSSION:
•

Prior to completing any interior or structural repairs the building’s exterior will need to
be rehabilitated. This includes a new roof, new exterior siding, new trim/eaves, new
windows, new skirt wall, and a new means to control the humidity in the crawlspace and
cellar. These repairs will encompass around 90% of the exterior envelope.

•

We noted signs of structural damage that would require correction prior to finishes being
installed and the building being occupied. These repairs will encompass around 30% of
the first and second floor areas and a small percentage of the roof area.
a. Signs of differential settlement of the building as noted in the cracked foundation,
cracking plaster, and out-of-plumb openings would need to be addressed. This is
compounded with the lack of a concrete spread foundation
b. Signs of rotted timber at the cellar and crawlspace would need to be reinforced
and protected from future damage.
c. Possible termite damage of the lower timber framing would require reinforcement
and future protection.
d. The exterior walls, sheathing, and siding would need to be evaluated and repaired.
We noted areas of rot and decay but were not able to observe all conditions. The
timber walls will also require to be evaluated for the current building code.
e. Substantial structural repairs of the floor sheathing, joists, and framing of the first
floor and second floor will need to be completed.
f. Structural repairs to the attic framing repairing the damage from the water leaks.

•

Overall the Hutchinson House was noted to be in a poor to fair condition. While repairs
can be made to allow the residence to be occupied, these repairs will be extensive, and
the full extent of the repairs will not be realized until the work has begun.

•

Many of the roof leaks appeared to be in an active state and are causing continued
damage to the structure. The roof leaks should be repaired as soon as possible, provided
the option to repair the Hutchinson House is selected.

•

Based on a preliminary structural analysis of the floor framing members, the house is
structurally adequate for residential occupancy but would require additional structural
support for the design loads required for office or retail use. The floor members were
noted to be close to their max capacity at the current spans with the residential loading
per the current code.
We were not able to evaluate the floor beams at the stairs, cased openings, or door
headers for their relative capacity at the time of our site visit. If the building is renovated,
these members will be exposed for repairs and they shall be structurally evaluated at that
time.
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•

Regardless of whether the building is to be repaired or demolished, the asbestos siding
will require abatement and it is our opinion that the four auxiliary structures noted to be
in poor condition should be demolished.

•

During the course of our review, multiple demolition contractors were contacted. Based
on our conversations with them, it is our opinion that an attempt to salvage construction
materials from the residence during demolition would not be cost effective. However,
various items such as handrails, the clawfoot bathtub, and the antique patterned door
hinges would not require much effort to salvage and may be of interest in local
organizations.

FUTURE PROPERTY OPTIONS:
From our conversations with the county’s representative, the main options that are under
consideration for the existing residence are complete demolition or renovation of the existing
structure. The following are possible courses of action within each of these two main options.
Demolition
One of the possible options for this property is to demolish the buildings on the site. The 1.8 acre
site can then be sold as a vacant lot or the county can construct a new building on the site. A new
building can be commercial, residential, or mixed use depending on what the location allows.
•

The presence of asbestos will require that the contractor provide abatement prior to total
demolition of the existing structure.

•

There is a possibility that some of the materials in the residence can be salvaged during
demolition and sold. This would require a different method of demolition to separate the
hazardous materials from the salvageable materials. Based on conversations with
demolition contractors there is no cost benefit but it may have additional labor costs
associated.

Renovation
The second main option for the property is to repair and renovate the existing building.
Renovations can be made to convert the building into a residential income property for the
county, a county office space, or income commercial space for rent.
•

Prior to renovation, the property will still require abatement of any hazardous materials,
including asbestos and lead.

•

The areas of noted damage will need to be repaired. A renovation of the existing
residence will likely be extensive due to the age of the property, the damage from the
water leaks, and unknown issues with the exterior.

•

Prior to any interior work, the exterior envelope will need replacement. The roof will
need to be replaced, the eaves and exterior trim replaced or repaired, the original sidings’
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condition is unknown but will require some level of repair/partial-replacement and
repainting, and the windows will need replacement.
•

The extent of the renovation, as per the current Virginia Rehabilitation Code, states that
this repair and renovation project is a level 1 alteration and has substantial structural
repairs to a non-compliant building, assuming the rooms and walls are maintained where
they are. If the use or occupancy of the building changes to offices or commercial space
the building will require significant work.
o Level 1 alteration without change in use requires that the substantial structural
repairs be made to meet current building codes. The structure supporting the
repaired members shall also be evaluated to meet or exceed currently building
code loads.
▪

This will affect the front-left corner and rear-right corner room’s floor
joists, ceiling, load bearing walls, headers, beams, and foundation systems.
Approximately 50% of the structure below the attic level.

▪

The electrical wires are fabric insulated and will need to be evaluated by
the building code officials to be deemed if they are unsafe or dangerous
when the building is occupied.

o Level 1 alteration with a change in use requires that all building systems be
evaluated to meet or exceed the current code. This would most likely result in the
reinforcement of all floor joists, beam, girders, replacement of the outdated
electrical in the walls, plumbing, mechanical, fire safety, and similar system.
OPINION OF COSTS:
Siding Abatement
The outmost layer of siding on the existing residence appears to be asbestos shingle siding
and will require abatement regardless of whether the building is demolished or repaired. The
pricing estimate is as follows and is included in the opinion of cost for the building
demolition and the building repairs sections:
•

Abatement of the Asbestos Siding:

$ 20,000

Demolition of the Buildings
This opinion of cost includes pricing for abatement of the siding, demolition of the main
structure, demolition of the four (4) auxiliary structures, and filling of the pit for the existing
cellar:
•

Demolition of the existing structures, abatement, and basic restoration of the
property:
$ 95,000
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Repair Existing Structure
The existing structure will require multiple extensive repairs to bring it back to an occupiable
condition including: new siding, a new roof, structural repairs at the leak damage locations,
structural repairs from possible foundation settlement, a new electrical panel box, sewer
piping repairs, interior flooring and finish repairs, and new windows. It is our
recommendation that the auxiliary structures noted to be in poor condition should be
demolished. Due to the unknown conditions regarding a residence of this age and condition,
a contingency of 30% was added to the opinion of costs for the repair of the main structure:
•

Repair of the Hutchinson House for Residential:
(w/ contingency & including siding abatement)

$ 225,000 - $ 275,000

•

Repair of the Hutchinson House for Commercial:
(w/ contingency & including siding abatement)

$ 275,000 - $ 350,000

•

Demolition of four auxiliary structures:

$ 15,000

•

Repair of the detached garage:

$ 8,000

•

Additional Structural Evaluation and plans:

$ 10,000

New Construction
If the site is cleared, another option is to develop the property with a new modern building
that can be used as a residential space or commercial space. Both of which can be used as a
source of income for the county. An equivalent square footage of 5,000 square feet was
assumed.
•

Residential ($90 per square foot)

$ 450,000

•

Commercial ($150 per square foot)

$ 750,000
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DISCLAIMERS:
Conclusions drawn in this report are based on visual observations and on information available,
known, and declared in our report at the date of investigation and/or the time of preparation of
this report. Should additional information be uncovered or made available, we retain the right to
revise or supplement our report accordingly. This report is furnished as privileged and
confidential to the addressee. Release to any other company, concern, or individual is solely the
responsibility of the addressee.
Please note that we did not review any other portion of the structure or other detrimental
conditions that may exist. Our observations and comments are limited to the conditions noted.
We make no claim either stated or implied that all conditions were observed or that a detailed
analysis of the structure was performed. This letter does not address any other portions of the
property other than those mentioned. This letter does not provide any warranty or guarantee for
any portion of the property. We do not have specific knowledge of the soils conditions at the
subject site.
Noted conditions may change. If, during the repairs, conditions indicate that other distress to the
structure may have occurred, we should be contacted so the condition can be evaluated. This
report is intended for use by the client and is not intended for use by any other party.
We appreciate the opportunity to provide professional services to you. If you have any questions
or need additional information or investigation into this matter, please call us at (757) 564-4434.
Sincerely,

Eric R. White, P.E.
Structural Engineer

William G. Lehne, E.I.T.
Staff Engineer
Encl.
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)

County

Replacement for Finance Plus & Community Plus Software
Information Technology
Information Technology
Rich Erwin/804-693-1392/rerwin@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2020
$

48,000

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/27/2018
x

$

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

12/1/2023
667,000

FY23

FY24

667,000

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
667,000
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
667,000 $
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$
$

-

$
$

-

$
$

10
N/A
N/A

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

-

$
$

Total Project Costs

667,000

$

667,000
667,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
667,000
$
667,000
$
-

-

667,000

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

This project seeks to replace disparate legacy County business computing systems across departments, starting with finance,
1) Statement of Need. What with an all-in-one Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system. Where business processes, user interfaces, and business data
is the project expected to
storage, input, output, and reporting have, to date, been maintained in separate "silos" across County organizations, the ERP
accomplish?
provides a single set of train-once workflows, technologies, and tools allowing teams to share knowledge and work together
Quantify benefits.

efficiently and effectively using a single, integrated technology platform.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

Alternative would be continue with the same disparate systems we currently have in place; continuing to use various third party
software suites and tools, and continue building complex customer integrations. Continued maintenance of legacy systems and
third party integrations is prohibitive within a small-footprint IT organization. As hardware and software moves beyond end of
life, the risk of system failure and security breach becomes high.
Inefficiencies of duplicate training, support, and maintenance efforts across competing systems would continue. System failure

3) Indicate and quantify what
and security breach risks will increase over time until realized. Inefficient workflows and duplication of data will continue
the consequences would be
creating and inaccuracies and inefficiencies across the County. Obsolete technical infrastructures "get in the way" becoming
on services if not funded.

obstacles to productivity and $s efficiency initiatives rather than success tools.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

Legacy systems past end of life contain inherent security vulnerabilities. In addition, maintaining similar data sets across
separate systems increases the chance for calculation and data entry/update error because the same information is currently
being stored and updated in more than one data store. Hardware failure, data breach, and unpatchable security vulnerabilities
imply potential liabilities to the County that would likely increase if we are not proactively addressing associated risks.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

Anticipated annual maintenance costs for new ERP system would be similar with some minimal savings expected over current
annual maintenance costs. Existing product suite costs approximately $76K per year for the legacy system vs. 64K quoted
maintenance for the new ERP system. Elimination of redundant data entry, redundant workflows, along with backend scripts
and interfaces will also result long term operating efficiencies and increased capacity of users and technical staff across
departments.

Attachments (list):
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

11/9/2018
X

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)

County

Construction of County Library
To Be Determined - Excludes land acquisition costs
Library
Diane Rebertus/693-2998/drebertus@gloucesterva.info

7/1/2024
$ 288,000

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

6/30/2025
4,512,000

FY23

FY24

Proposed Capital Costs

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

288,000 $
$

288,000

-

$
$

Yes

-

$
$

288,000 $
$

30

Total Project Costs

288,000 $

4,512,000 $

288,000
288,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
4,512,000
4,800,000
4,512,000 $
4,800,000
$
-

4,800,000

Department of Justice (DOJ)
Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?
Federal

Gloucester County has a thriving library system. The Main Library is the headquarters and offers a comprehensive slate of
1) Statement of Need. What services to the community. The County's lease agreement for the site requires substantial commitment of operating funds.
is the project expected to
The proposed project will have limited impact on the budget as funds used to pay rent can be applied to the cost of
accomplish?
construction for a county-owned site. The project will allow the County to save money and offer a more modern and userQuantify benefits.

friendly facility for patrons.

2) Indicate and quantify any The County can continue to lease the current facility or consider a different location with a lease that may be more cost
alternatives that might meet
effective. However, the amount of square feet needed and building amenities limit the number of potential rental sites. Rates
the needs indicated and why
will continue to increase with the current lease.
they were rejected.

The outflow of funds will continue through leasing. These funds could be better spent on a county-owned facility. Leasing

3) Indicate and quantify what
prohibits the ability to design a structure that better meets current and future needs for technology and programming. The
the consequences would be
need for additional meeting areas will continue as the Community Room and small conference rooms at the Main Library are
on services if not funded.

continuously reserved and often are not available for County and public groups.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

Potential liabilities include commitment to a lease agreement and/or debt required to finance construction.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

Care and maintenance expenses would increase for a new county-owned facility. Presently, the County is only responsible for
interior maintenance. It's anticipated that utility expenses would be similar. Depending upon the size, layout and services
offered at a new library, there could be a slight increase in staffing. There would also be initial operating expenses for new
furnishings and equipment.

Attachments (list):
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

8/30/2018
Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
x
County

Ark Park Road Improvement
Ark Park
Parks, Recreation & Tourism (PR&T)
Katey Legg / 693-1270 / klegg@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2023
$
6,365

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

6/30/2024
100,651

FY23

FY24

Proposed Capital Costs

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.
1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

107,016 $
$

107,016

-

$
$

No

-

$
$

25 +

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

107,016 $
$

Total Project Costs

107,016

$

107,016
107,016 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
107,016
$
107,016
$
-

-

107,016

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

Number Nine Road provides access throughout Ark Park. Paving the road will eliminate a chronic maintenance problem. The
road has to be routinely repaired by grading and adding gravel. Adjacent residents share the road and numerous complaint
calls have been received about the volume of PR&T traffic causing damage to the road and the dust generated during County
events. Speed bumps will need to be added to slow residential traffic which has become a safety concern.

2) Indicate and quantify any An alternative to paving is a gravel road, which has been in place for years. The road was originally dirt and the County paid for
alternatives that might meet
gravel. Gravel has to be added continually, and the condition of the road is not satisfactory. With approximately 25,000 visitors
the needs indicated and why
estimated annually, Number Nine Road is heavily traveled.
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what Routine maintenance involving the cost of gravel and labor for grading the road will continue. Approximately $1,000 is spent on
the consequences would be gravel, and it can take a full day to regrade the road if additional gravel is not available. Neighbors will complain about the road.
on services if not funded.
There is a higher risk of pedestrian and vehicular accidents if speed bumps are not added.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

Number Nine Road is a private road owned by the Gloucester Fair Association and leased as part of the park property to the
County. The site has been used as a public park for more than 25 years. The Chair of the Fair Association has stated the land
will be offered to the County in the near future because the Fair Association is disbanding. The request has been put in later
years so it can be addressed when the land is turned over to the County.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

Maintenance and repairs to the gravel road are continuous and require staff time and funds for gravel. The grounds/
maintenance crew has numerous other projects, including continual upkeep and maintenance of athletic fields and park
grounds. Any significant amount of rain, snow, or ice damages the gravel road, and time must be taken from other duties to
address the road. Paving the road will allow maintenance/grounds staff to focus on other planned needs. Here's the link to the
Needs Assessment - https://va-gloucestercounty.civicplus.com/DocumentCenter/View/6057/Gloucester-County---NeedsAssessment-7-19-16?bidId.

Attachments (list):

Ark Park Road Pictures
FY 20-24 CIP Background
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
x
County

Athletic Field and Parking Lot Lighting
Abingdon & Woodville Parks
Parks, Recreation & Tourism
Katey Legg / 693-1270 / klegg@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2020
$

5,000

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/30/2018

$

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY20
FY21
FY22
10,000 $
490,000

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
10,000
490,000
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
10,000 $
490,000 $
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$
$

6/20/2024
1,370,000
5,000

FY23

FY24
$

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

370,000 $
$

370,000

-

$
$

No

-

$
$

370,000 $
$

25 +

Total Project Costs

870,000 $

500,000 $

870,000
870,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
500,000
1,370,000
500,000 $
1,370,000
$
-

1,370,000

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

Provision of lights on existing athletic fields will greatly increase play time and field efficiency. Leagues and groups are
competing for field use. Lighting additional fields will allow better rotation and improve field conditions. Recurring costs will be
offset by revenue. The first year funding will light two fields and the new parking lot at Woodville Park. The second year, the
remaining fields at Woodville, and the final year will be two fields at Abingdon.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

One alternative is to not light fields. There would be a cost savings, but playtime is limited. With only three lit fields, teams and
leagues compete for field usage. The recommend system is Musco Sports Lighting. Other systems are not as energy efficient
and do not have the same warranty. Using the same type of lights that are on existing fields would be an option but the
warranty is no longer the same.

3) Indicate and quantify what
the consequences would be Leagues may have to be restricted because of the lack of facilities and/or fields conditions.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

Field use is in high demand, and groups or citizens will continue to play as long as the parks are open. During times when the
current lights are in use, other organizations may want to use the unlit fields. Additionally, some groups have tried using
headlights to play after dark. Unlit and poorly lit fields can cause an increase in injuries.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

Musco lights have a twenty-five year warranty on the Total Light Control LED light systems. The proposed lights match the
existing ones and would have the same control system that can be used remotely by phone or web by each leagues with unique
passwords. This reduces staff time in assisting leagues and tracking hours for invoicing. Here's the link to the Needs
Assessment - https://va-gloucestercounty.civicplus.com/DocumentCenter/View/6057/Gloucester-County---Needs-Assessment7-19-16?bidId.

Attachments (list):

FY 20-24 CIP Background

128

Paving of Number Nine Road
$
$
$
$
$

26,400
2,933
90,923
6,365
97,288
9,729
107,016

From edge of pavement to road fork (1,200' X 22')
Square Yards
$31/SY
Engineering Services
Project Cost
Contingency - 10%
Total Project Cost

129

Athletic Field Lighting
FY 20
Woodville Fields 3 & 4 - Partial - conduit & lines

$
$

10,000
10,000 TOTAL

$
$
$

380,000
110,000
490,000 TOTAL

$
$

340,000
340,000 TOTAL

$

449,000

$

449,000 TOTAL

FY 21
Woodville Fields 3 & 4 - installation of lights
Woodville Main Parking Lot

FY 24
Woodville Fields 1 & 2

FY 25+
Abingdon Park
Two Fields, No shared poles
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

8/30/2018
Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
x
County

Beaverdam Park New Lodge
Beaverdam Park
Parks, Recreation & Tourism
Katey Legg / 693-1270 / klegg@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2022
$
45,000
$
3,000

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

Proposed Capital Costs

6/30/2023
459,000
9,000

FY23
$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.
1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

$
$

FY24

504,000

$
$

504,000

-

$
$

No

504,000 $
$

25+

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

-

$
$

Total Project Costs

504,000

$

504,000
504,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
504,000
$
504,000
$
-

-

504,000

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

The Whitcomb Lodge at Beaverdam Park is reserved nearly every weekend throughout the year and many weeknights. The
building is used for meetings, trainings, birthday parties, weddings, etc. Often there are overlapping needs for the building. An
additional building will provide a much needed space for interpretive programs, serve as a second rental space and a location
for Department classes.

2) Indicate and quantify any We have considered closing in the shelter and/or erecting a new structure at the other park entrance but the lack of staff at
alternatives that might meet
that site would make it problematic. Constructing a shelter near the Whitcomb Lodge allows for shared use of the service road.
the needs indicated and why
Additional parking is needed now, and expanding the lot will provide spaces for both facilities.
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what
the consequences would be Revenue will be lost and public and private activities will be impacted when the Lodge is unavailable.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

An indoor rental facility will serve many needs, whether for citizen or County agency use. There is a lack of indoor
meeting/rental space in the County. Requests for use of the Whitcomb Lodge are taken one year in advance and fill up very
quickly. Many people are turned away due to lack of availability. Without this building, we will not be able to accommodate
these requests.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The Lodge generated more than $9,000 in rentals in FY 18. A second building should bring in similar or potentially more
revenue. Having another building will allow the park to host larger events that can be divided into two spaces. Here's the link
to the Needs Assessment - https://va-gloucestercounty.civicplus.com/DocumentCenter/View/6057/Gloucester-County---NeedsAssessment-7-19-16?bidId.

Attachments (list):

Lodge Pictures
FY 20-24 CIP Background
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132

Additional Community Building
Preliminary Design and Construction Cost
Assumptions:
Square foot rectangular building, single story including limited site
work
2400 sf
Siding, windows for vista, multipurpose room, catering kitchen
restrooms
135
87.1
110
129

$/sf
%
%
$/sf

2015, RS Means 1-3 story office (median)
Local RS Means Modifier for Richmond
RS Means size modifier
Modified sf cost (local and size)

$310,424
1.06
$329,050
1.15
$378,407

Approximate Building and Site Construction Cost
ENR BCI Index inflation to 2015 - 2017
2017 Building and Site Construction Cost
15% Contingency, pre-design status
2017 Building and Site with Contingency

$70,000
$448,407
$449,000

Paved Parking for 40 cars (350 sf/space at $5 per sf)
TOTAL
Building and Parking

$44,841
$45,000

Design (estimated at 10% including county site plan)
Building and Parking Lot Design

$10,000
$504,000

Furniture Fixtures and Equipment
TOTAL Complete Project
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

8/30/2018
Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
x
County

Community Center
TBD
Parks, Recreation & Tourism
Katey Legg / 693-1270 / klegg@gloucesterva.info
FY 24+
$ 1,133,000

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

16,669,000

FY23

FY24

Proposed Capital Costs

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

-

$
$

No

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

25+

Total Project Costs

$

17,802,000 $

$
$

Total Project Financing
$
17,802,000
17,802,000
17,802,000 $
17,802,000
$
-

17,802,000

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

1) Statement of Need. What A community center would meet many citizen needs. It could include a double gymnasium, swimming pool, fitness area,
is the project expected to
meeting rooms, classrooms, etc. The facility can also serve as a senior center. The proposed budget is based upon renovation
accomplish?
and expansion of the TC Walker Education Center. Using the facility may not be feasible as needs of the school system change.
Quantify benefits.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

Building a new facility will cost substantially more depending upon acquisition and infrastructure neds. Utilizing and expanding
upon the TC Walker Education Center is more cost effective. Partnering with a non-profit or private enterprise are also options,
but further exploration will be needed. Should this project be accepted into the plan, a full scale assessment and cost analysis
would be explored.
Services for citizens would be limited. Gloucester does not have a public swimming pool. Businesses and potential residents

3) Indicate and quantify what may look more favorably on other localities for the quality of life those communities can offer. Citizens would have fewer
the consequences would be opportunities and means to stay healthy. Very few recreational programs can be held in the daytime because of lack of
on services if not funded.
meeting space. Limited daytime indoor programming would continue to be a constraint. The senior center will remain in an

older and limited use facility.
4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

A community center would meet many needs, including providing a public pool, indoor meeting space, daytime classroom use,
and a better location for a senior center. Without a community center, citizens will continue to go another locality for services
or continue to be underserved. The cost of a community center is high, which will face difficulty under public scrutiny.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The community center could be built to provide emergency sheltering during disasters. Potential grant funds may be available
if the facility can be used as a shelter. Partnership and sponsorships can be explored to help with financing. From contracted
rental space within a building to joint ownership to leasing the facility to a non-profit organization for operation, there are
numerous ways the project could proceed. Here's the link to the Needs Assessment - https://vagloucestercounty.civicplus.com/DocumentCenter/View/6057/Gloucester-County---Needs-Assessment-7-19-16?bidId.

Attachments (list):

Community Center Pictures
FY 20-24 CIP Background

134

Images from Community Centers in James City County and Newport News.
Examples of facilities run by Parks and Recreation

135

136

137

138

Community Center
USE OF TC WALKER
New Space:
Square Feet
8650
13000
3040

Cost
325
325
325

5000
4000
2000
35690

325
325
325
325

48750

Total
$ 2,811,250 New Gym
$ 4,225,000 Pool with play area - 175 X 75 - adjusted
$
988,000 Classrooms (4) - GHS
$ 1,625,000 Lobby, Reception, Hallways. Laundry, Storage, Offices, Utility ….
$ 1,300,000 Fitness Area
$
650,000 Dance/Wellness Studio
$ 11,599,250 TOTAL

8 $
$
$

390,000 150 Parking
10,000 Landscaping - Building and Parking Lot
400,000 TOTAL

Old Space:
Square Feet Cost Total
8650 40 $
346,000 Gym - with locker rooms
Reg Court 50 X 84
3040 30 $
91,200 Classrooms (4) (not counting 4 in Community Ed budget)
352 30 $
10,560 Restrooms - Approximately 22 X16
12042 100 $
447,760 TOTAL
$ 13,294,770 Total sf 46,732 sf
$
664,739 5% Contingency
$ 13,959,509 TOTAL Complete Project, July
Construction

$ 16,669,000 FY 23+ Costs assuming 3% annual construction inflation

A&E at 7%

$

977,166 TOTAL Complete Project, July

$ 1,133,000 FY 23 Costs assuming 3% annual construction inflation
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
x
County

Paving & Striping Parking Lots
Abingdon, Ark, Beaverdam, Brown & Woodville Parks
Parks, Recreation & Tourism
Katey Legg / 693-1270 / klegg@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2019
$ 115,061

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/30/2018

$

6/30/2024
Date Improvements Complete
$
1,610,300
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY20
FY21
FY22
FY23
190,728 $
477,238 $
224,132 $
447,229 $

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
190,728
477,238
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
190,728 $
477,238 $
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

FY24

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

164,789 $
$

224,132

447,229

164,789

224,132 $
$

447,229 $
$

164,789 $
$

No

25+

Total Project Costs

1,504,116 $

221,245 $

1,504,116
1,504,116 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
221,245
1,725,361
221,245 $
1,725,361
$
-

1,725,361

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

Almost every County park parking lot is gravel or stone. The lots are difficult to walk on, do not have striping or parking
1) Statement of Need. What bumpers for safety and efficiency and need frequent maintenance to regrade and spray for weeds. Park visitors are not sure
is the project expected to
where to park and often have large gaps between vehicles and/or block other vehicles in. Large stones create tripping hazards
accomplish?
and the lack of striping makes it more dangerous for pedestrian access. The gravel is difficult for push strollers or pull
Quantify benefits.

equipment on wheels.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

Options include paving and striping the spaces and leaving the driving lanes in gravel or placing parking bumpers on the gravel.
Both of these options only correct part of the problem and would make maintenance more challenging. To reduce the budget
impact, the proposal spreads the work out over five years according to priorities, considering the amount of use and current
conditions.
The Beaverdam Park lots have to be regraded after every heavy rain. Staff spend 8-10 hours each time regrading the main lot

3) Indicate and quantify what
and shoveling washed out gravel off the concrete sidewalks and handicapped parking spots. The Whitcomb Lodge access road
the consequences would be
and Beaverdam overflow lot receive significant traffic as well. Time spent spraying weeds and grading lots will continue. The
on services if not funded.

overflow lot is currently grass, and becomes unavailble after heavy rains.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

Someone may get seriously hurt by tripping on uneven gravel and large rocks. Navigating lots that have holes or ruts could lead
to vehicular or pedestrian accidents.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The park visitor experience will be greatly enhanced by having a safe and appropriate place to park. Parking lots will be easier
to maintain. Staff will be able to use a blower as part of trash removal which cannot be done in gravel. Each project costs
include the purchase of pavers and installation. 15% contingency is included for each project except the Beaverdam Overflow
Lot. Here's the link to the Needs Assessment - https://vagloucestercounty.civicplus.com/DocumentCenter/View/6057/Gloucester-County---Needs-Assessment-7-19-16?bidId.

Attachments (list):

Parking Pictures
FY 20-24 CIP Background
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Beaverdam Park – Roaring Springs – FY 20

141

Woodville Park Main Lot – FY 20

142

Abingdon Park – Lot 2 (Back) – FY 21

Beaverdam Park – Whitcomb Lodge Road & Overflow Lot – FY 21

143

144

Woodville Park – Lots 1 & 2 – FY 22

Abingdon Park – Lot 1 (Front) – FY 22

145

Beaverdam Park – Fary’s Mill Parking Lot – FY 23

Brown Park – FY 23

Woodville Park – Community Garden Lot – FY 23

146

Ark Park – Lots 1, 2 & 3 – FY 24

Woodville Park – Memorial Garden Lot – FY 24

147

Parking Lot Improvements
FY 20
Beaverdam - Roaring Springs
Engineering Assistance

$ 178,250 5,000 sq yd @ $31/yd
$ 12,478
$ 190,728 TOTAL

FY 21
Abingdon- Lot 2
Whitcomb Lodge Access Road
Whitcomb Lodge Parking Lot
Beaverdam Park Overflow Pavers
Engineering Assistance

$ 219,248
$ 78,430
$ 29,560
$ 150,000
$ 33,407
$ 477,238

6,150 sq yd @ $31/yd - Back Lot
900' x 22' = 2,200 sq yd @ $31/yd
830 sq yd @ $31/yd
15,000 sq ft permeable pavers @ $10/sqft
TOTAL

FY 22
Abingdon - Lot 1
Brown
Engineering Assistance

$ 146,165 4,100 sq yd @ $31/yd - Front Field
$ 67,735 1,900 sq yd @ $31/yd
$ 10,232
$ 224,132 TOTAL

FY 23
Beaverdam - Fary's Mill
Woodville - New Lot
Engineering Assistance

$ 163,990 4,600 sq yd @ $31/yd
$ 249,550 7,000 sq yd @ $31/yd
$ 33,689
$ 447,229 TOTAL

FY 24
Woodville - Lot 1
Woodville - Lot 2
Engineering Assistance

$ 89,838 2,520 sq yd @ $31/yd - Gardens, Fields 1 & 2
$ 64,170 1,800 sq yd @ $31/yd - Fields 1 & 2 Side Lot
$ 10,781
$ 164,789 TOTAL
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
x
County

Athletic Field Regrading
Woodville Park
Parks, Recreation & Tourism
Katey Legg / 693-1270 / klegg@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2019
$
5,000
$
2,500

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/30/2018

$

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

6/30/2020
250,000

FY23

FY24

255,000

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
255,000
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
255,000 $
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

-

$
$

No

-

$
$

25+

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

-

$
$

Total Project Costs

255,000

$

255,000
255,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
255,000
$
255,000
$
-

-

255,000

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

1) Statement of Need. What Several years ago, five athletic fields were constructed at Woodville Park utilizing grant funds, volunteer labor and donated
is the project expected to
materials. Unfortunately, the crown on three fields is so high that teams are not playing on them because they cannot see the
accomplish?
other side of the field. In addition, the dirt used was borrowed spoils from other construction sites and is not ideal for turf play.
Quantify benefits.

2) Indicate and quantify any Leaving the fields as-is creates substandard fields for play. Gloucester Youth Football cannot play games on an identified game
alternatives that might meet
field due to the high crown. It's possible to remove several inches of soil from the crown, but that would require more funds
the needs indicated and why
for seeding. Grass has been established so adding dirt to the sides to reduce the crown is more cost efficient.
they were rejected.

Gloucester Youth Football does not play games at Woodville Park, as was originally intended. When three fields received

3) Indicate and quantify what
lighting, certain fields were identified as game versus practice fields. Unfortunately, an identified game field is not usable due
the consequences would be
to the lack of visibility across the field. Additional leagues and organizations have requested use of Woodville Park fields and
on services if not funded.

the condition of the fields makes it difficult to accommodate.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

The high crown makes visibility virtually non-existent for children on opposite sides of the field. Players on the ground, balls
being kicked, etc. will not be visible and could cause a safety concern.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

Regrading the fields will require some upfront labor and supplies as staff attempts to seed newly constructed fields. With an
estimated 2 years to establish turf with seeding, fertilizer, compost, sand, etc. it's estimated that approximately $2,500 per year
will be necessary. Once turf is established, maintenance will be added to the rotation of other fields (as it is currently). Here's
the link to the Needs Assessment - https://va-gloucestercounty.civicplus.com/DocumentCenter/View/6057/Gloucester-County--Needs-Assessment-7-19-16?bidId.

Attachments (list):

Woodville Field Pictures
FY 20-24 CIP Background
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Woodville Park Field #4
One of three that needs regrading. The view is from the
opposite side of the field with improper crowning.

150

Woodville Park Field #3
A reference point from the field adjacent to #4. This is the
view from the opposite side of the field with proper crowning.
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
x
County

Irrigation System
Woodville Park
Parks, Recreation & Tourism
Katey Legg / 693-1270 / klegg@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2019
$
3,000
$
500

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/30/2018

$

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

6/30/2020
143,887

FY23

FY24

146,887

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
146,887
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
146,887 $
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

-

$
$

No

-

$
$

10

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

-

$
$

Total Project Costs

146,887

$

146,887
146,887 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
146,887
$
146,887
$
-

-

146,887

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

1) Statement of Need. What Woodville Park has 5 athletic fields adjacent to a pond. Irrigation of the fields is needed to maintain grass and keep up with the
is the project expected to
heavy usage. The pond water and an in-ground irrigation system will allow all 5 fields to be watered with very little labor. Two
accomplish?
fields had to be closed last year and could not be used due to bare areas.
Quantify benefits.

2) Indicate and quantify any In the past, we have used above ground hoses with tripod sprinklers. The process was very labor intensive and only a small
alternatives that might meet
portion of the fields could be reached in the summer. A reel system was explored as an alternative, but would require staff to
the needs indicated and why
continually move equipment to the different fields, making it inefficient.
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what If we continue to rely soley on Mother Nature for watering the fields, we will have to limit play according to field conditions and
the consequences would be will have to move programs to other fields in the County. This makes it harder on teams for storage of equipment and
on services if not funded.
continuity of the schedule. These are the only lit fields within a park and are crucial to youth sports programs.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

If we do not properly care for the fields and the grass is not adequately covering the fields, more injuries to players could occur.
Maintenance expenses to recover fields will also increase.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

There will be a slight increase in electricity costs to operate the pump and irrigation system. With a functioning irrigation
system, staff will be able to plant seed and fertilize fields on a planned schedule instead of based on the weather forecast. This
can result less loss of seed and better utlization of staff time. Here's the link to the Needs Assessment - https://vagloucestercounty.civicplus.com/DocumentCenter/View/6057/Gloucester-County---Needs-Assessment-7-19-16?bidId.

Attachments (list):

Irrigation Pictures
FY 20-24 CIP Background

152

Woodville Park Fields

153

Irrigation System
Pump Station
Backwash Filter
Lines, Hardware & Install
Engineering/Design/Contingency

$ 32,262
$
8,050
$ 98,575
$
8,000
$ 146,887 TOTAL
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

8/30/2018
Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
x
County

Restrooms/Concession Building
Woodville Park
Parks, Recreation & Tourism
Katey Legg / 693-1270 / klegg@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2021
$

30,000

FY20

Proposed Capital Costs

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22
$
578,000

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.
1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

$

6/30/2022
578,000

FY23

FY24

$
$

578,000

578,000 $
$
No

-

$
$

20+

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

-

$
$

Total Project Costs

578,000

$

578,000
578,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
578,000
$
578,000
$
-

-

578,000

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

There are no public restrooms in the park which has tens of thousands of visitors each year and is host to numerous large
special events. There are also no handwashing facilities for staff or park visitors which is unsanitary and unsafe. The lack of
utilities and facilities has restriced concession sales. Due to the cost of public sewer and water, a pre-engineered building with a
pump and haul septic system along with an industrial well is proposed.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet Alternative sewer systems were considered and rejected due to the cost and excessive amount of land needed for waste
the needs indicated and why treatment.
they were rejected.

The park is being used year round and restrooms are needed. Without the restrooms, park staff have no running water for

3) Indicate and quantify what
emergencies and have to drive to another facility to wash their hands. The park cannot compete well when bidding to host
the consequences would be
events and tournaments. The County and civic leagues will miss out on potential revenues that could be generated through the
on services if not funded.

concession operations.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

The Virginia Department of Health could limit use of the park. The Department of Labor and/or the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration could determine that we do not offer proper work conditions for our employees.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

Construction expenses could be reduced if qualifying volunteer labor is obtained to erect the building. The annual recurring
operating costs are an estimate for staff, increased electrical bills and costs for pumping sewage. Here's the link to the Needs
Assessment - https://va-gloucestercounty.civicplus.com/DocumentCenter/View/6057/Gloucester-County---Needs-Assessment7-19-16?bidId.

Attachments (list):

Woodville Restroom Picture
Woodville Restroom & Concession Preliminary
Woodville Master Plan
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FY 20-24 CIP Background

156

157

158

Restroom/Concession Stand
Design included with Construction Cost
Square foot rectangular building, single story building with
cupola. Restrooms, storage and concession area

1325 sq ft

Pre-engineered building kit, includes all furnishings
Site Preparation and Construction
Septic Equipment and Installation
Well Construction and Equipment
Total Building

$
$
$
$
$

175,000
350,000
7,000
33,500
525,000

Approximate Building and Site Construction Cost
Contingency 10%

$
$
$

525,000
53,500
578,500 TOTAL
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

8/30/2018
Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
x
County

Support Facilities
Woodville Park
Parks, Recreation & Tourism
Katey Legg / 693-1270 / klegg@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2024
$ 154,000
$
3,000

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

6/30/2030 +
$
4,311,646
$
5,000

FY23

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

FY24

Proposed Capital Costs

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.
1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

$

-

$
$

No

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

25+

Total Project Costs

$

4,465,646 $

$
$

Total Project Financing
$
4,465,646
4,465,646
4,465,646 $
4,465,646
$
-

4,465,646

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

The park needs additional infrastructure equipment and can accommodate a number of additional activities that will provide
greater service to the public. A majority of the items pushed back into FY24+ require water and sewer connections (park office,
additional restrooms, community space), so prior year projects include spectator/field and safety fencing, a new picnic shelter,
pond bridge and bleachers.

2) Indicate and quantify any In-kind labor was considered as an alternative and could possibly reduce expenses if qualified volunteers are available and
alternatives that might meet
quality materials are used. Sponsorships may be able to reduce costs. A wish list for the park could be quite extensive, but the
the needs indicated and why
items requested were listed and prioritized according to demand, impact and feasibility.
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what
the consequences would be The park will have limited uses and fewer opportunity for direct and indirect revenues.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

Much of what has been accomplished at the park has been through volunteer labor, donations and grants. The County's
commitment to expected and typical park facilities will help keep donations incoming.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

Recurring operating budget impact will be realized with the addition of facilities such as buildings, bathrooms and more.
Estimated expenses include water, sewer and electricity. Potential revenue exists from renting the picnic shelter, as well as
amphitheater and community building in future years. Here's the link to the Needs Assessment - https://vagloucestercounty.civicplus.com/DocumentCenter/View/6057/Gloucester-County---Needs-Assessment-7-19-16?bidId.

Attachments (list):

Woodville Support Facilities Pictures
FY 20-24 CIP Background
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Pond Fencing – FY 21

Bleachers – FY 21

161

Picnic Shelter– FY 22

Field Fencing – FY 22

162

Pond Bridge – FY 23

Playground Fencing – FY 23

163

Woodville Park Other Expenses
FY 25+
Pond Fencing
Bleachers (2)

$
$

50,000
40,000

Picnic Shelter 40 X 40
Field Fencing
90' Pond Access Bridge
Playground Fencing
Restroom - @ front of property
Restroom Site & Building Design
Amphitheater
Amphitheater Design
Maintenance Building
Maintenance Building Design
Office/Community Building
Building Design
Public Utilities Connect & Install

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$53,356 for 40 X 40, concrete pad
67,693 $14,337
40,000
135,000
15,000
100,000
7,000
695,000
49,000
187,000
13,000
1,208,000
85,000
1,208,000

Picnic Shelter 20 X 40
65' Arched Bridge
Boardwalk Extension
Contingency 10%

$
$
$
$
$

46,485
97,500
16,000
405,968
4,465,646
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20 X 40 $39,235, Concrete pad $7,250
$1,500/lf
$40/sf
Total

CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/31/2018
Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
County

Public Safety Radio Portable & Mobile Replacement
ECC
Radio O&M
Brent Payne, P.E./693-5480/bpayne@gloucesterva.info
FY22

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22
$
3,224,630

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.
1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

$

FY22
3,224,630

FY23

FY24

$
$

3,224,630

3,224,630 $
$
No

-

$
$

10

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

-

$
$

Total Project Costs

3,224,630

$

3,224,630
3,224,630 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
3,224,630
$
3,224,630
$
-

-

3,224,630

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

The mobile radios (vehicle mounted) and portable radios will require replacement at some point. Our 15-year managed
upgrade pathway indicates this expense occurring in FY23. These assets are public safety grade and must be maintained as such
to maintain the standard of care for public safety (5 - nines reliability). There will likely be some improved capabilities with the
technology that will be available when we upgrade (current technology).

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
We are bound to Motorola devices to align with our regional system and its related MOU.
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what
We will hold on to our existing equipment for as long as they are operating reliably and can be serviced by Motorola and extend
the consequences would be
further to the greatest extent possible.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

This is a must complete project. The XTS (portable) and XTL (mobile) radios are no longer manufactured. Motorola's published
end of field service date for the radios is December 31, 2019 (mid FY20). Given the number of radios currently in use by the
County and our regional partners, we believe we will be able to delay replacement until FY23. If we have radio failures (not
simply field tuning issues or accessory issues), we will have the opportunity to pool resources and use regional spares to bridge
the gap as our partners plan to upgrade earlier than we do due to the age of their radios.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The cost estimate is very preliminary but is suitable to develop 10 year financing costs. Our current subscribers were financed
for 10 years with FY19 including the last annual finance payment.

Attachments (list):

15 Year managed radio upgrade plan
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

11/1/2018
Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
County

Public Service Radio Fire Station Alerting, HVAC & Electrical
ECC
Radio O&M
Brent Payne, P.E./693-5480/bpayne@gloucesterva.info
FY24

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

FY24
216,700

FY23

FY24

Proposed Capital Costs

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

216,700 $
$

-

$
$

No

-

15

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

$

216,700

$
$

216,700 $
$

Total Project Costs

216,700

$

216,700
216,700 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
216,700
$
216,700
$
-

-

216,700

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

1) Statement of Need. What Replace existing fire paging transmitters CALL STAT alerting, generators, DC Plant, UPS, Baterries and HVAC at all tower sites.
is the project expected to
These assets are approaching the end of their useful life. Currently, several components fail per year and are replaced on a
accomplish?
time and materials basis.
Quantify benefits.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
Gloucester is bound to Motorola equipment to align with the regional system and MOU.
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what
Failure to fund these projects will compromise the reliability of the radio system and violate the MOU. Gloucester is obligated
the consequences would be
to participate in regional radio system maintenance upgrades.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

This project is managed by York County with limited coordination by Gloucester.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The project timelines are established in accordance with the end of useful life and warranty coverage. The costs are still
considered to be fluid.

Attachments (list):

15 Year managed radio upgrade plan
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
County

Public Service Radio NICE Call Recording Replacement
ECC
Radio O&M
Brent Payne, P.E./693-5480/bpayne@gloucesterva.info
FY20

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

11/1/2018

$

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

FY20
54,000

FY23

FY24

54,000

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
54,000
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
54,000 $
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

-

$
$

No

-

$
$

15

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

-

$
$

Total Project Costs

54,000

$

54,000
54,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
54,000
$
54,000
$
-

-

54,000

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
Replace existing NICE Call Recording Equipment. This equipment is approaching the end of its useful life.
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
Gloucester is bound to Motorola equipment to align with the regional system and MOU.
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what
Failure to fund these projects will compromise the reliability of the radio system and violate the MOU. Gloucester is obligated
the consequences would be
to participate in regional radio system maintenance upgrades.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

This project is managed by York County with limited coordination by Gloucester.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The project timelines are established in accordance with the end of useful life and warranty coverage. The costs are still
considered to be fluid.

Attachments (list):

15 Year managed radio upgrade plan
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

11/1/2018
Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
County

Public Service Radio Tower and Microwave Upgrades
ECC
Radio O&M
Brent Payne, P.E./693-5480/bpayne@gloucesterva.info
FY22

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22
$
389,400

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

FY22
389,400

FY23

FY24

$
$

389,400

389,400 $
$
No

-

$
$

15

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

-

$
$

Total Project Costs

389,400

$

389,400
389,400 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
389,400
$
389,400
$
-

-

389,400

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

1) Statement of Need. What Replace existing microwave equipment, tower lighting, antennas, transmission lines, cabling and grounding. These assets are
is the project expected to
approaching the end of their useful life. Currently, several components fail per year and are replaced on a time and materials
accomplish?
basis.
Quantify benefits.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
Gloucester is bound to Motorola equipment to align with the regional system and MOU.
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what
Failure to fund these projects will compromise the reliability of the radio system and violate the MOU. Gloucester is obligated
the consequences would be
to participate in regional radio system maintenance upgrades.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

This project is managed by York County with limited coordination by Gloucester.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The project timelines are established in accordance with the end of useful life and warranty coverage. The costs are still
considered to be fluid.

Attachments (list):

15 Year managed radio upgrade plan
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)

County

Sheriff Toughbook Replacements
Sheriff's Office
Gloucester County Sheriff's Office
Sheriff Warren/693-1371/dwarren@gloucesterva.info
9/1/2019

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/13/2018
New

$

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

12/1/2019
108,000

FY23

FY24

108,000

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
108,000
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
108,000 $
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

-

$
$

No

-

$
$

5

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

-

$
$

Total Project Costs

108,000

$

108,000
108,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
108,000
$
108,000
$
-

-

108,000

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

Replacement of 32 Panasonic CF-53 Toughbook computers purchased for uniform patrol in 2014. Current warranties for these
computers expires in Nov. 2019, and we will have received five-years of use from them at that point, in line with the DIT's
standard five-year replacement cycle for computers. Number has increased to requesting 35 units for patrol and the full-time
school resource officers.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

Prior to the Toughbooks, standard laptops were used with poor results. The Panasonic line has proven very reliable, and when
failures/repairs were needed they were handled quickly with the LE warranty. Two other companies that make rugged laptops
were considered (Getac, Dell) but discussions with DIT and our vehicle upfitters (Motorola) ruled them out due to quality and
customer relations concerns. DIT has approved this model.
If not replaced by November 2019, the warranties expire and the costs for replacement would come out of a budget line not

3) Indicate and quantify what
funded at a level to handle such replacements / repairs. The current model we use (CF-53) is being discontinued and replaced
the consequences would be
with the CF-54. Over the past few years we have already made repairs ranging from broken screens, failed NIC cards, and hard
on services if not funded.

drive failures. To replace this base model is over $3,145 per vehicle.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

This cost includes not only the laptops, but also the five-year law enforcement no-fault insurance, replacement Havis docking
stations (current ones not compatible with CF-54's) to power and hold the units while in police cars, and the cost of our
emergency upfitter to replace the docking stations and, in some cases, rewiring the newer cars to take advantage of the
antenna pass-through capabilities to assist in keeping cellular connectivity in dead zones.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

There is no additional operational or funding costs for this project for the next five years. Additional info: Costs are taken from
the lowest quote received by vendors when project was researched in FY18. Further, while more advanced models were to be
had that would arguably increase the productivity of officers (CF-33), for cost savings this basic model was chosen to serve us
for the next five years. The unit specs concerning memory and processing power are set at the lowest recommended levels nothing extra has been included.

Attachments (list):

Panasonic Spec Sheet
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Panasonic recommends Windows.

TOUGHBOOK 54
n

14" HD (768p) and FHD (1080p) displays

n

A vailable daylight-readable 1000 Nit gloved
multi touch display

n

D esktop class performance with available
discrete graphics and dual fans

n

 IL-STD-810G and IP51 certified magnesium
M
alloy design with built-in handle

n

A vailable 2nd drive, hot-swappable 2nd
battery, 2nd LAN, Serial, DVD, antenna
pass-through, SmartCard readers and more

n

Industry leading driver packages for ease
of deployment and support

n

Available TPM 2.0 Security1

n

Available with P.180 for seamless global
connectivity14,15

THE WORLD’S LIGHTEST AND THINNEST
SEMI-RUGGED LAPTOP IN ITS CLASS.
The Toughbook® 54 laptop from Panasonic uses the latest advances to
create a laptop up to 2 lbs. lighter and 0.5" thinner than the competition.
It features a spill-resistant, full magnesium alloy design, hard drive
heater, backlit keyboard, and is available in four different models to suit
every need. The Toughbook 54 has a wide range of integrated options,
such as dedicated GPS, 4G LTE mobile broadband with satellite GPS,
antenna pass-through, and insertable and contactless SmartCard CAC
readers. It is the only laptop in its class to offer a rugged Fischer USB
port, another feature that makes the Toughbook 54 one of the most
versatile and advanced semi-rugged notebooks on the market.

1.800.662.3537
us.panasonic.com/toughbook/54
PSC-M17579aSS
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Panasonic recommends Windows.

TOUGHBOOK 54
SOFTWARE
DURABILITY

n
n

Panasonic Utilities (including Dashboard), Recovery Partition
Enterprise ready driver packages including CAB files and one-click driver bundles

n

 IL-STD-810G certified (3' drop, shock, vibration, sand, dust, altitude, high/low
M
temperature, high temperature tactical, temperature shock, humidity)2
IP51 certified2
Spill-resistant keyboard
Magnesium alloy case with handle
Storage drive heater
Shock-mounted caged storage drive
Removable quick-release battery and storage drive
Dual fans (Performance model)
Preinstalled replaceable screen film for LCD protection (Gloved Multi Touch model)

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

OPERATING SYSTEM

			

Windows® 10 Pro 64-bit
CPU
				 – Intel® Core™ i5-7300U vPro™ processor (7th Gen CPU)
					 2.6GHz with Turbo Boost up to 3.5GHz, 3MB cache
				 – Intel® Core™ i7-7600U vPro™ processor (7th Gen CPU)
					 2.8GHz with Turbo Boost up to 3.9GHz, 4MB cache
			 Graphics
				 – Intel® HD Graphics 620 (all models)
				 – AMD Radeon™ Pro WX 4150 (Performance model)
			 Memory (RAM) - 2 slots upgradeable
				 – Performance model: 16GB up to 32GB total (DDR4-2133MT/s)4
				 – Other models: 8GB, 16GB or 32GB3 total (DDR4-2133MT/s)4
			 Storage Drive Shock-mounted with Heater (quick-release)
				 – 500GB HDD (5400rpm Lite model); 256GB SSD other models4
				 – Optional 512GB/1TB SSD, 1TB 7200rpm HDD4
				 – Optional OPAL encrypted SSD
			 Optional 2nd Storage Drive with Heater (trained technician removable)3
				 – 256GB/512GB/1TB SSD4
n Windows 7 Professional 64-bit downgrade (from Windows 10)
CPU
				 – Intel® Core™ i5-6300U vPro™ processor (6th Gen CPU)
					 2.4GHz with Turbo Boost up to 3.0GHz, 3MB cache
				 – Intel® Core™ i7-6600U vPro™ processor8 (6th Gen CPU)
					 2.6GHz with Turbo Boost up to 3.4GHz, 4MB cache
			 Graphics
				 – Intel® HD Graphics 520 (all models)
				 – AMD FirePro™ M5100 (Performance model)
			 Memory (RAM) - 2 slots upgradeable
				 – Performance model: 8GB or 16GB total (DDR3L-1600MT/s)4
				 – Other models: 4GB, 8GB or 16GB3 total (DDR3L-1600MT/s)4
			 Storage Drive Shock-mounted with Heater (quick-release)
				 – 500GB HDD (5400rpm Lite model; 7200rpm other models)4
				 – Optional 256GB/512GB/1TB SSD, 1TB 7200rpm HDD4
				 – Optional OPAL encrypted SSD
			 Optional 2nd Storage Drive with Heater (trained technician removable)3
				 – 256GB/512GB/1TB SSD4

DISPLAY

AUDIO
CAMERAS
KEYBOARD & INPUT

n

n
n
n
n

 isplay Size and Resolution
D
– Gloved Multi Touch model: 14.0" FHD 10-pt capacitive 1920 x 1080 (1000 nit)
– Performance model: 14.0" FHD 1920 x 1080
– Prime and Lite models: 14.0" HD 1366 x 768
IPS with direct bonding on FHD displays
Anti-reflective (AR)3 and anti-glare (AG) screen treatments
Triple monitor support through HDMI and optional VGA
Concealed mode (configurable)

n
n
n
n

Integrated dual microphone
Intel® High Definition Audio compliant
Integrated speakers
Keyboard volume and mute controls

n

 080p webcam with dual mic and camera on/off indicator3
1
(optional on 6th Gen CPU models, standard on all 7th Gen CPU models except Lite model)

n

WIRELESS

n
n
n
n
n

n

Optional DVD Super MULTI Drive5

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Docking Connector		
USB 3.0 (x 3)		
Optional USB 2.0 (x 1)		
Optional Rugged Fischer® USB (Core Series)
SD card (SDXC)		
HDMI			
Optional VGA		
10/100/1000 Ethernet		
10/100/1000 2nd LAN (Ethernet)		
Audio In/Out		
Optional Serial (True)		
Optional PC card		
Mini-SIM		

n
n
n
n
n
n
n

 pt. 4G LTE multi carrier mobile broadband w/ satellite GPS (LTE-Advanced on 7th Gen CPU models)
O
Certified with Verizon, AT&T, Sprint and P.18014
Optional dedicated GPS (u-blox NEO-M8N)3,6
Optional dual high-gain antenna pass-through3
Intel® Dual Band Wireless-AC 8260 Wi-Fi 802.11a/b/g/n/ac (8265 on 7th Gen CPU models)
Bluetooth® v4.1 + EDR (Class 1)13
Slide on/off switch

24-pin
Type A (including one 1.5A port)
Type A3,6
5-pin3,6
UHS-II
Type A
D-sub 15-pin
RJ-45
RJ-453,6
3.5mm Mini-jack stereo
D-sub 9-pin3
Type II3,5
2FF

n Li-Ion battery pack:
POWER
– Lite model (lightweight battery): 10.8V, typical 3220mAh, min. 3050mAh
		 – Other models (long life battery): 11.1V, typical 4200mAh, min. 4080mAh
		 – Media bay 2nd battery: 11.1V, typical 2960mAh, min. 2860mAh5
n Battery operation8:
7th Gen CPU models:
			 – Lite model: 7 hours (14 hours with opt. 2nd battery)
			 – Prime model: 12 hours (20 hours with opt. 2nd battery)
			 – Performance & Touch models: 10 hours (17 hours with opt. 2nd battery)
		 6th Gen CPU models
			 – Lite model: 9 hours (16 hours with opt. 2nd battery)
			 – Other models: 11 hours (18 hours with opt. 2nd battery)
n Hot swap with optional media bay 2nd battery
n Battery charging time: 2.5 hours (each battery)8
– Quick charge: 80% charge in approx 1 hour
n AC Adapter: AC 100V-240V 50/60Hz, auto sensing/switching worldwide power supply

1.800.662.3537
us.panasonic.com/toughbook/54
Panasonic is constantly enhancing product specifications and accessories. Specifications subject to change without notice. Trademarks are property of their respective owners.
©2017 Panasonic Corporation of North America. All rights reserved. Toughbook 54 Spec Sheet_10/17
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TPM v1.2 (TPM v2.0 available)1
NIST BIOS compliant
Persistence® technology by Absolute embedded in BIOS10
Kensington cable lock slot
Optional fingerprint reader3,7
Optional insertable SmartCard CAC reader (bottom)
Optional contactless SmartCard CAC reader3,7
– 13.56MHz (ISO 15693 & 14443 A/B compliant)

WARRANTY
n

3-year limited warranty, parts and labor

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT
n
n
n

 0.7"(L) x 13.6"(W) x 1.2"(H)11
1
4.2 lbs. (Lite model), 4.4 lbs. (Prime model)
4.6 lbs. (Performance and Gloved Multi Touch models)

INTEGRATED OPTIONS12
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

 G LTE multi carrier mobile broadband with satellite GPS
4
Dual antenna pass-through3
Dedicated GPS (u-blox) or 2nd LAN or 4th USB (2.0) or rugged Fischer USB3
PC Card3 or DVD drive or insertable SmartCard CAC (media bay) or media bay
2nd battery or stylus pen holder
Contactless SmartCard CAC or fingerprint reader3
Insertable SmartCard CAC reader (bottom)
Serial3
VGA

SELECT ACCESSORIES12
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

		
		
		
		
n
n

n

n

n

Gloved Multi Touch model: Stylus pen, stylus holder and cleaning cloth are optional5
Gloved Multi Touch model: Supports glove mode and rain mode
2 user-definable keys (A1/A2)
87-key with dedicated Windows® key
Emissive backlit keyboard with 4 adjustable levels
		 (white backlit on 6th Gen CPU models, red backlit on 7th Gen CPU models)
n Electrostatic touchpad with multi touch

DVD DRIVE
INTERFACE & EXPANSION

SECURITY FEATURES
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

n
n

 C Adapter 100W (3-prong)		
A
Long Life Battery Pack 		
Lightweight Battery Pack 		
Media Bay 2nd Battery Pack5 		
Battery Charger 		
LIND Car Charger 120W 		
LIND Solar Charge System		
ToughMate Always-on 54 Case		
ToughMate ComUniversal Carrying Case		
ToughMate Backpack		
Memory Cards
– 4GB DDR3L (6th Gen CPU models)		
– 8GB DDR3L (6th Gen CPU models) 		
– 8GB DDR4 (7th Gen CPU models)		
– 16GB DDR4 (7th Gen CPU models)		
Desktop Dock		
Vehicle Docks (no pass-through)
– Gamber-Johnson with LIND power supply
– Havis with LIND power supply		
Vehicle Docks (dual pass-through)
– Gamber-Johnson with LIND power supply
– Havis with LIND power supply		
AntennaPlus Dual LTE & GPS Antenna Kit
– Threaded Black Mount 		
– Threaded White Mount 		
Cradlepoint Router
– Verizon LTE		
– Multi Carrier LTE-Advanced 		
– Multi Carrier LTE-Advanced (compact size)
Gloved Multi Touch Stylus		
14.0" Gloved Multi Touch LCD Protective Film

CF-AA5713AM
CF-VZSU0PW
CF-VZSU0LW
CF-VZSU0KW
CF-VCBTB3W
CF-LNDDC120
PASC1580-4464
TBC54AOCS-P
TBCCOMUNV-P
TBCBPK-P
CF-BAZ1504
CF-BAZ1508
CF-BAZ1708
CF-BAZ1716
CF-VEB541AU
7170-0250-P
CF-H-PAN-422-P
7170-0251-P
CF-H-PAN-422-2-P
AP-PAN-CCGPD-Q-BL
AP-PAN-CCGPD-Q-WH
CP-IBR1100LPE-VZ
CP-IBR1100LP6-NA
CP-IBR900LP6-NA
FZ-VNPM11AU
CF-VPF29U

Please consult your reseller or Panasonic representative before purchasing.
1
TPM 1.2 ships by default on i5-6300U and i7-6600U models, but can run TPM2.0 – see below Microsoft link for details:
support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/2920188/update-to-add-support-for-tpm-2.0-in-windows-7-and-windows-server-2008-r2.
2
Tested by national independent third party lab following MIL-STD-810G Method 516.6 Procedure IV for transit drop test
and IEC 60529 Sections 13.4, 13.6.2, 14.2.5 and 14.3 for IP51.
3
Not available on Lite model.
4
1GB = 1,000,000,000 bytes. Total usable memory will be less depending upon actual system configuration.
5
DVD, PC Card insertable SmartCard CAC (media bay), Media Bay 2nd Battery and stylus pen holder are mutually exclusive.
As an alternative, units can be configured with insertable SmartCard CAC reader (bottom). NOTE: DVD drive is serviceable
by trained and authorized professionals only – please contact a Panasonic representative for program details.
6
Dedicated GPS (u-blox), 4th USB (2.0), rugged Fischer USB and 2nd LAN are mutually exclusive.
7
Contactless SmartCard CAC and fingerprint readers are mutually exclusive.
8
Battery performance features such as charge time and life span can vary according to the conditions under which the
computer and battery are used. Battery operation and recharge times will vary based on many factors, including screen
brightness, applications, features, power management, battery conditioning and other customer preferences. Battery
testing results of Win10 models from MobileMark 2014 at 150 nit and Win7 models from MobileMark 2007 at 60 nit.
10
Requires software and activation to enable theft protection.
11
1.5" height on Performance model and all models with the following integrated options: insertable SmartCard
(bottom), 2nd LAN, 4th USB (2.0), rugged Fischer USB, VGA and Serial.
12
Accessories and Integrated Options may vary depending on your notebook configuration. Not all items are currently
available. Visit Panasonic website for more accessories and details.
13
Bluetooth 4.0 (Class 1) + EDR for Windows 7 Professional.
14 
P.180 is available only for Intel® Core™ i5-7300U and i7-7600U models. For more information about P.180, please visit,
PanasonicP180.com.

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
School

HVAC Replacement
Peasley and Bethel
Facilities
John E. Hutchinson, 693-5304, hutch@gc.k12.va.us

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated

7/1/2019

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/30/2018

$

220,000 $

FY21

$
$

6/30/2024
1,499,109
-

FY22

FY23

339,109

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
220,000
339,109
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
220,000 $
339,109 $
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

FY24

500,000 $

20
Useful life (in years)
215,000
Previous Funding Amount $
FY19
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond
Total Project Costs

440,000 $
$

-

$
$

500,000

440,000

500,000 $
$

440,000 $
$

No

1,499,109

$

1,499,109
1,499,109 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
1,499,109
$
1,499,109
$
-

-

1,499,109

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

A cyclical replacement of school HVAC equipment is necessary to maintain building mechanical systems. Peasley
is in need of replacements for the water source heat exchangers in various halls. Bethel's HVAC system is over 20
years old, parts are becoming difficult to obtain, and the air-to-air systems will need to be replaced.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

At Peasley, air-to-air systems were rejected to maintain the water source system, which proves to be more
economical. At Bethel, air-to-air systems will be replaced with similar systems to reduce engineering and installation
costs.
Catastrophic failure could result in closing schools, thus resulting in a failure to serve the students and the

3) Indicate and quantify what community. Even failures of less stature could negatively impact the learning environment, thus impacting academic
the consequences would be success for students...the ultimate division mission. Catastrophic failure or even leaks in a closed water loop system
on services if not funded.
could result in water damage to school and personal property, slip hazards, and the release of antifreeze solutions,

which may cause reactions in some adults or children.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.
5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.
Attachments (list):

Potential liabilities could result from an unsafe atmospheric environment, resulting in the growth of mold or spores
that could contribute to health issues.
The GHS and Transportation Facility HVAC projects are removed and included as needed in renovation projects
should GHS not be renovated and Transportation relocated. Costs are as proposed and noted by Honeywell as
approximate project costs. For Peasley, an exception occurs in 2021 in that consideration must be given to the
replacement of the boilers/circulator pump, and the need to inspect and possibly replace portions of the treated
water piping, which has been in place for nearly 30 years.
HVAC Replacement Plan
Honeywell Email
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM - CONTINUATION
Gloucester County, Virginia
HVAC

Project Title
Project Narrative/Justification

5. Continued.
2020.....Replace 1/3 of smaller WSHP 7th Grade Hall.....$220,000
2021.....Replace 1/3 of smaller WSHP 8th Grade Hall.....$339,109 (Honeywell proposal $225,000...balance is amount needed to address new
boilers/circulator pump and water pipe replacement.)
2023.....Replace 5 of 9 existing air-to-air rooftop systems at Bethel (26 years old)
2024.....Replace the remaining 4 air-to-air rooftop systems at Bethel (27 years old)
Moving forward with this project will directly impact the operations budget.
5. Continued.
1.) Funds in the operations budget scheduled for repair and replacement projects will remain and not be redirected to short term fixes on
unfunded capital projects.
2.) Short term fixes on capital projects will not become double work in the sense that the repair work would not occur in unscheduled design
order, be short term due to the method of repair able to be funded, or simply out of the scope of the required work.
3.) The skilled workforce would not be redirected from other needed, planned, or scheduled projects or service requirements.
4.) The improved environment will produce recurring savings in productivity and efficiency, ultimately resulting in financial savings.

Continuation of Departmental Priority Sch HVAC2
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Gloucester County Public Schools
Project

Scope

Peasley

Upgrades/replacements to
existing system

Bethel

Upgrades/replacements to
existing system

Totals

2020

220,000

220,000

2021

2022

2023

2024

339,109

339,109

175

Total

559,109
-

-

500,000

440,000

940,000
-

500,000

440,000

1,499,109

Excerpt from email from Wayne Verlander, District General
Manager, Honeywell Building Solutions…
Honeywell will provide GCPS with budget numbers for Long-Range CIP plan:
FY20 - approximate budget amount to replace smaller WSHP serving a single
grade level (SAY 7th) - $220K
FY21 - approximate budget amount to replace smaller WSHP serving a single
grade level (SAY 8th) - $225K
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General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)

School

New Achilles Bus Loop
Achilles
Grounds
John E. Hutchinson, 693-5304, hutch@gc.k12.va.us

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated

7/1/2019

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/30/2018
X

$

FY21

$

6/30/2020
789,916

FY22

FY23

FY24

789,916

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
789,916
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
789,916 $
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

-

$
$

No

-

$
$

30
NA
NA

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

-

$
$

Total Project Costs

789,916

$

789,916
789,916 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
789,916
$
789,916
$
-

-

789,916

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

Construct a separate bus loop with road access on the east side of Achilles Elementary School. The bus loop is
necessary to accommodate traffic congestion and to address safety concerns at Achilles resulting from increased
parent participation and associated vehicles. Accommodating bus loading and discharging at a location separate
from the parent drop off and visitor/staff parking provides added safety. The bus loop would also provide additional
parking for after school activities.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

The existing configuration incorporates the use of adjacent off-site space. However, an alternative had been
proposed for consideration, and was rejected by the design engineers.

Two potential consequences exist: 1. A safety issue is ever-present, as significant oversight is needed to address

3) Indicate and quantify what
the multiple variables associated with bus arrival and parent drop-off. Each child has a personality impacted by the
the consequences would be
events of the morning and of the school day. Each parent is also faced with an array of distractions that may impact
on services if not funded.

concentration at the same important transfer times.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.
5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.
Attachments (list):

See #1 and #3

The $702,416 (5% reflected for inflation) is based on a consultation with a local engineering firm that did the original design
work. Factors influencing the estimate: 1) paving & construction of an area suitable to support bus traffic near a wetland area;
2) construction of a BMP to manage water runoff; & 3) integration of traffic lanes in accordance with VDOT standards. In
addition, cost to repair the neighboring church parking area used for the parent-student drop-off & for expanded parking is
estimated at $87,500. In discussions with county officials, questions were raised if other alternatives to this design existed.
AES Bus Loop Estimate
AES Existing Traffic
AES New Bus Loop Traffic
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM - CONTINUATION
Gloucester County, Virginia
Achilles Bus Loop

Project Title
Project Narrative/Justification

3.) Continued. The bottom line is that a current awareness, alertness, and even predictability of potential problems is escalated without the
safe division that a separate bus loop would provide. 2. The dependency on our neighbor, as described, could terminate, or at a minimum,
require additional funding to maintain.

5.) Continued.
Based on the layout of the bus loop and the need for separation of student traffic, the design previously presented meets the functionality, and
more importantly, the safety needs for the students at Achilles. In FY18, the school system funded the cost of preparing bid documents that
will facilitate an RFP (request for proposal) process. The resulting estimate of $789,916 is the product of those engineering documents. The
final price will be based on bids received, to include repair of 17,500 sf of the Church parking area used for accommodating Achilles services.
Moving forward with this project will directly impact the operations budget.
5.) Continued.
1.) Funds in the operations budget scheduled for repair and replacement projects will remain and not be redirected to short term fixes on
unfunded capital projects.
2.) Short term fixes on this capital project will not become double work in the sense that the repair work would not occur in unscheduled
design order, be short term due to the method of repair, or simply out of the scope of the required work. Especially true is the upcoming need
to provide repairs to the neighbor's parking area, which the school division has been graciously allowed to use to safely accommodate the
arrival of student drop-offs by parents. This arrangement will periodically require the direction of school funds to support maintenance of a nonschool division facility.

5.) Continued.
3.) The skilled workforce would not be redirected from other needed, planned, or scheduled projects or service requirements.
4.) Savings occur in productivity, efficiency, and the reduction of risk, ultimately resulting in financial savings.

Continuation of Departmental Priority Sch Bus Loop2
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General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
School

Lighting Replacement
Botetourt, Bethel, Achilles, and TC Walker
Facilities
John E. Hutchinson, 693-5304, hutch@gc.k12.va.us
7/1/2019

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/30/2018

$

328,823

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22
$

129,176

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
$
328,823 $
129,176 $
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
328,823 $
129,176 $
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

6/30/2023
870,275

FY23

20
Useful life (in years)
266,417
Previous Funding Amount $
FY19
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond
Total Project Costs

FY24

412,276

$
$

412,276

412,276
-

$
$

No

-

$
$

-

$
$

870,275

$

870,275
870,275
-

Total Project Financing
$
870,275
$
870,275
$
-

$
$

-

870,275

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

Replace all T-12 fluorescent classroom/facility light fixtures in Botetourt, Bethel, Achilles, and TC Walker with
efficient LED lighting. Replace all T-8, T-5 and various small fluorescent bulb fixtures in Abingdon with efficient
LED lighting.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

Due to Federal Government changes in lighting fixture requirements, the current model of lamps used in schools is
no longer being manufactured. Moving to LED lighting will: 1) result in the greatest savings on energy costs for
lighting; 2) provide extended lighting fixture longevity; 3) reduce labor costs with reduced need for lighting and
fixture replacement; 4) reduce amperage draw resulting in savings by freeing up circuitry for existing and
expanding needs of technology.

3) Indicate and quantify what
It will be necessary to re-lamp all fixtures over the next four fiscal years as the supply of existing T-12 lamps
the consequences would be
disappears from warehouses and availability diminishes.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

Reduction of funds to other projects.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The GHS and Transportation Facility HVAC projects are removed and included as needed in renovation projects
should GHS not be renovated and Transportation relocated. Page is also not included in this list.
Estimates are based on $3.50/sq. ft. as prescribed as the industry standard for estimating LED lighting. This
standard was verbally communicated to us in a meeting with a local engineering firm that we have worked with
previously.

Attachments (list):

Vendor Estimate ROI for Lighting Project
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM - CONTINUATION
Gloucester County, Virginia
Lighting

Project Title
Project Narrative/Justification

5.) Continued.
2020....Lighting replacement remaining at Botetourt/Bethel.....$328,823 (Botetourt 62,406 sq. ft. and Bethel...76,119 sq. ft.)
2021....Lighting replacement at Achilles....$129,176 (36,705 sq. ft.)
2022....Lighting replacement at Abingdon and TCWEC....$412,276 ($314,276 for Abingdon...89,793 sq. ft. and $98,000 for TCWEC...28,000 sq.
ft.)
See attached information for ROI for the lighting conversion from T-12 to LED. It is estimated to take an average of 9.5 years to recoup the cost
of the project from the annual savings of the conversion.
5.) Continued.
Moving forward with this project will directly impact the operations budget.
1.) Funds in the operations budget scheduled for repair and replacement projects will remain and not be redirected to short term fixes on
unfunded capital projects.
2.) Short term fixes on this capital project are limited in that the lights being replaced are T-12 light fixtures, which the federal government has
restricted from production.
3.) The skilled workforce would not be redirected from other needed, planned, or scheduled projects or service requirements.

5.) Continued.
4.) Savings occur in productivity and efficiency, ultimately resulting in financial savings.

Continuation of Departmental Priority Sch Lighting2
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Vendor Estimate ROI for Lighting Project - May 2012
Building

Project Cost

Sq. Ft. of
Bldg.

KWH 2015

KWH 2016

Average of
KWH for Past
Two Years

Estimated %
KWH
Reduction

Estimated
KWH
Reduction

Post Up-Grade
KWH

Annual Savings

Projected
Payback
Period

Abingdon
*Achilles
Bethel
Botetourt
Peasley
TCWEC

$
314,276
$
129,176
$
266,417
$
292,306
$
415,702
$
98,000
Subtotal $ 1,515,877

89,793
36,907
76,119
83,516
118,772
28,000

1,208,700
739,800
969,820
832,760
1,357,567
523,080

1,202,400
720,000
1,010,160
822,300
1,122,967
564,720

1,205,550
729,900
989,990
827,530
1,240,267
543,900

63.9%
63.9%
63.9%
63.9%
61.2%
63.9%
63.5%

770,346
466,406
632,604
528,792
759,043
347,552

435,204
263,494
357,386
298,738
481,224
196,348

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

33,223.41
13,655.59
28,164.03
30,900.92
43,945.64
10,360.00
160,249.59

9.46
9.46
9.46
9.46
9.46
9.46
9.46

GHS

$
Subtotal $

918,750
918,750

262,500

3,542,505

2,986,496

3,264,501

59.4%
59.4%

1,939,113

1,325,387

$
$

97,125.00
97,125.00

9.46
9.46

Bus Compound

$
Subtotal $

27,300
27,300

7,800

76,201

75,032

75,617

59.4%
59.4%

44,916

30,700

$
$

2,886.00
2,886.00

9.46
9.46

$

260,261

9.46

Grand Total $ 2,461,927

60.8%

Based on average annual cost savings of $0.37 per sq. ft.
*Approximately 36,705 sq. ft. of Achilles still needs to have the conversion completed.
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General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)

School

Page Athletic Fields
New Page Middle School Site
Grounds
John E. Hutchinson, 693-5304, hutch@gc.k12.va.us

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated

7/1/2019
$
-

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/30/2018
X

$

FY21

$
$

FY22

6/30/2020
497,200
-

FY23

30
Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount $
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond
Total Project Costs

FY24

497,200

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
497,200
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
497,200 $
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

-

$
$

-

No

$
$

-

$
$

497,200

$

497,200
497,200 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
497,200
$
497,200
$
-

-

497,200

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

Construct athletic fields on the new Page Middle School site to accommodate the physical education and athletic

1) Statement of Need. What
programs at Page Middle School. The utilizing of the stockpile of dirt to create a baseball field will also provide a
is the project expected to
multipurpose athletic field where the dirt is currently stockpiled.
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

2) Indicate and quantify any
The original plan was to construct a baseball field on the Page Middle School campus. It was presented in the bid
alternatives that might meet
process as a design option, with the contractor providing a cost of $285,000 for the field. The option for construction
the needs indicated and why
of the field was cancelled due to reduced funding for the school.
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what
Students will continue to need transportation to the old Page site practice field and Peasley or Gloucester High
the consequences would be
School for competitions. Safety, scheduling, and costs are a concern.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

Need to provide equal opportunities for the students at Page Middle School.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The project design plans for the field are accurate, and no further engineering is required for bid of future proposals.
Recent estimates from the site contractors and baseball field specialist include:
1. Clear land, strip topsoil, seed, mulch, and provide erosion and sediment controls...$360,000
2. Infield soils, grading, and setup...$12,000
3. Fencing...$40,000

Attachments (list):

Page Middle School New Athletic Fields Exhibit
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM - CONTINUATION
Gloucester County, Virginia
Page Ballfield

Project Title
Project Narrative/Justification

5.) Continued.
4. Concrete Pads for dugouts and bleachers....$11,000
5. Bleachers...$11,000
6. Water line...$4,000
7. Handicap access concrete...$14,000
Subtotal...$452,000

5.) Continued.
Plus 10% contingency...$45,200
Total...$497,200
(Cost for erosion and sediment control of the stockpile of dirt for the field construction to date...$39,000)
Moving forward with this project will directly impact the operations budget.
1.) Funds in the operations budget scheduled for repair and replacement projects will remain and not be redirected to short term fixes on
unfunded capital projects.
5.) Continued.
2.) Short term fixes for this capital project require travel to other locations for practice and play, resulting in an impact on a variety of
professional and support staff groups, and the equipment employed in the services of those groups.
3.) The skilled workforce would not be redirected from other needed, planned, or scheduled projects or service requirements. Groups
impacted by providing the necessary accommodations include, but are not limited to, clerical, transportation, administrative, instructional,
coaching, grounds, and facilities. Unfortunately, because of the shared campus use with other schools, the workforce impact may be
duplicated.
5.) Continued.
4.) Savings from having a school field would occur in productivity and efficiency, ultimately resulting in financial savings.

Continuation of Departmental Priority Sch Athlfield2
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General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
School

Playground Equipment Replacement
Various Elementary Schools
Grounds
John E. Hutchinson, 693-5304, hutch@gc.k12.va.us
7/1/2019

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/30/2018

$

124,479

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$
$

$

$

179,834

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
124,479
179,834
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
124,479 $
179,834 $
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

216,670

6/30/2023
737,653
-

FY23

20
Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount $
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond
Total Project Costs

FY24

216,670

$
$

216,670

216,670
-

216,670

$
$

216,670
-

No

$
$

-

$
$

737,653

$

737,653
737,653
-

Total Project Financing
$
737,653
$
737,653
$
-

$
$

-

737,653

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

Remove and replace existing playgrounds with age appropriate playground units. These replacements are
necessary due to the age and wear of the equipment. Regular inspections and regular maintenance is ongoing.
Painting and rust prevention coatings have been incorporated. Equipment and parts have been repaired and
replaced as needed. Parts from previously replaced equipment have been saved and used as repair parts when
possible. Currently, two significant issues need to be addressed due to the age of the equipment.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

The current playground equipment needing replacement has reached its life expectancy. Parts are difficult to
procure due to changing manufacturers and equipment designs. Opportunities for part repair and replacement
have been exhausted for units requiring replacement. The superstructures are now showing signs of deterioration,
and need to be addressed.

3) Indicate and quantify what Damaged or worn equipment results in equipment being unavailable for school or community use, and poses a safety hazard.
the consequences would be Vendors are offering discounts with contracts, however, with the rising cost of steel, discounts cannot be projected into
on services if not funded.
future years.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

To avoid potential liability, increased maintenance costs will be necessary to provide safe access, or equipment will
be restricted and removed.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

Playground equipment design is a prescriptive science with specialized equipment for different age levels to
enhance motor skill development and bone and muscle growth. A recent price increase of slightly more than 10%
is included in the prices listed. A reduction in the number of pieces of equipment at each school is also reflected in
the long range plan as a cost savings approach. Considering the current Grounds Department managed acreage,
increased sports activity maintenance, and minimal grounds staffing, the prices include contracted removal and
disposal of equipment. Estimates reviewed with vendor in June 2018.

Attachments (list):

Playground Cost Estimate
GCPS Playground Information
AES Playground Issues and Options
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM - CONTINUATION
Gloucester County, Virginia
Playgrounds

Project Title
Project Narrative/Justification

1.) Continued.
With design changes, replacement parts are no longer available to interchange with many of the larger damaged pieces. Also, significant signs
of deterioration of the larger poles that support the equipment exist. It is important to maintain the equipment for safe use both during and
after school for students and the community. ADA access to the playground areas needs to be added.

5.) Continued.
2020.....Achilles - $124,479 (see attachment)
2021.....Botetourt - $179,834 (see attachment)
2022.....Petsworth - $216,670 (see attachment)
2023.....Bethel - $216,670 (see attachment)
*This four year process will provide a completed replacement phase.
Attached prices were confirmed in June of 2018 with contractor as appropriate.
5.) Continued.
Moving forward with this project will directly impact the operations budget.
1.) Funds in the operations budget scheduled for repair and replacement projects will remain and not be redirected to short term fixes on
unfunded capital projects.
2.) Short term fixes on capital projects will not become double work in the sense that the repair work would not occur in unscheduled design
order, be short term due to the method of repair, or simply out of the scope of the required work. Unique to playgrounds is that equipment
declared unsafe will be shutdown and removed, resulting in the need for staff to redirect energies toward creative alternatives.

5. Continued.
3.) The skilled workforce would not be redirected from other needed, planned, or scheduled projects or service requirements.
4.) Savings occur in productivity and efficiency, ultimately resulting in financial savings.

Continuation of Departmental Priority Sch Plygnd2
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CIP Playground Overview and Pricing
GameTime Playgrounds Co.
www.gametime.com
Achilles
Steelwood- $26,163.00 - 3rd grade through 5th grade
Triple Play- $17,164.00 - K through 2nd grade
Two Bay Swing Set - $4152.00
Equipment Installation - $30,000.00
Use Zone Borders - $12,000.00
Impact Surfacing - $ 10,000.00
Old Equipment Removal and regrading – $25,000.00
Grand Total = 124,479.00

Botetourt
Steelwood- $26,163.00 - 3rd grade through 5th grade
Triple Play- $17,164.00 - K through 2nd grad
High Point - $18,855 – Preschool
Two Bay Swing Set - $4152.00
Equipment Installation - $45,000.00
Use Zone Borders - $16,000.00
Impact Surfacing - $ 15,000.00
Old Equipment Removal and regrading – $37,500.00
Grand Total = $179,834.00

Bethel & Petsworth
Steelwood- $26,163.00 - 3rd grade through 5th grade
Triple Play- $17,164.00 - K through 2nd grade
High Point - $18,855 – Preschool
Two Bay Swing Set - $4152.00
Six Bay Swing Set - $11,336.00
Equipment Installation - $55,000.00
Use Zone Borders - $16,000.00
Impact Surfacing - $ 18,000.00
Old Equipment Removal and regrading – $50,000.00
Grand Total = $216,670.00

191

192

Achilles Elementary Playground Concerns
Some apparatus on this playground is closed, and some will be closed soon.
Ladder is rusting and pitting….

193

Decks are rusting, sagging, vinyl is peeling, attachments and connecting points are rusting….

194

And rust at welds….

Swing hardware rust….

195

Broken (closed) outdated and thus irreplaceable plastic apparatus….

196

Two Bay Swing set and Tripple Play Options for Achilles….
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General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
School

School Bus Replacement Program (5 per year)
Transportation
Transportation
John E. Hutchinson, 693-5304, hutch@gc.k12.va.us
7/1/2019

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/30/2018

$

493,319

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$
$

$

$

508,118

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
493,319
508,118
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
493,319 $
508,118 $
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

523,362

on going
2,619,097
-

FY23

FY24

539,063

$

555,235

15
Useful life (in years)
478,950
Previous Funding Amount $
FY19
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond
Total Project Costs
$
$

523,362

523,362
-

539,063

$
$

539,063
-

555,235

$
$

555,235
-

$
$

2,619,097

$

2,619,097
2,619,097
-

Total Project Financing
$
2,619,097
$
2,619,097
$
-

$
$

-

2,619,097

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

In order to provide for the safe transportation of our students, the Virginia Department of Education current
standard replacement cycle of fifteen (15) years is recommended. As school buses continue to age, the cost of
maintenance continues to accelerate, and the structural integrity of the bus frame and body become compromised.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

Continued expensive maintenance and repair costs.

3) Indicate and quantify what
the consequences would be Continued expensive maintenance and repair costs or diminished bus fleet.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.
5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.
Attachments (list):

Unsafe vehicles will not be used, therefore, potentially less buses to use.

Of the 108 active school buses currently in service, 33 Regular Ed buses and 6 Special Ed buses have over 200,000 miles.
Moving forward with this project will directly impact the operations budget. Potential for another EPA School Bus Rebate for
$100K is being applied for. Will update County Administration when notified of award. 1.) The Transportation operations
budget is directed for safety improvements & repair & replacement of vehicle will remain & not redirected to short term fixes
on unfunded capital projects related to required Transportation facility needs.
Bus List Summary
Bus List >200,000 Miles
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM - CONTINUATION
Gloucester County, Virginia
Buses

Project Title
Project Narrative/Justification

5.) Continued.
2.) Short term fixes on capital projects will not become double work in the sense that the repair work would not occur in unscheduled design
order, be short term due to the method of repair, or simply out of the scope of the required work. As buses age and mileage increases, repair
needs increase, and mileage efficiency for fuel, oil, and fluids decrease, resulting in additional costs.
3.) The skilled workforce would not be redirected from other needed, planned, or scheduled projects or service requirements.
4.) Savings occur in productivity and efficiency of effort, ultimately resulting in financial savings.

Continuation of Departmental Priority Sch Buses2
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Summary:
Total number of active buses: 108
Total number of unserviceable buses: 8 (bottom of spreadsheet)
Regular Ed school buses: 86
Regular Ed school buses with greater than 200K miles: 33 (yellow highlight)
Special Ed school Buses: 22 (blue highlight)
Special Ed school Buses with greater than 200K Miles: 6
Buses exceeding life-expectancy (15 Years): 31
New buses: 5
Year
Make
Model
Number
Type
-

0002
0004
0063
0067
0074
0061
0112
0113
0114
0115
0005
0003
0030
0068
0075
0083
0095
0117
0119
0120
0121
0122
0123
0034
0053
0078
0041
0043
0079
0084
0087
0088
0089
0096
0098
0118
0021
0057
0090
0093
0094
0101
0007
0013
0016
0018
0032
0042
0082
0085
0086
0092
0100
0102
0047
0048
0001
0006
0023
0033
0038
0049
0055
0008
0009
0040
0050
0051
0012
0014
0019

SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR

2019
2019

2019
2019
2019
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997
1998
1999
1999
1999
1999
2001
2001
2001
2001
2001
2001
2001
2001
2002
2002
2002
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2009
2009
2009

THOMAS
THOMAS

310TS
310TS

THOMAS
310TS
THOMAS
310TS
THOMAS
310TS
NAVISTAR
BLUEBIRD
NAVISTAR
BLUEBIRD
NAVISTAR
BLUEBIRD
NAVISTAR
BLUEBIRD
INT
IC
NAVISTAR
BLUEBIRD
NAVISTAR
BLUEBIRD
NAVISTAR
BLUEBIRD
NAVISTAR
BLUEBIRD
INT
IC
FRGHT-L
THOMAS
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
NAVISTAR
BLUEBIRD
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
BLUEBIRD
INT
-- None Selected -INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
BLUEBIRD
BLUEBIRD
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC

Tag Number

Status

Vin Number

Mileage

199-835L
199-839L

Active
Active

4UZABRFC9KCKU0732

199-838L
199-836L
199-837L
28-469L
28-468L
28-465L
28-464L
28-463L
32-610L
32-638L
32-637L
32-634L
38-798L
40-785L
117-621L
40-791L
40-792L
40-793L
40-788L
40-797L
40-795L
40-860L
40-862L
40-882L
40-861L
108-076L
108-077L
108-082L
108-079L
108-081L
108-080L
108-084L
108-085L
40-789L
117-642L
117-643L
117-647L
117-646L
117-622L
117-649L
179-426L
119-291L
123-081L
119-287L
119-289L
123-079L
154-676L
119-290L
119-288L
119-294L
119-295L
123-057L
127-357L
127-356L
138-004L
138-025L
127-449L
127-450L
138-001L
138-003L
138-002L
145-802L
145-803L
145-812L
145-811L
145-810L
145-856L
154-663L
145-872L

Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active

360
360
360
360
360
211,790
215,227
200,562
202,185
212,652
255,311
231,901
220,053
238,939
226,267
174,290
178,732
223,585
214,965
219,086
262,098
215,960
214,943
200,619
225,450
214,809
222,947
205,655
195,623
226,817
207,561
181,505
13,060
197,773
228,836
264,702
208,125
230,197
221,240
215,299
224,918
235,019
217,374
201,011
204,049
188,497
199,975
186,615
53,449
195,083
221,025
215,544
191,259
208,992
202,837
221,990
189,602
176,804
165,173
175,357
184,666
118,917
198,007
170,260
195,648
158,824
160,097
188,842
143,419
112,137
141,205

200

4UZABRFC0KCKU0733
4UZABRFC2KCKU0734
4UZABRFC4KCKU0735
4UZABRFC6KCKU0736
1HVBBAAP8VH511107
1HVBBAAPXVH511108
1HVBBAAP2VH511104
1HVBBAAP8VH511110
1HVBBAAP1VH511109
1HVBBAAN1WH524393
1HVBBAAP5XH646600
1HVBBAAP7XH646601
1HVBBAAP9XH646602
1HVBBAAP3XH224146
4UZAAWAK31CH68204
4DRBRABL44A961028
1HVBRAAN21A934231
1HVBRAAN41A934232
1HVBRAAN61A934233
1HVBRAAN81A934234
1HVBRAAN41A934229
1HVBRAANX1A934235
1HVBRAANX2A917873
1HVBRAAN82A91782
1HVBRAAN62A917868
1HVBRAAN62A917871
4DRBRAAN03A950349
4DRBRAAN93A950351
1HVBBAAL63H572529
4DRBRAAN73A950350
4DRBRAAN93A950348
4DRBRAAN03A950352
1HVBBAAL43H572528
1HVBBAAL23H572530
1HVBRAAN21A934228
4DRBRAAN84A963657
4DRBRAANX4A963658
4DRBRAAN24A963654
4DRBRAAL24A963698
4DRBRABL24A961027
4DRBRAAN64A963656
4DRBUAAN95A983187
4DRBUAAN25A978445
4DRBUAAN05A983188
4DRBUAAN55A978441
4DRBUAAN75A978442
4DRBUAAN75A983186
1BALBCKAX5F228418
4DRBUAAN05A978444
4DRBUAAN95A978443
4DRBUAAN85A982421
4DRBUAAN65A984958
4DRBUAAN45A984957
4DRBUAANX6A249725
4DRBUAAN16A249726
4DRBUAAN97A428324
4DRBUAAN87A428329
4D4BUAAN07A428325
4DRBUAAN27A428326
4DRBUAAN47A428327
4DRBUAAN57A428336
4DRBUAAN67A428328
4DRBUAAN88B653944
4DRBUAANX8B653945
4DRBUAAN68B653960
4DRBUAAN88B653961
4DRBUAANX8B653962
4DRBUAAN79A673786
4DRBUAAN19A673797
4DRBUAAN19B112347

Notes
New Buses
New Buses
New Buses
New Buses
New Buses
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles

Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles

Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles

Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles
Over 200,000 Miles

0020
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0022
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0015
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0035
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0044
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0052
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0054
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0026
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0027
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0064
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0066
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0011
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0017
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0024
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0076
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0091
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0097
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
0028
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0029
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0036
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
0037
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
0045
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
0069
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
0056
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0058
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
0060
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0065
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0099
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0103
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0104
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0105
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0106
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0107
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0108
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0109
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
0059
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
0070
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
Grand Total Records
108

**BUSES TO BE AUCTIONED (Not Serviceable)
X-0002
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
X-0004
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
X-0010
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
X-0039
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
X-0046
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
X-0063
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
X-0073
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
X-0074
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR

2009
2009
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2011
2011
2011
2011
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2013
2013
2013
2013
2014
2014
2015
2015
2016
2016
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2018
2018
2018
2019
2019

INT
INT
BLUEBIRD
BLUEBIRD
BLUEBIRD
BLUEBIRD
BLUEBIRD
IC
BLUEBIRD
INT
INT
INT
INT
INT
INT
INT
INT
BLUEBIRD
BLUEBIRD
INT
INT
INT
INT
INT
INT
INT
INT
INT
INT
INT
INT
INT
IC
IC
IC
INT
INT

1999
1999
1997
2000
2002
1997
2000
1999

NAVISTAR
INT
NAVISTAR
INT
INT
NAVISTAR
INT
NAVISTAR

IC
IC
VISION
VISION
IC
VISION
VISION
IC
-- None Selected -IC
IC
IC
IC
IC
IC
IC
IC
-- None Selected --- None Selected -IC
IC
IC
IC
IC
IC
-- None Selected -IC
IC
IC
IC
IC
IC
CE S BUS
CE S BUS
CE S BUS
IC
IC

145-874L
145-875L
154-673L
154-670L
154-671L
154-672L
154-675L
154-687L
169-916L
154-689L
154-688L
164-071L
145-873L
164-072L
169-937L
169-944L
164-083L
169-922L
169-923L
169-918L
169-917L
169-945L
169-946L
179-424L
179-423L
179-445L
179-450L
189-120L
189-119L
199-816L
189-128L
189-131L
199-809L
199-811L
199-810L
199-817L
199-818L

32-636L
38-797L
28-466L
40-710L
108-066L
28-467L
40-712L
32-635L

201

Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active

4DRBUAAN39B112348
4DRBUAAN59B112349
1BAKFC5A1AF273497
1BAKFC5A3AF273498
1BAKFC5A5AF273499
1BAKFC5A8AF273500
1BAKFC5AXAF273501
4DRBUAAN2BA256517
1BAKFC5A2BF281206
4DRBUAAN4BA256518
4DRBUAAN6BA256519
4DRBUAANXCB402139
4DRBUAANX9B112346
4DRBUAAN6CB402140
4DRBUAAN7CB682201
4DRBUAAN9CB682202
4DRBUAAL2CB622406
1BAKFCBAXDF294910
1BAKFCBA1DF294911
4DRBUAAL1DB303418
4DRBUAAL3DB303419
4DRBUAAL9EB785069
4DRBUAAL5EB785070
4DRBUAANXFB025817
4DRBUAALXFB026609
4DRBUAAN4GB722580
4DRBUAAN6GB722578
4DRBUAANXHB775415
4DRBUAAN1HB775416
4DRBUAAN3HB775417
4DRBUAAN5HB775418
4DRBUAAN7HB775419
4DRBUC8N4JB520816
4DRBUC8N6JB520817
4DRBUC8N8JB520818
4DRBUC8N0KB048499
4DRBUC8N3KB048500

143,021
126,527
89,279
97,873
115,550
98,920
110,652
107,368
77,875
113,554
119,883
116,046
133,314
103,438
89,638
74,625
110,132
70,059
74,185
125,364
87,672
85,053
82,763
43,488
74,423
62,910
38,001
20,989
33,970
32,427
22,768
24,127
10,830
10,968
10,920
15,237
16,364

Number
0003
0005
0007
0013
0016
0021
0030
0034
0041
0043
0047
0048
0053
0057
0061
0068
0075
0078
0084
0086
0087
0090
0092
0093
0094
0098
0101
0102
0112
0113
0114
0115
0117
0118
0119
0120
0121
0122
0123

Type
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
SCHOOL BUS - SPECIAL NEEDS
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR
SCHOOL BUS - REGULAR

Year
1999
1998
2005
2005
2005
2004
1999
2002
2003
2003
2006
2006
2002
2004
1997
1999
1999
2002
2003
2005
2003
2004
2005
2004
2004
2003
2004
2005
1997
1997
1997
1997
2001
2003
2001
2001
2001
2001
2001

Make

Model

NAVISTAR
BLUEBIRD
NAVISTAR
BLUEBIRD
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
NAVISTAR
BLUEBIRD
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
NAVISTAR
BLUEBIRD
NAVISTAR
BLUEBIRD
INT
IC
INT
IC
NAVISTAR
BLUEBIRD
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
-- None Selected -INT
IC
INT
IC
NAVISTAR
BLUEBIRD
NAVISTAR
BLUEBIRD
NAVISTAR
BLUEBIRD
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC
INT
IC

202

Tag Number

Status

Vin Number

Mileage

32-638L
32-610L
179-426L
119-291L
123-081L
117-642L
32-637L
40-860L
40-861L
108-076L
127-357L
127-356L
40-862L
117-643L
28-469L
32-634L
38-798L
40-882L
108-082L
119-288L
108-079L
117-647L
119-294L
117-646L
117-622L
108-085L
117-649L
123-057L
28-468L
28-465L
28-464L
28-463L
40-791L
40-789L
40-792L
40-793L
40-788L
40-797L
40-795L

Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active

1HVBBAAP5XH646600
1HVBBAAN1WH524393
4DRBUAAN95A983187
4DRBUAAN25A978445
4DRBUAAN05A983188
4DRBRAAN84A963657
1HVBBAAP7XH646601
1HVBRAANX2A917873
1HVBRAAN62A917871
4DRBRAAN03A950349
4DRBUAANX6A249725
4DRBUAAN16A249726
1HVBRAAN82A91782
4DRBRAANX4A963658
1HVBBAAP8VH511107
1HVBBAAP9XH646602
1HVBBAAP3XH224146
1HVBRAAN62A917868
1HVBBAAL63H572529
4DRBUAAN95A978443
4DRBRAAN73A950350
4DRBRAAN24A963654
4DRBUAAN85A982421
4DRBRAAL24A963698
4DRBRABL24A961027
1HVBBAAL23H572530
4DRBRAAN64A963656
4DRBUAAN45A984957
1HVBBAAPXVH511108
1HVBBAAP2VH511104
1HVBBAAP8VH511110
1HVBBAAP1VH511109
1HVBRAAN21A934231
1HVBRAAN21A934228
1HVBRAAN41A934232
1HVBRAAN61A934233
1HVBRAAN81A934234
1HVBRAAN41A934229
1HVBRAANX1A934235

231,901
255,311
217,374
201,011
204,049
208,125
220,053
200,619
222,947
205,655
202,837
221,990
225,450
230,197
211,790
238,939
226,267
214,809
226,817
221,025
207,561
221,240
215,544
215,299
224,918
228,836
235,019
208,992
215,227
200,562
202,185
212,652
223,585
264,702
214,965
219,086
262,098
215,960
214,943

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
School

Roofing Replacement/Recoating
Achilles and Botetourt
Facilities
John E. Hutchinson, 693-5304, hutch@gc.k12.va.us
7/1/2019

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/30/2018

$

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$
$

6/30/2020
734,000
-

FY23

FY24

734,000

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
734,000
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
734,000 $
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

-

$
$

No

-

$
$

15

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

-

$
$

Total Project Costs

734,000

$

734,000
734,000
-

Total Project Financing
$
734,000
$
734,000
$
-

$
$

-

734,000

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

Roof systems deteriorate by nature of exposure to sun and weather. Warranties expire, and exposure maintenance
is necessary. It is critical to instructional success and operational efficiency of an educational facility that the
environment be safe and dry. A roof coating system is incorporated where possible (appropriate surface integrity
and adherence exist). Coating provides a minimum 10-year warranted product at 50% of the cost of a new roof
(coating at ~ $6.50/sq. ft. depending on the integrity of the roof to be coated).

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

Coating and recoating is a recently developed cost savings approach to roof maintenance. Some warranties
extend to 15 years dependent upon roof condition.

3) Indicate and quantify what Deterioration of the building structure, damage to Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment (FFE), and an unhealthy
the consequences would be environment. Continual impact upon custodial and maintenance staffs including interior cleanup and repair (afteron services if not funded.
hour cleanup/ceiling tile replacement/flooring repair/painting/etc.).

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

Possible liability related to safety and health if roofs deteriorate and leak.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The GHS and Transportation Facility roofing projects are removed.
2020.... Recoating of sections of Achilles and Botetourt that will be approximately 5 years out of warranty.
School roofs will be monitored for improvements in years beyond 2022. These costs are based on the square foot
prices as proposed by our roof services company.

Attachments (list):

CIP Roof Replacement Plan
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM - CONTINUATION
Gloucester County, Virginia
Roofing

Project Title
Project Narrative/Justification

1. Continued. A tight building envelope prolongs structural life and saves money.

5.) Continued.
Moving forward with this project will directly impact the operations budget.
1.) Funds in the operations budget scheduled for repair and replacement projects will remain and not be redirected to short term fixes on
unfunded capital projects.
2.) Short term fixes on capital projects will not become double work in the sense that the repair work would not occur in unscheduled design
order, be short term due to the method of repair, or simply out of the scope of the required work. Especially costly with roofing problems is the
repetitive use of labor and materials to maintain a clean and healthy working environment.

5.) Continued.
3.) The skilled workforce would not be redirected from other needed, planned, or scheduled projects or service requirements.
4.) Savings occur in productivity and efficiency, ultimately resulting in financial savings.

Continuation of Departmental Priority Sch Roof Rep2
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Long Range Roof Replacement/Coating Capital Plan
Project

Scope

Achilles Recoat
Botetourt Recoat

2005 Addition/Renovation
2005 Addition/Renovation

Totals:

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

Total

225,000.00
509,000.00

225,000.00
509,000.00

734,000.00

-

205

-

-

-

734,000.00

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/30/2018
X

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)

School

NEW CONSTRUCTION of Gloucester High School
Gloucester High School
Facilities
John E. Hutchinson, 693-5304, hutch@gc.k12.va.us
7/1/2019
$ 10,930,000

FY20
$ 10,930,000

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22
$ 76,510,000

6/30/2022
$ 98,370,000

FY23

50
Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount $
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond
Total Project Costs

FY24

$ 21,860,000

$ 109,300,000

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
10,930,000
76,510,000
21,860,000
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$ 10,930,000 $ 76,510,000 $ 21,860,000 $
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
$
No
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

-

$
$

-

109,300,000
$ 109,300,000
$
-

$

$
$

-

109,300,000

Total Project Financing
$
109,300,000
$
109,300,000
$
-

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

A-Hall, B-Hall, and C-Hall are currently a windowless collection of individual classrooms primarily constructed of
metal panels. Except for the erection of a teacher work center in A-Hall, ceiling adjustments in the commons, and
the addition of computer labs in C-Hall, the upgrades since its 1975 construction have been minimal. The original
1975 HVAC system is inefficient and prone to failure. The utilities are marginalized with the advancement of
technology and diversification of curricula. The fixtures, including bathrooms, are in need of

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

Smaller/partial projects will fall short of creating an inviting instructional environment. The continued high
maintenance costs and continued increase in inefficient operating costs will create a strain on funds that could be
directed toward quality education. The potential for a reduced and/or restricted use of the facility can ultimately
impact student academic achievement.
As stated in number 2...the continued high maintenance costs and continued increase in inefficient operating costs

3) Indicate and quantify what will create a strain on funds that could be directed toward quality education. The potential for a reduced and/or
the consequences would be restricted use of the facility can ultimately impact student academic achievement. Additionally, the potential for a
on services if not funded.
catastrophic utility failure within the building could result in a large section/long term shutdown. The occurrence and

the timing of the occurrence could be a significant handicap to the successful flow of the

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

As previously addressed….negative influences on academic success, and reduced efficiencies, resulting in
continued higher costs. ADA compliance and Fire Code and Building Code upgrades and requirements will have to
be addressed should the scope of the work be reduced to any project portion defined as a remodel (such
improvements would also be included in any site work encompassed by the construction of a new school building).

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

This is a needs-based project which expands by the requirements to meet safety, fire, occupancy, and ADA code
requirements. With all construction that is required, it is practical to address utility efficiencies, and most importantly,
an inviting 21st Century learning environment to enhance our students' opportunities for future success.

Attachments (list):

GHS Master Plan New
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM - CONTINUATION
Gloucester County, Virginia
GHS New Construction

Project Title
Project Narrative/Justification

1.) Continued. - upgrades and improvements.
Renovation of A-Hall and C-Hall are critical to support the inquiry-based/problem-based/collaborative approach to 21st century learning. The
flow through the commons and cafeteria areas are restrictive, and additional flow patterns and corridors are necessary. Any project will
provide improvements to the media center, office, security, commons/cafeteria/kitchen areas, and student flow in the building. Final steps will
include a facelift to D-Hall and other untouched areas. Input from the community committee providing conceptual plan ideas expressed a
desire to explore the construction of a new high school adjacent to the existing high school. The School Board moved the decision forward for
the construction of a new high school.
1.) Continued.
FY 2020 funds of $10,930,000 (10% of total cost) will be directed toward engineering drawings and specifications to follow the current
development of educational specifications, function evaluations, conceptual schematics, phasing plans, and possible sustainable improvements.
The budget amount is set in the final year as a place holder since phasing of the project will be set around conceptual design. FY21 funds of
$76,510,000 (70% of total cost) and FY22 funds of $21,860,000 (20% of total cost) would represent the major construction years of a 26-28
month project.
3.) continued... educational process.
5.) Continued. The estimates for the improvements for this major remodel and the estimates for new construction were the result of the
GHS Master Plan Study
(http://gets.gc.k12.va.us/Portals/Gloucester/District/Gloucester%20HS%20Facility%20Study_Final_June%2018%202018%20Lowest%20Resolut
ion.pdf?ver=2018-06-21-161636-327) and review completed by Moseley Architects. The $109,300,000 estimate for new construction is based
on $270 per sq. ft. cost (plus site work costs) of 293,000 sq. ft. of space plus $6.65 per sq. ft. cost of demolition of a 260,861 sq. ft. building. In
contrast, the $71,900,000 estimate for renovations is based on a variation of sq. ft. costs from $141 per sq. ft. to $199 per sq. ft. depending on
light, medium, or heavy renovations required.
5.) Continued.
Moving forward with this project will directly impact the operations budget.
1.) Funds in the operations budget scheduled for repair and replacement projects will remain and not be redirected to short term fixes on
unfunded capital projects.
2.) Short term fixes on capital projects will not become double work in the sense that the repair work would not occur in unscheduled design
order, be short term due to the method of repair, or simply out of the scope of the required work.

5.) Continued.
3.) The skilled workforce would not be redirected from other needed, planned, or scheduled projects or service requirements.
4.) With the construction of a new GHS, the impact of a healthy and an inviting environment will result in increased productivity of employees
and students. Thus, additional general fund savings will occur through greater productivity and efficiencies.

Continuation of Departmental Priority Sch GHS New2
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General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)

School

RENOVATION of Gloucester High School
Gloucester High School
Facilities
John E. Hutchinson, 693-5304, hutch@gc.k12.va.us

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

7,190,000

$ 50,330,000

7/1/2019
$ 7,190,000

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/30/2018
X

$

6/30/2022
$ 64,710,000

FY23

50
Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount $
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond
Total Project Costs

FY24

$ 14,380,000

$ 71,900,000

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
7,190,000
50,330,000
14,380,000
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$ 7,190,000 $ 50,330,000 $ 14,380,000 $
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
$
No
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

-

$
$

-

71,900,000
$ 71,900,000
$
-

$

$
$

-

71,900,000

Total Project Financing
$
71,900,000
$
71,900,000
$
-

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

A-Hall, B-Hall, and C-Hall are currently a windowless collection of individual classrooms primarily constructed of
metal panels. Except for the erection of a teacher work center in A-Hall, ceiling adjustments in the commons, and
the addition of computer labs in C-Hall, the upgrades since its 1975 construction have been minimal. The original
1975 HVAC system is inefficient and prone to failure. The utilities are marginalized with the advancement of
technology and diversification of curricula. The fixtures, including bathrooms, are in need of

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

Smaller/partial projects will fall short of creating an inviting instructional environment. The continued high
maintenance costs and continued increase in inefficient operating costs will create a strain on funds that could be
directed toward quality education. The potential for a reduced and/or restricted use of the facility can ultimately
impact student academic achievement.
As stated in number 2...the continued high maintenance costs and continued increase in inefficient operating costs

3) Indicate and quantify what will create a strain on funds that could be directed toward quality education. The potential for a reduced and/or
the consequences would be restricted use of the facility can ultimately impact student academic achievement. Additionally, the potential for a
on services if not funded.
catastrophic utility failure within the building could result in a large section/long term shutdown. The occurrence and

the timing of the occurrence could be a significant handicap to the successful flow of the

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

As previously addressed….negative influences on academic success, and reduced efficiencies, resulting in
continued higher costs. ADA compliance and Fire Code and Building Code upgrades and requirements will have to
be addressed should the scope of the work be reduced to any project portion defined as a remodel (such
improvements would also be included in any site work encompassed by the construction of a new school building).

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

This is a needs-based project which expands by the requirements to meet safety, fire, occupancy, and ADA code
requirements. With all construction that is required, it is practical to address utility efficiencies, and most importantly,
an inviting 21st Century learning environment to enhance our students' opportunities for future success.

Attachments (list):

GHS Master Plan B
GHS HVAC Equipment
GHS HVAC Replacement Estimates
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GHS Work Order Summary

CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM - CONTINUATION
Gloucester County, Virginia
GHS Renovation

Project Title
Project Narrative/Justification

1.) Continued. ... upgrades and improvements.
Renovation of A-Hall and C-Hall are critical to support the inquiry-based/problem-based/collaborative approach to 21st century learning. The
flow through the commons and cafeteria areas are restrictive, and additional flow patterns and corridors are necessary. Any project will
provide improvements to the media center, office, security, commons/cafeteria/kitchen areas, and student flow in the building. Final steps will
include a facelift to D-Hall and other untouched areas. Input from the community committee providing conceptual plan ideas expressed a
desire to explore the construction of a new high school adjacent to the existing high school. The School Board moved the decision forward for
the construction of a new high school.
1.) Continued.
FY 2020 funds of $7,190,000 (10% of total cost) will be directed toward engineering drawings and specifications to follow the current
development of educational specifications, function evaluations, conceptual schematics, phasing plans, and possible sustainable improvements.
The budget amount is set in the final year as a place holder since phasing of the project will be set around conceptual design. FY21 funds of
$50,330,000 (70% of total cost) and FY22 funds of $14,380,000 (20% of total cost) would represent the major construction years of a 26-28
month project.
3.) continued...educational process.
5.) Continued.
The estimates for the improvements for this major remodel and the estimates for new construction were the result of the GHS Masterplan
Study
(http://gets.gc.k12.va.us/Portals/Gloucester/District/Gloucester%20HS%20Facility%20Study_Final_June%2018%202018%20Lowest%20Resolut
ion.pdf?ver=2018-06-21-161636-327) and review completed by Moseley Architects. The $109,300,000 estimate for new construction is based
on $270 per sq. ft. cost (plus site work costs) of 293,000 sq. ft. of space plus $6.65 per sq. ft. cost of demolition of a 260,861 sq. ft. building. In
contrast, the $71,900,000 estimate for renovations is based on a variation of sq. ft. costs from $141 per sq. ft. to $199 per sq. ft. depending on
light, medium, or heavy renovations required.
5.) Continued.
Moving forward with this project will directly impact the operations budget.
1.) Funds in the operations budget scheduled for repair and replacement projects will remain and not be redirected to short term fixes on
unfunded capital projects.
2.) Short term fixes on capital projects will not become double work in the sense that the repair work would not occur in unscheduled design
order, be short term due to the method of repair, or simply out of the scope of the required work.

5.) Continued.
3.) The skilled workforce would not be redirected from other needed, planned, or scheduled projects or service requirements.
4.) With the total improvements of GHS, the impact of a healthy environment will result in improved productivity of employees and students.
Thus, additional general fund savings will occur through greater productivity and efficiencies.

Continuation of Departmental Priority Sch GHS Ren2
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Facility

GHS
GHS
GHS
GHS
GHS
GHS
GHS
GHS
GHS
GHS
GHS
GHS
GHS
GHS
H&V#4 E
GHS
H&V#5 E
GHS
RTU-1 P
GHS
RTU-2 P
GHS
RTU-3 P
GHS
RTU-4 P
GHS
RTU-5 P
GHS
RTU-6 P
GHS
RTU-7 P
GHS
RTU-8 P
GHS
RTU-9 P
GHS
RTU-10 P GHS
RTU-11 P GHS
RTU-12 P GHS
RTU-13 P GHS
RTU-14 P GHS
RTU-15 P GHS
RTU-16 P GHS
RTU-17 P GHS
RTU-18 P GHS
RTU-19 P GHS
RTU-20 CO GHS
RTU-21
GHS
MS-1 CO
GHS
MS-2 CO
GHS
MS-3 CO
GHS
MS-4 CO
GHS
MS-5 CO
GHS
MS-6 CO
GHS
PKGHU#1 GHS
H&V#3 E
GHS

Unit ID

AHU-1 E
AHU-2 E
AHU-3 E
AHU-4 E
AHU-5 E
AHU-6 E
AHU-10 E
RTU-22 CO
RTU-23 CO
RTU-24 CO
RTUA-4 P
RTUA-5 P
RTUA-6 P

Unit Location

AHU-1 A Hall
AHU-2 COMMONS
AHU-3 STAGE
AHU-4 AUDITORIUM
AHU-5 LECTURE -NAHU-6 LECTURE -SAHU-10 C HALL
COMP LAB C-163A
COMP LAB C-163B
COMP LAB C-161
RTUA-4 ART C-158A
RTUA-5 ART C-158B
RTUA-6 ART C-158C
CHILLER PLANT
H&V#4 AGRICULTURAL
H&V#5 AUTOMOTIVE
RTU-1 D HALL FRONT
RTU-2 D HALL L/CNTR
RTU-3 D HALL BACK
RTU-4 D HALL RT/CNTR
RTU-5 LANGUAGE ARTS
RTU-6 BAND
RTU-7 ADMIN
RTU-8 GYM -ERTU-9 GYM -WRTU-10 LIBRARY
RTU-11 LKR ROOM -GRTU-12 LKR ROOM -BRTU-13 SENIORS' CAFE
RTU-14 AUX GYM
RTU-15 HEALTH -GRTU-16 HEALTH -BRTU-17 C HALL M/MEDIA
RTU-18 C HALL IND. AREA
RTU-19 CHORUS D HALL
WOOD SHOP RT COOL ONLY
COMP LAB C-150A&B
MS-1 CAD LAB C HALL
MS-2 AP C HALL
MS-3 COPY RM MAIN
MS-4 D HALL AP
MS-5 D HALL SEC
MS-6 B HALL AP
PKGHU#1 FIELD HSE
H&V#3 FIELD HSE

LOOP SOURCE A/H W/ ELEC. HEAT
LOOP SOURCE A/H W/ ELEC. HEAT
LOOP SOURCE A/H W/ ELEC. HEAT
LOOP SOURCE A/H W/ ELEC. HEAT
LOOP SOURCE A/H W/ ELEC. HEAT
LOOP SOURCE A/H W/ ELEC. HEAT
LOOP SOURCE A/H W/ ELEC. HEAT
5 TON, COOLING ONLY, RTU
5 TON, COOLING ONLY, RTU
5 TON, COOLING ONLY, RTU
6 TON DX/GAS RTU
6.5 TON DX/GAS RTU
5 TON DX/GAS RTU
(1) 250 TON SCREW CHILLER
(1) ELECTRIC HEAT VENTILATOR
(1) ELECTRIC HEAT VENTILATOR
(1) 30 TON DX/GAS PACKAGE UNIT
(1) 40 TON DX/GAS PACKAGE UNIT
(1) 40 TON DX/GAS PACKAGE UNIT
(1) 40 TON DX/GAS PACKAGE UNIT
(1) 10 TON DX/GAS PACKAGE UNIT
(1) 20 TON DX/GAS PACKAGE UNIT
(1) 25 TON DX/GAS PACKAGE UNIT
(1) 75 TON DX/GAS PACKAGE UNIT
(1) 75 TON DX/GAS PACKAGE UNIT
(1) 20 TON DX/GAS PAKAGE UNIT
(1) 20 TON DX/GAS PAKAGE UNIT
(1) 20 TON DX/GAS PAKAGE UNIT
(1) 25 TON DX/GAS PACKAGE UNIT
(1) 40 TON DX/GAS PACKAGE UNIT
(1) 10 TON DX/GAS PACKAGE UNIT
(1) 10 TON DX/GAS PACKAGE UNIT
(1) 20 TON DX/GAS PACKAGE UNIT
(1) 10 TON DX/GAS PAKAGE UNIT
(1) 25 TON DX/GAS PACKAGE UNIT
(1) 8.5 TON DX COOL ONLY PACK RTU
(1) 5 TON A/A H/P
(1) DX UNIT, COOLING ONLY
(1) DX UNIT, COOLING ONLY
(1) DX UNIT, COOLING ONLY
(1) DX UNIT, COOLING ONLY
(1) DX UNIT, COOLING ONLY
(1) DX UNIT, COOLING ONLY
(1) 2 TON INCREMENTAL UNIT
HEAT AND VENTILATOR

Type and Capacity
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
COOLING ONLY
COOLING ONLY
COOLING ONLY
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
AC
H&V
H&V
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
COOLING ONLY
COOLING ONLY
COOLING ONLY
COOLING ONLY
COOLING ONLY
COOLING ONLY
HVAC
H&V

Classification

GHS HVAC EQUIPMENT

Type
HYDRONICS TRANE
HYDRONICS TRANE
HYDRONICS TRANE
HYDRONICS TRANE
HYDRONICS TRANE
HYDRONICS TRANE
HYDRONICS TRANE
DX COOL
CARRIER
DX COOL
CARRIER
DX COOL
CARRIER
PACKAGE
CARRIER
PACKAGE
CARRIER
PACKAGE
CARRIER
HYDRONICS YORK
HYDRONICS TRANE
HYDRONICS TRANE
PACKAGE
TRANE
PACKAGE
TRANE
PACKAGE
TRANE
PACKAGE
TRANE
PACKAGE
TRANE
PACKAGE
TRANE
PACKAGE
TRANE
PACKAGE
TRANE
PACKAGE
TRANE
PACKAGE
TRANE
PACKAGE
TRANE
PACKAGE
TRANE
PACKAGE
TRANE
PACKAGE
TRANE
PACKAGE
TRANE
PACKAGE
TRANE
PACKAGE
TRANE
PACKAGE
TRANE
PACKAGE
TRANE
PACKAGE
YORK
A/A HP
TRANE
MINI SPLIT
FUJITSU
MINI SPLIT
FUJITSU
MINI SPLIT
FUJITSU
MINI SPLIT
FUJITSU
MINI SPLIT
FUJITSU
MINI SPLIT
FUJITSU
INC. PACKAGE SINGER
UNIT VENT. TRANE

1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
2026
2026
2026
2026
2026
2026
2022
1987
1987
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014

2015
2010
2011
2011
2011
2012
1987
1987

1974
1974
1974
1974
1974
1974
1974
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
1997
1974
1974
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994

2000
2002
2003
2003
2003
2004
1974
1974

180
96
96
96
96
96
180
180

180
180
180
180
180
180
180
240
240
240
240
240
240
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180

Suggested
Life
Year for
Expectancy in
Manufacturer Year Installed Replacement
Months

GHS HVAC Replacement Estimates
Estimates are based upon multipliers provided by consultation with HVAC engineers at Honeywell and
Thompson Consulting Engineers.
Complete replacement of HVAC units is estimated at $65/sq. ft. (includes HVAC equipment and
installation only).
A direct replacement of a roof top unit (RTU) with in kind equipment is estimated at $4,000/ton.
Examples:
• AHU #1 (air handler unit) HVAC for A-Hall is estimated at:
$65 X 45,377 sq. ft. = $2,949,505.00.
• AHU #10 (air handler unit) HVAC for C-Hall is estimated at:
$65 X 42,615 sq. ft. = $2,769,975.00.
• RTU-8 (roof top unit) HVAC for east side of main gym is estimated at:
$4,000 X 75 tons = $300,000.
• RTU-10 (roof top unit) HVAC for library/media center is estimated at:
$4,000 X 20 tons = $80,000.
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GHS Work Order Summary - Major Crafts (Not All-Inclusive)
Craft
Doors & Hardware
Electrical
General Maintenance
HVAC
Kitchen Equipment
Plumbing
Roof
Totals

FY16
65
152
51
61
136
140
12
617

FY17
65
148
58
54
123
153
22
623

FY18
77
159
62
73
125
111
31
638

GHS Major Craft Work Orders by FY for FY16-FY18
(Not All-Inclusive)

FY16 33%

FY18 34%

FY17 33%

GHS Major Craft Work Orders by Craft for FY16-FY18
(Not All-Inclusive)
Roof 4%

Doors Hardware 11%

Plumbing 22%

Electrical 24%

Kitchen Equipment
20%
HVAC 10%
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General Maintenance
9%

Totals
207
459
171
188
384
404
65
1878

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)

School

Bus Compound Relocation
New Page Middle School Site
Facilities
John E. Hutchinson, 693-5304, hutch@gc.k12.va.us

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated

7/1/2019
$ 600,000

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/30/2018
X

$

FY21

$
$

FY22

6/30/2020
6,419,700
-

FY23

30
Useful life (in years)
600,000
Previous Funding Amount $
FY2018
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond
Total Project Costs

FY24

6,419,700

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
6,419,700
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
6,419,700 $
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

-

$
$

No

-

$
$

-

$
$

6,419,700

$

6,419,700
6,419,700 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
6,419,700
$
6,419,700
$
-

-

6,419,700

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

Replace existing bus compound and Transportation facility with a new facility located on a different site. This project
will be conducted in conjunction with the transportation and utility needs of Gloucester County.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

Alternatives were evaluated through the detailed study done with the architect. Based upon the study and the
evaluation of the possible/potential alternatives, the School Board recommends this approach.

3) Indicate and quantify what
the consequences would be The land where it currently resides has significant redevelopment potential for Gloucester County.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

The existing facility is outdated and undersized. Upgrades to the facility are needed to accommodate the school
division's fleet of buses and support vehicles, and to provide storage, training, and administrative support.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

A study to determine facility and site needs for the schools and the county was conducted by Hudson Architects and
Associates. The budget price is within the scope of the final report as printed in March of 2017. The final price of
$6,419,700 reflects a 5% increase for inflation of annual construction costs.

Attachments (list):

Transportation Center Estimate
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM - CONTINUATION
Gloucester County, Virginia
Bus Compound

Project Title
Project Narrative/Justification

5.) Continued.
Moving forward with this project will directly impact the operations budget.
1.) Funds in the operations budget scheduled for repair and replacement projects will remain and not be redirected to short term fixes on
unfunded capital projects.
2.) Short term fixes on capital projects will not become double work in the sense that the repair work would not occur in unscheduled design
order, be short term due to the method of repair, or simply out of the scope of the required work.

5.) Continued.
3.) The skilled workforce would not be redirected from other needed, planned, or scheduled projects or service requirements.
4.) With the construction of a new transportation facility, the impact will include increased productivity of daily operations and improved
efficiency of flow of operations resulting in general fund savings.
The link to the complete Transportation Facility Study is

http://gets.gc.k12.va.us/Portals/Gloucester/District/docs/Transportationfacilities%20study/COMBINED%20TRANSPORTATION%20AND%20UTILITIES%20CENTER%20STUDY_Final_Corre
cted_7-10-17.pdf?ver=2018-08-01-155044-617.

Continuation of Departmental Priority Sch BusCp Relo2
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
County

Replace Reverse Osmosis Membranes, Skid #2
Reverse Osmosis Plant, 8214 Reservoir Ridge Road
Public Utilities
James Dawson/(804)693-4044/jdawson@gloucesterva.info
1/1/2020

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/31/2018

$

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

6/30/2020
100,000

FY23

10
Useful life (in years)
100,000
Previous Funding Amount $
FY2018
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond
Total Project Costs

FY24

100,000

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
100,000
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
100,000 $
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.
1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

$

$
$

-

$
$

No

-

$
$

-

$
$

100,000

$

100,000
100,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
100,000
$
100,000
$
-

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

-

100,000

NA
NA

The existing membranes in Skid #2 were installed in 2009, require more frequent cleaning as they age, and show less
improvement in production rate/quality with every cleaning. Replacing these membranes will enable us to produce more water
with lower energy costs, reduce the material/labor costs for membrane cleaning, and reduce the costs to dispose of spent
cleaning solution.

2) Indicate and quantify any The only alternative to replacing Skid #2 membranes, and still produce water from Skid #2, is more frequent cleaning which
alternatives that might meet
increases the costs of chemicals, labor, and disposal of spent cleaning solution. Replacing Skid #2 membranes will improve
the needs indicated and why
membrane performance to match that of Skid #1 membranes which were changed in FY 2018.
they were rejected.

If the project is not funded, the amount of water produced by Skid #2 will decrease, requiring Operators to: use Skid #1 more

3) Indicate and quantify what
which will shorten the useful life of those membranes; or produce water with a higher percentage of surface water which could
the consequences would be
impact the results of future disinfection by-product (DBP) samples and increase the number of hours the water plant must
on services if not funded.

operate daily beyond 16 hours to meet system demands.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

Potential liabilities of not funding this project include, but are not limited to: additional personnel costs to operate plant more
than 16 hours/day; additional chemical costs to treat higher percentage of surface water and maintain compliance with water
quality requirements; shorter service life of Skid #1 membranes requiring replacement in less than 10 years.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

As membrane technology improves, newer membranes are capable of producing more/better water lower operating pressures.
This reduces the energy costs of membrane treatment which allows revenue previously needed for energy to support other
operating and maintenance functions of the water system.

Attachments (list):
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)

County

Radio Read Conversion
Throughout entire water service area
Public Utilities
James Dawson/(804)693-4044/jdawson@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2018

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/31/2018
X

$

6/30/2026
Date Improvements Complete
$
800,000
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY20
FY21
FY22
FY23
100,000 $
100,000 $
100,000 $
100,000 $

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
100,000
100,000
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
100,000 $
100,000 $
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

FY24

20
Useful life (in years)
100,000
Previous Funding Amount $
2019
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond
Total Project Costs

100,000 $
$

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000 $
$

100,000 $
$

100,000 $
$

No

500,000 $

200,000 $

500,000
500,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
200,000
700,000
200,000 $
700,000
$
-

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

700,000

NA
NA

1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

Meter reading currently requires 2 people from Collection/Distribution 6-days to complete including re-reads to verify higher,
or lower, than normal usage and missed reads. This project, when completed, will allow Customer Service staff to read all
meters from the office. Annual replacement of "dumb" meters with "smart" meters, and radio-read technology, will allow us to
detect excessive usage, i.e. leaks, within hours rather than the 30-days it now takes with the touch-read system.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

The only alternatives to adopting new meter reading technology are: hire additional staff as the number of water customers
increases to prevent the meter reading period from increasing in direct proportion to the number of customers; or, accept the
fact that the time required for meter reading will continue to increase which will require hiring additional staff to complete the
other duties performed by Collection/Distribution.

3) Indicate and quantify what
the consequences would be The consequence of not funding this project are increased staff hours to read meters within the billing period.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

Potential liabilities from not doing this project are increased accidents and injuries associated with reading meters due to
increased pressure on staff to read more and more meters in the same amount of time. This presure will also lead to more
missed reads as staff overlook difficult to find meters.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The reduction in field staff hours to read meters will reduce future requests for additional staff required to expand the work
performed by Collection/Distribution and improve the time needed to respond to water leaks, valve and hydrant maintenance,
and sewer problems.

Attachments (list):
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

County

7/1/2018
$ 150,000

$

6/30/2022
Date Improvements Complete
$
1,000,000
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY20
FY21
FY22
FY23
250,000 $
250,000 $
250,000 $
250,000

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
250,000
250,000
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
250,000 $
250,000 $
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.
1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)

PS #11 Sewer Rehab/Repair
Service Area of PS #11
Public Utilities
James Dawson/(804)693-4044/jdawson@gloucesterva.info

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

9/4/2018
X

50
Useful life (in years)
150,000
Previous Funding Amount $
2019
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond
Total Project Costs

FY24

$
$

250,000

250,000

250,000 $
$

250,000 $
$

Yes

-

$
$

1,000,000

$

1,000,000
1,000,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
1,000,000
$
1,000,000
$
-

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

-

1,000,000

EPA & DEQ
Federal & State

This project will reduce the infiltration and inflow (I/I) of groundwater and surface water into the sewer collection system of
pump station #11 - Courthouse Village North in compliance with the Special Order by Consent (SOBC). Completion of this work
will reduce/eliminate sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs) within this pump station service area, reduce/eliminate the potential for
fines and/or penalties for those overflows, and free up capacity in the collection system for additional development.
The only alternative to preventing overflows caused by I/I in the collection system is to provide excessive pumping capacity

2) Indicate and quantify any when we rebuild PS #11 to handle higher flows from additional development and storm events. This alternative was considered
alternatives that might meet
and rejected because it would significantly increase the capital costs to rebuild the pumping station (larger structure, bigger
the needs indicated and why
pumps and motors, larger electrical service, larger generator) as well as increased Operating and Maintenance costs (higher
they were rejected.

energy cost and more expensive repairs).

3) Indicate and quantify what
If this project is not funded, SSOs would increase O&M costs due to additional labor, material, and equipment needed to clean
the consequences would be
up after the additional overflows that occur during storm events.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

If this project is not funded, SSOs could lead to fines and penalties for those overflows.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

Going forward with this project will nearly eliminate the amount of rainfall that gets into the sewer collection system and must
be pumped by PS #11. This will significantly reduce the energy costs to pump that water as well as the staff time required
during storm events to ensure there are no overflows from either the collection system or the pump station.

Attachments (list):
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

9/4/2018
X

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)

County

Rebuild PS #12 - Summerville
7663 Belroi Road
Public Utilities
James Dawson/(804)693-4044/jdawson@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2025
$ 100,000

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

6/30/2027
500,000

FY23

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

FY24

Proposed Capital Costs

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.
1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

$

-

$
$

Yes

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

50

Total Project Costs

$

600,000 $

$
$

Total Project Financing
$
600,000
600,000
600,000 $
600,000
$
-

600,000

EPA & DEQ
Federal and State

Pump Station #12 - Summerville, the third pump station built in Sanitary District #1, was constructed in 1973. The pumps were
upgraded approximately 14 years ago and we are in the process of installing a suction-lift pump package on top of the wet well
to handle existing and future flows from approved developments until funding for this project is available to replace the existing
structure.
The package pump station we are installing now is adequate to handle projected gravity flows from existing development and

2) Indicate and quantify any the satellite station approved for future single-family subdivision which will off-load into PS #12 for further conveyance.
alternatives that might meet
Ultimate growth from future service area will also require additional force main capacity to convey these flow to PS #13 as it
the needs indicated and why
currently does or to a possible Gloucester force main that would convey the flows from pump stations on the west side of
they were rejected.

George Washington Memorial Highway directly to HRSD.

The consequences of not funding this project are further deterioration of the existing pump station structure and equipment

3) Indicate and quantify what
which will increase the operating and maintenance costs. Potential sewer overflows caused by the deteriorated condition of the
the consequences would be
pump station, and associated fines and penalties, will reduce the operating revenue available to address this and other budget
on services if not funded.

issues.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

Failure to address the physical condition of the pump station, and provide capacity for future flows, in a comprehensive manner
will increase the costs of providing sewer service in the Belroi Road area.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

Two additional goals of this project are: provide equipment needed to automatically remove the rags and trash that are now
removed manually; and possibly discharge this pump station directly to HRSD instead of Pump Station #13 to make capacity in
that pump station available for additional development and redevelopment in that service area.

Attachments (list):
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

9/4/2018
X

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)

County

Rebuild PS #13 -Courthouse South
6936 Main Street
Public Utilities
James Dawson/(804)693-4044/jdawson@gloucesterva.info
0701/2024
$ 200,000

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

6/30/2027
1,000,000

FY23

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

FY24

Proposed Capital Costs

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.
1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

$

-

$
$

Yes

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

50

Total Project Costs

$

1,200,000 $

$
$

Total Project Financing
$
1,200,000
1,200,000
1,200,000 $
1,200,000
$
-

1,200,000

EPA & DEQ
Federasl and State

This project will replace Pump Station #13 - Courthouse South, with a station relocated outside the flood zone of Fox Mill Creek
that has adequate capacity to handle anticipated flows from the area it serves. This project, along with projects to rehab the
collection system that flows to the pump station and redirect the flow from PS #11, will provide the capacity for existing and
anticipated development in the Courthouse Village area.
Some alternatives, such as redirecting flow from PS #11 directly to the HRSD force main, will reduce existing flow to PS #13 but

2) Indicate and quantify any will not address the flooding due to the station's location immediately adjacent to Fox Mill Creek. Other alternatives, such as
alternatives that might meet
only building a separate control room outside the flood zone will not address the structural condition of the existing pump
the needs indicated and why
station and other deficiencies such as the need to manually clean the bar screens on only two (2) of the three (3) incoming flow
they were rejected.

streams into the existing wet well.

3) Indicate and quantify what If this project is not funded , increased flows from customers, plus infiltration and inflow (I/I) during storm events could still
the consequences would be cause overflows in the PS #13 service area. Those overflows and the associated fines and penalties will decrease operating
on services if not funded.
revenue needed to address department wide needs.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

Potential liabilities of not going forward with this project are increased capital costs to handle increasing flows from anticipated
development/redevelopment and increased O&M costs to maintain a structure beyond the useful service life.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

Replacing the existing pump station with a properly sized facility located outside the flood zone of Fox Mill Creek will
significantly reduce the staff overtime required to monitor the station during rain events. An additional goal of this project is to
provide equipment needed to automatically remove the rags and trash that are now removed manually which will reduce the
time that two people must be at the pump station for confined space entry to clean the bar screen.

Attachments (list):
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

9/4/2018
X

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)

County

Utility Yard
To Be Determined
Public Utilities
James Dawson/804 693-4044/jdawson@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2024
$
50,000

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

6/30/2028
1,450,000

FY23

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

FY24

Proposed Capital Costs

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

-

$
$

Yes

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

50

Total Project Costs

$

1,500,000 $

$
$

Total Project Financing
$
1,500,000
1,500,000
1,500,000 $
1,500,000
$
-

1,500,000

EPA & DEQ
Federal and State

The existing Utility Yard is not large enough for the buildings Utilities needs to maintain an adequate inventory of essential parts
1) Statement of Need. What and material to support repairs in a timely manner. Present practice is to only order the materials needed for the next job
is the project expected to
which often delays waterline or sewer line repairs for up to 30 days. The ability to store enough materials to make repairs
accomplish?
without waiting for material could allow Utilities to minimize costs for those materials through higher volume pricing and lower
Quantify benefits.

delivery costs.

2) Indicate and quantify any Utilities could continue purchasing material only as needed but that has lead to recent delays in Consent Order related work
alternatives that might meet
and maintaining fire hydrants while waiting for parts and/or material. We could also store material at different locations but
the needs indicated and why
that could lead to unnecessary delays while staff search for needed material.
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what
Until this project is funded Utilities will continue to order smaller quantities of material and parts on a frequent basis to ensure
the consequences would be
enough material is on-hand, or no more than two days away, to make repairs promptly.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

Delaying repairs until parts/material needed are available can lead to higher losses of treated water or spilled wastewater
during an overflow. Both situations could result in fines and/or penalties levied by regulatory agencies.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

Adequate suitable storage facilities to protect machinery from weather related deterioration could reduce repair and
maintenance costs as well as reduce equipment downtime due for repairs.

Attachments (list):
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

8/31/2018
X

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)

County

Independence Road Waterline Improvements
Independence Road
Public Utilities
James Dawson/(804)693-4044/jdawson@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2023
$
32,000

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

6/30/2025
88,000

FY23

FY24

Proposed Capital Costs

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.
1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

32,000 $
$
32,000

-

$
$

Yes

-

$
$

32,000 $
$

50

Total Project Costs

32,000 $

88,000 $

32,000
32,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
88,000
120,000
88,000 $
120,000
$
-

120,000

Virginia Department of Health
Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?
State

This project will replace 330 feet of 1-inch dead-end line with 8-inch waterline plus 820 feet of 8-inch waterline that will
connect to Belroi Road and Woody Road to improve domestic flow and pressure to the Hutcheson's and Hutch Creek
subdivisions and increase the available fire flow throughout the neighborhood. This project will also eliminate water quality
problems caused by the existing galvanized water pipe.

2) Indicate and quantify any Replacing the existing 330-feet of 1-inch galvanized water pipe with 4-inch, or larger, PVC waterline would eliminate the water
alternatives that might meet
quality complaints but would not improve reliability because it would still be a dead-end waterline. There would also be no
the needs indicated and why
improvement to the available flow and pressure to the other customers in that neighborhood.
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what
If this project is not funded, customers served by the existing waterline will continue to experience lower domestic and fire
the consequences would be
flows, lower pressure during peak demand periods, and water quality issues due to the pipe material.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

The liabilities of not doing this project are lower flows and pressure in the Hutcheson and Hutch Creek neighborhoods during
high demand periods, lower fire flows at the furthest hydrants from Belroi Road, and water quality issues related to the old pipe
material at the end of Independence Road.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The impacts on operating budgets due to this project will be lower staff time required to respond to water quality issues and
less water lost from flushing to clear the water quality issues.

Attachments (list):
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

8/26/2018
Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
County

Belroi Road/Roaring Springs Road Waterline
Belroi Road/Main Street/Roaring Springs Road
Public Utilities
James Dawson, (804)693-4044/jdawson@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2024
$
73,000

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

6/30/2026
927,000

FY23

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

FY24

Proposed Capital Costs

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.
1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

$

-

$
$

Yes

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

50

Total Project Costs

$

1,000,000 $

$
$

Total Project Financing
$
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000 $
1,000,000
$
-

1,000,000

Virginia Department of Health
Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?
State

This project will replace approximately 6,000 feet of 6-inch and 8-inch waterlines in Belroi Road between George Washington
Memorial Highway and Main Street, Main Street between Belroi Road and Roaring Springs Road, and Roaring Springs Road
between Main Street and Holly Springs Drive with 12-inch waterline to support future projects that improve fire flow in
adjacent streets, in Holly Springs, and provide capacity for future extension along Roaring Springs Road to Beaverdam Park.

2) Indicate and quantify any There are few alternate alignments for this waterline and most of them are through narrower residential streets. There are no
alternatives that might meet
alternate alignments beyond Wyncote Avenue to reach Holly Springs and other subdivisions and parcels between Holly Springs
the needs indicated and why
and Beaverdam Park.
they were rejected.

Water system modeling for the 2018 Water and Sewer Master Plan Update Report revealed the existing fire flow capacity in the
3) Indicate and quantify what Holly Springs subdivision is between 1,000 and 1,500 gpm along Holly Springs Drive and between 500 and 1,000 gpm
the consequences would be throughout the rest of the subdivision. Without this project, the additional fire flow to meet the recommended capacity of
on services if not funded.
1,000 gpm will have to follow some other alignment. Available fire flow will be less than the minimum pumper capacity of the

fire services in Gloucester County until that alternative is constructed.
4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

The potential liability of doing this project are the normal liabilities of construction within an existing right-of-way such as traffic
delays and the costs of restoring the roadway to VDOT requirements. The liability of not doing the project is additional damage
to property or injuries during a fire when the fire fighters do not have enough fire flow to adequately fight the fire without
drawing system pressures too low for safe and reliable service.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The additional waterline capacity of the 12-inch waterline will improve flow and pressure to existing customers, improve fire
flow for enhanced fire fighting capacity during a fire event, support future water system improvements in Holly Springs, and
allow future water service extension to all parcels served by Roaring Springs Road, especially Beaverdam Park which is now
served by an on-site water system.

Attachments (list):
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Gloucester County assumes no responsibility or liability for, or in connection with, the accuracy, reliability or use of the information provided here.
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

8/26/2018
Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
County

South St/Martin St/Carriage Ct
Various Locations
Public Utilities
James Dawson, (804)693-4044/jdawson@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2024
$
40,000

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

6/30/2026
160,000

FY23

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

FY24

Proposed Capital Costs

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

-

$
$

Yes

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

50

Total Project Costs

$

200,000 $

$
$

Total Project Financing
$
200,000
200,000
200,000 $
200,000
$
-

200,000

Virginia Department of Health
Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?
State

1) Statement of Need. What This project will replace approximtely 2,000 feet of 1-inch, 2-inch, and 4-inch waterline in South Street, Martin Street, and
is the project expected to
Carriage Court with 8-inch PVC waterline to improve flow and pressure during peak demands and improve fire flow from less
accomplish?
than 500 gpm in some locations to approximately 1,200 gpm at all project locations.
Quantify benefits.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
These are small project sites and there are no alternatives to replacing the existing pipe.
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

All of the existing waterlines that will be replaced with this project are too small for adequate service to the customers during

3) Indicate and quantify what
peak demand periods. The existing pipe materials have reached the end of their useful service life and need to be replaced with
the consequences would be
more reliable materials to avoid increasing maintenance costs. Not funding this project will expose Public Utilities to increasing
on services if not funded.

maintenance costs to repair future breaks.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

The liability of doing this project is the same as any construction project within narrow rights-of-way and the unforeseen
circumstances of dealing with old waterlines that are not well documented. The liability of not doing this project are waterline
failures and the difficulties/costs associated with performing this work on an emergency basis and the associated service
interruptions for customers.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The capital investment in this project will reduce/eliminate future repairs to old waterlines under emergency conditions that
will probably require overtime to complete the repairs in a timely manner and minimize customer inconvenience.
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
County

Abandon/Demolish Radial Well Facility
3823 George Washington Memorial Highway
Public Utilities
James Dawson, (804)693-4044/jdawson@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2019

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/26/2018

$

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

6/30/2020
65,000

FY23

FY24

65,000

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
65,000
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
65,000 $
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$
$

-

$
$

Yes

-

$
$

NA

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

-

$
$

Total Project Costs

65,000

$

65,000
65,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
65,000
$
65,000
$
-

-

65,000

Department of Environmental Quality
Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?
State

1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

This project will properly abandon the well inside the unused Radial Well Facility in accordance with the regulations of the
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) and demolish the well facility. The requirement to abandon the Radial Well
by December 31, 2020 was a special condition of the Groundwater Withdrawal Permit for the Reverse Osmosis Wells issued by
DEQ in April 2016.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

Unused wells must be abandoned in accordance with DEQ regulations to prevent pollution traveling down the well casing from
the surface and contaminating the water in the screened aquifer so there is no alternative to that portion of this project.
Demolition of the well facility could be postponed until the County Garage function is relocated to a different site and the
County desire to combine this site with the County Garage site to sell them for redevelopment.

3) Indicate and quantify what
If this project is not funded and the well is not abandoned by December 31, 2020, Gloucester County will be in violation of the
the consequences would be
Groundwater Withdrawal Permit and subject to enforcement action by DEQ.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

The liability of not doing this project is violating the Groundwater Withdrawal Permit and the costs associated with enforcement
action by DEQ. The liability of doing this project would be the result of contractor actions which may require legal action by the
county to enforce compliance with the contract documents and/or appplicable regulations.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The only impacts of demolishing this facility on the operating budget will be eliminating the power costs associated with the
lights at the facility to deter vandalism and the small portion of the property insurance premium related to the value of this
facility.

Attachments (list):

Map

Radial Well Facility Exterior
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/26/2018
Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
County

Kerns Avenue Waterline Replacement
Kerns Avenue (Route 1005)
Public Utilities
James Dawson, (804)693-4044/jdawson@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2020

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22
$
55,000 $
75,000

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
55,000
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
55,000 $
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.
1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

$

6/30/2022
130,000

FY23

FY24

$
$

75,000

75,000 $
$
Yes

-

$
$

50

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

-

$
$

Total Project Costs

130,000

$

130,000
130,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
130,000
$
130,000
$
-

-

130,000

Virginia Department of Health
Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?
State

This project will replace the old unlined cast iron waterline in Kerns Avenue. The unlined interior of the existing waterline
causes elevated levels of iron in the water in the pipe during periods of low usage. Water Quality staff at the water treatment
plant flush this waterline twice weekly to reduce the iron levels which discolors the water and causes customer dissatisfaction
with the quality of the water they receive.
Public Utilities tried flushing this line with ice ("ice pigging") several years ago but that was not a long-term solution. Other

2) Indicate and quantify any alternatives include, but are not limited to: continued flushing which increases non-revenue water; reclean the pipe interior and
alternatives that might meet
use a cure in place liner to seal the interior of the pipe which we rejected because of higher costs and uncertainty about the
the needs indicated and why
long-term effect of the liner on water quality; and increase the amount of corrosion inhibitor fed at the water treatment plant
they were rejected.

which is not needed to protect newer, corrosion resistant pipe materials.

3) Indicate and quantify what
If this project is not funded, staff must continue flushing the existing waterline 1 or 2 times a week to reduce, but probably not
the consequences would be
eliminate, water quality complaints from the customers along Kerns Avenue.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

The potential liability of doing this project is the short-term inconvenience to the residents of the very short street during
project construction.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The capital investment for this project will eliminate the staff time currently required to flush this waterline 1 to 2 times a week
without damaging private property at the end of Kerns Avenue.

Attachments (list):
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

8/26/2018
Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
County

Gloucester St and Clements Ave WL Improvement
Gloucester St (1003) & Clements Ave (1001)
Public Utilities
James Dawson, (804)693-4044/jdawson@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2022
$
35,000

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

Proposed Capital Costs

$

FY23
$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

6/30/2024
100,000

FY24

35,000 $

100,000 $
$

-

$
$

Yes

50

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

35,000

100,000

35,000 $
$

100,000 $
$

Total Project Costs

135,000

$

135,000
135,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
135,000
$
135,000
$
-

-

135,000

Virginia Department of Health
Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?
State

This project will replace the existing 1-1/2" waterline in Gloucester Street and the 2" waterline in Clements Avenue with 1,300
1) Statement of Need. What feet of 8-inch waterline. Both of these waterlines have reached the end of their useful service life and require more frequent
is the project expected to
repairs. The new waterlines will improve flow and pressure to the customers served by the existing waterlines as well as
accomplish?
provide the fire flow recommended by the 2018 master plan update and support future development/ redevelopment within
Quantify benefits.

the Courthouse mixed-use village area.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet Postponing this project until the water system in the Courthouse area is improved by developers will also postpone improved
the needs indicated and why water service to the existing customers along both streets.
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what
Not funding this project would subject the existing customers on these roads to decreasing water qualty and reliability as these
the consequences would be
aged waterline fail more frequently.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

The liability associated with doing this project is the inconvenience to people who use these roads every day while the projects
is under construction.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

Improved flow and pressure due to this project may increase revenue but the larger impact on the operating budget going
forward will be reduced costs of repairing frequent breaks and less water loss from the distribution system.
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

8/26/2018
Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
County

Chiskiake Village Subdivision Waterline Replacement
Chiskiake Village Subdivision Sections A, B & C
Public Utilities
James Dawson, (804)693-4044/jdawson@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2023
$
60,000

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

6/30/2025
300,000

FY23

FY24

Proposed Capital Costs

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

60,000 $
$
60,000

-

$
$

Yes

-

$
$

60,000 $
$

50

Total Project Costs

60,000 $

300,000 $

60,000
60,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
300,000
360,000
300,000 $
360,000
$
-

360,000

Virginia Department of Health
Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?
State

1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

This project will replace 1,000 feet of 2-inch waterline, 700 feet of 4-inch waterline and 1,700 feet of 6-inch waterline within all
three sections of the Chiskiake Village subdivision. Water system modeling indicates the existing water system cannot provide
the desired fire flow capacity within a residential development. Replacing these waterlines in accordance with current design
and construction standards will provide the desired fire flow at maximum day demand periods.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

Chiskiake Village is a fully developed 45-lot subdivision. The existing water system is supplied through one connection to
Bellehaven Drive and a second connection to Yorkshores Drive through an easement between Matoake Drive and Yorkshores
Drive. There is limited opportunity for additional connections to other subdivisions so replacing the existing waterlines with
modern properly sized lines is the only opportunity to upgrade the capacity of the water system in Chiskiake Village.

3) Indicate and quantify what All of the waterlines in this subdivision are nearing the end of their useful service life and the frequency of repairs will increase
the consequences would be the longer these lines remain in service. If this project is not funded, the costs of repairs, and possible damage to private
on services if not funded.
property, will continue to increase.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

The potential liabilities of doing this project include inconvenience to the residents from noise, dust and traffic interruptions.
The liabilities of not doing the project are more and more frequent failures of the existing waterlines, the inconvenience to
customers from water service interruptions and the subsequent erosion of customer confidence in our water system due to our
being reactive rather than proactive.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The capital investment in this project will avoid the material and labor, normal hours and overtime, costs associated with
frequent repairs as the water system in Chiskiake Village reaches, and exceeds, its useful service life. If available staff is not
increased to handle increasing repairs in a timely manner then we will have to rely on contractors to make the needed repairs
at higher costs than making them with Public Utilities staff.
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

8/26/2018
Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
County

Bellehaven Subdivision Waterline Replacement
Bellehaven Subdivision Sections A & B
Public Utilities
James Dawson, (804)693-4044/jdawson@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2023
$
30,000

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

6/30/2025
140,000

FY23

FY24

Proposed Capital Costs

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

30,000 $
$
30,000

-

$
$

Yes

-

$
$

30,000 $
$

50

Total Project Costs

30,000 $

140,000 $

30,000
30,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
140,000
170,000
140,000 $
170,000
$
-

170,000

Virginia Department of Health
Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?
State

1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

This project will replace 1,400 feet of 2-inch waterline in Bellehaven Drive and Sherwood Drive in the Bellehaven Village
subdivision. Water system modeling indicates the existing water system cannot provide the desired fire flow capacity within a
residential development. Replacing these waterlines in accordance with current design and construction standards will provide
the desired fire flow at maximum day demand periods.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet
the needs indicated and why
they were rejected.

Bellehaven is a fully developed subdivision. The existing 2-inch waterlines are supplied through one connection to Bellehaven
Drive near the Gloucester Point water tower. There may be an opportunity for an additional connections to the adjacent York
River Villas subdivision but that would not eliminate the need to relace the existing galvanized waterlines to address water
quality and reliability issues associated with those lines.

3) Indicate and quantify what All of the waterlines in this subdivision are nearing the end of their useful service life and the frequency of repairs will increase
the consequences would be the longer these lines remain in service. If this project is not funded, the costs of repairs, and possible damage to private
on services if not funded.
property, will continue to increase.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

The potential liabilities of doing this project include inconvenience to the residents from noise, dust and traffic interruptions.
The liabilities of not doing the project are more and more frequent failures of the existing waterlines, the inconvenience to
customers from water service interruptions and the subsequent erosion of customer confidence in our water system due to our
being reactive rather than proactive.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The capital investment in this project will avoid the material and labor, normal hours and overtime, costs associated with
frequent repairs as the waterlines in the Bellehaven subdivision reach, and exceed, their useful service life. If available staff is
not increased to handle increasing repairs in a timely manner then we will have to rely on contractors to make the needed
repairs at higher costs than making them with Public Utilities staff.
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

8/26/2018
Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
County

Tillage Heights Subdivision Waterline Replacements
Tillage Heights, Sections 1, 2 & 3
Public Utilities
James Dawson, (804)693-4044/jdawson@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2024
$
35,000

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

6/30/2026
125,000

FY23

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

FY24

Proposed Capital Costs

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

-

$
$

Yes

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

50

Total Project Costs

$

160,000 $

$
$

Total Project Financing
$
160,000
160,000
160,000 $
160,000
$
-

160,000

Virginia Department of Health
Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?
State

To replace 400 ft of 2-inch waterline in Holly View Dr & Colony Circle & 900 ft of 6-inch waterline in Farmwood Road in the
1) Statement of Need. What Tillage Heights subdivision. Water system modeling indicates existing waterlines in Holly View Dr & Colony Circle cannot provide
is the project expected to
needed flow & pressure to meet customer demands during peak demand periods. The pipe material in all 3 locations is at, or
accomplish?
beyond, the useful service life so replacing these waterlines in accordance with current design & construction standards will
Quantify benefits.

provide the needed flow & pressure to meet customer demands at peak demand periods.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet Tillage Heights is a fully developed subdivision. There is no opportunity for further extensions of the referenced waterlines with
the needs indicated and why future development that would require replacement of these existing waterlines.
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what The waterline segments included in this projects in this subdivision are nearing the end of their useful service life and the
the consequences would be frequency of repairs will increase the longer these lines remain in service. If this project is not funded, the costs of repairs, and
on services if not funded.
possible damage to private property, will continue to increase.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

The potential liabilities of doing this project include inconvenience to the residents from noise, dust and traffic interruptions.
The liabilities of not doing the project are more and more frequent failures of the existing waterlines, the inconvenience to
customers from water service interruptions and the subsequent erosion of customer confidence in our water system due to our
being reactive rather than proactive.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The capital investment in this project will avoid the material and labor costs, normal hours and overtime, associated with
frequent repairs as the waterlines in the Tillage Heights subdivision reach, and exceed, their useful service life. If available staff
is not increased to handle increasing repairs in a timely manner then we will have to rely on contractors to make the needed
repairs at higher costs than making them with Public Utilities staff.
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/26/2018
Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
County

Sawgrass Pointe Waterline Replacement
Sawgrass Point Subdivision
Public Utilities
James Dawson, (804)693-4044/jdawson@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2020
$
35,000

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22
$
35,000 $
120,000

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
35,000
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
35,000 $
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.
1) Statement of Need. What
is the project expected to
accomplish?
Quantify benefits.

$

6/30/2022
120,000

FY23

FY24

$
$

120,000

120,000 $
$
Yes

-

$
$

50

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

-

$
$

Total Project Costs

155,000

$

155,000
155,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
155,000
$
155,000
$
-

-

155,000

Virginia Department of Health
Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?
State

This project will remove/abandon 1,400 feet of 3-inch Schedule 40 PVC waterline and 1,100 feet of 4-inch Schedule 40 PVC
waterline installed by the investor owned water company that installed the water system in Sawgrass Point and then extend the
waterline installed by Gloucester County when they purchased the subdivision water system by 1,400 to bring the water system
up to current standards for available flow, pressure and fire flow.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet Sawgrass Pointe is a fully developed subdivision. There is no opportunity for further extensions of the referenced waterlines
the needs indicated and why with future development that would require replacement of these existing waterlines.
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what The pipe material in the waterline segments installed by the original water system in this subdivision are nearing the end of
the consequences would be their useful service life and the frequency of repairs will increase the longer these lines remain in service. If this project is not
on services if not funded.
funded, the costs of repairs, and possible damage to private property, will continue to increase.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

The potential liabilities of doing this project include inconvenience to the residents from noise, dust and traffic interruptions.
The liabilities of not doing the project are more and more frequent failures of the existing waterlines, the inconvenience to
customers from water service interruptions and the subsequent erosion of customer confidence in our water system due to our
being reactive rather than proactive.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The capital investment in this project will avoid the material and labor costs, normal hours and overtime, associated with
frequent repairs as the waterlines in the Sawgrass Pointe subdivision reach, and exceed, their useful service life. If available
staff is not increased to handle increasing repairs in a timely manner then we will have to rely on contractors to make the
needed repairs at higher costs than making them with Public Utilities staff.
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

8/26/2018
Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
County

Riverdale & Holly Cove Subdivision Waterlines
Riverdale and Holly Cove Subdivisions
Public Utilities
James Dawson, (804)693-4044/jdawson@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2025
$
26,000

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

6/30/2027
284,000

FY23

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

FY24

Proposed Capital Costs

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

-

$
$

Yes

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

50

Total Project Costs

$

310,000 $

$
$

Total Project Financing
$
310,000
310,000
310,000 $
310,000
$
-

310,000

Virginia Department of Health
Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?
State

To replace 300 ft of 3-inch waterline, 1,600 ft of 4-inch waterline, and 1,400 ft of 6-inch waterline in the Riverdale & Holly Cove
1) Statement of Need. What subdivisions. Water system modeling indicates the existing waterlines cannot provide the needed flow and pressure to meet
is the project expected to
customer demands & meet fire flow requirements during peak demand periods. The pipe material in these waterlines are too
accomplish?
small & are at, or beyond, the useful service life so replacing these waterlines in accordance with current design and
Quantify benefits.

construction standards will provide the needed flow and pressure to meet customer demands at peak demand periods.

2) Indicate and quantify any Riverdale and Holly Cove are fully developed subdivision. There are no opportunities for extending the referenced waterlines
alternatives that might meet
with future development that would provide the additional hydraulic capacity this project will provide even if the condition of
the needs indicated and why
the pipeline material did not require replacement of these existing waterlines.
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what The waterline segments included in this projects in this subdivision are nearing the end of their useful service life and the
the consequences would be frequency of repairs will increase the longer these lines remain in service. If this project is not funded, the costs of repairs, and
on services if not funded.
possible damage to private property, will continue to increase.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

The potential liabilities of doing this project include inconvenience to the residents from noise, dust and traffic interruptions.
The liabilities of not doing the project are more and more frequent failures of the existing waterlines, the inconvenience to
customers from water service interruptions and the subsequent erosion of customer confidence in our water system due to our
being reactive rather than proactive.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The capital investment in this project will avoid the material and labor costs, normal hours and overtime, associated with
frequent repairs as the waterlines in the Riverdale and Holly Cove subdivisions reach, and exceed, their useful service life. If
available staff is not increased to handle increasing repairs in a timely manner then we will have to rely on contractors to make
the needed repairs at higher costs than making them with Public Utilities staff.
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Gloucester County assumes no responsibility or liability for, or in connection with, the accuracy, reliability or use of the information provided here.
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

8/26/2018
Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
County

Berkeley Point Subdivision Waterline Improvements
Berkely Point Subdivision
Public Utilities
James Dawson, (804)693-4044/jdawson@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2026
$
30,000

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

6/30/2028
220,000

FY23

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

FY24

Proposed Capital Costs

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

-

$
$

Yes

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

50

Total Project Costs

$

250,000 $

$
$

Total Project Financing
$
250,000
250,000
250,000 $
250,000
$
-

250,000

Virginia Department of Health
Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?
State

To replace 150 ft of 1-inch waterline, 1300 ft of 4-inch waterline, & 450 ft of 6-inch waterline in the Berkeley Point subdivision.
1) Statement of Need. What Water system modeling indicates existing waterlines cannot provide needed flow & pressure to meet customer demands &
is the project expected to
meet fire flow requirements during peak demand periods. The pipe material in these waterlines are too small & are at, or
accomplish?
beyond, the useful service life; replacing these waterlines in accordance with current design & construction standards will
Quantify benefits.

provide the needed flow & pressure to meet customer demands at peak demand periods.

2) Indicate and quantify any Berkely Point is a fully developed subdivision. There are no opportunities for extending the existing waterlines with future
alternatives that might meet
development that would provide the additional hydraulic capacity this project will provide even if the condition of the pipeline
the needs indicated and why
material did not require replacement of these existing waterlines.
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what The waterlines in this subdivision are nearing the end of the useful service life of the pipe materials. The frequency of repairs
the consequences would be will increase the longer these lines remain in service. If this project is not funded, the costs of repairs, and possible damage to
on services if not funded.
private property, will continue to increase.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

The potential liabilities of doing this project include inconvenience to the residents from noise, dust and traffic interruptions.
The liabilities of not doing the project are more and more frequent failures of the existing waterlines, the inconvenience to
customers from water service interruptions and the subsequent erosion of customer confidence in our water system due to our
being reactive rather than proactive.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The capital investment in this project will avoid the material and labor costs, normal hours and overtime, associated with
frequent repairs as the waterlines in the Berkeley Point subdivision reach, and exceed, their useful service life. If available staff
is not increased to handle increasing repairs in a timely manner then we will have to rely on contractors to make the needed
repairs at higher costs than making them with Public Utilities staff.
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Berkeley Point Waterline Improvements

Gloucester County assumes no responsibility or liability for, or in connection with, the accuracy, reliability or use of the information provided here.
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

8/26/2018
Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
County

Azalea Point Rd & Shane Rd Waterline Improvements
Azalea Point Road and Shane Road
Public Utilities
James Dawson, (804)693-4044/jdawson@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2026
$
36,000

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

6/30/2028
264,000

FY23

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

FY24

Proposed Capital Costs

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

50

Total Project Costs

$

300,000 $

$
$

Total Project Financing
$
300,000
300,000
300,000 $
300,000
$
-

300,000

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

This project will replace 750 feet of 4-inch waterline, and 1,300 feet of 6-inch waterline in Azalea Point Road and Shane Road.
1) Statement of Need. What Water system modeling indicates these waterlines cannot provide the needed flow and pressure to meet customer demands
is the project expected to
and meet fire flow requirements during peak demand periods. The pipe material in these waterlines are too small and are at, or
accomplish?
beyond, the useful service life so replacing these waterlines in accordance with current design and construction standards will
Quantify benefits.

provide the needed flow and pressure to meet customer demands at peak demand periods.

2) Indicate and quantify any The parcels along Azalea Point Road and Shane Road are fully developed. There are no opportunities for extending the existing
alternatives that might meet
waterlines with future development that would provide the additional hydraulic capacity this project will provide even if the
the needs indicated and why
condition of the pipeline material did not require replacement of these existing waterlines.
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what The waterlines in these streets are nearing the end of the useful service life of the pipe materials. The frequency of repairs will
the consequences would be increase the longer these lines remain in service. If this project is not funded, the costs of repairs, and possible damage to
on services if not funded.
private property, will continue to increase.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

The potential liabilities of doing this project include inconvenience to the residents from noise, dust and traffic interruptions.
The liabilities of not doing the project are more and more frequent failures of the existing waterlines, the inconvenience to
customers from water service interruptions and the subsequent erosion of customer confidence in our water system due to our
being reactive rather than proactive.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The capital investment in this project will avoid the material and labor costs, normal hours and overtime, associated with
frequent repairs as the waterlines in the Azalea Point Road and Shane Road reach, and exceed, their useful service life. If
available staff is not increased to handle increasing repairs in a timely manner then we will have to rely on contractors to make
the needed repairs at higher costs than making them with Public Utilities staff.
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Gloucester County assumes no responsibility or liability for, or in connection with, the accuracy, reliability or use of the information provided here.
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Azalea Point and Shane Road Waterline Improvements
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

8/26/2018
Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)
X
County

Terrapin Cove Road Waterline Improvements
Terrapin Cove Rd, Yacht Haven Rd, Hermit Ln
Public Utilities
James Dawson, (804)693-4044/jdawson@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2025
$
50,000

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

6/30/2027
450,000

FY23

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

FY24

Proposed Capital Costs

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

-

$
$

Yes

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

50

Total Project Costs

$

500,000 $

$
$

Total Project Financing
$
500,000
500,000
500,000 $
500,000
$
-

500,000

Virginia Department of Health
Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?
State

This project will replace 200 feet of 2-inch, 1,650 feet of 4-inch, and 2,000 feet of 6-inch waterline in Terrapin Cove Road, Duck
1) Statement of Need. What Haven Road, Yacht Haven Road, and Hermit Lane. Water system modeling indicates these waterlines cannot provide the
is the project expected to
needed flow and pressure to meet customer demands and meet maximum day demands plus fire flow during peak demand
accomplish?
periods. The waterline pipe sizes are too small and pipe materials are at, or beyond, the useful service life so replacing these
Quantify benefits.

waterlines will provide the needed capacity to meet system requirements.

2) Indicate and quantify any The parcels along these roads are nearly fully developed. There are no opportunities for extending the existing waterlines with
alternatives that might meet
future development that would provide the additional hydraulic capacity this project will provide even if the condition of the
the needs indicated and why
pipeline material did not require replacement of these existing waterlines.
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what The waterlines in these streets are nearing the end of the useful service life of the pipe materials. The frequency of repairs will
the consequences would be increase the longer these lines remain in service. If this project is not funded, the costs of repairs, and possible damage to
on services if not funded.
private property, will continue to increase.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

The potential liabilities of doing this project include inconvenience to the residents from noise, dust and traffic interruptions.
The liabilities of not doing the project are more and more frequent failures of the existing waterlines, the inconvenience to
customers from water service interruptions and the subsequent erosion of customer confidence in our water system due to our
being reactive rather than proactive.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

The capital investment in this project will avoid the material and labor costs, normal hours and overtime, associated with
frequent repairs as the waterlines in these streets reach, and exceed, their useful service life. If available staff is not increased
to handle increasing repairs in a timely manner then we will have to rely on contractors to make the needed repairs at higher
costs than making them with Public Utilities staff.
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost
Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

8/26/2018
X
X

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)

County

George Washington Mem Highway Widening (Water)
GWMH between Guinea Rd and Camp Okee
Public Utilities
James Dawson, (804)693-4044/jdawson@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2021
$
50,000

FY20

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22
$
50,000

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

6/30/2025
50,000

FY23

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

FY24

$
$

50,000

50,000 $
$
Yes

-

$
$

-

$
$

50

Total Project Costs

50,000 $

50,000 $

50,000
50,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
50,000
100,000
50,000 $
100,000
$
-

100,000

Virginia Department of Health
Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?
State

Widening George Washington Memorial Highway between Guinea Road and Camp Okee Road from 4 to 6 lanes may require
1) Statement of Need. What the relocation/replacement of the existing waterlines (approximately 5,800 feet) located within the project limits. VDOT will
is the project expected to
design and construct any waterline relocations so this project will design, and ultimately construct, any waterline improvements
accomplish?
needed to support the entire water distribution system. Cooperation with VDOT in this project should reduce Utilities' cost for
Quantify benefits.

water system upgrades within project limits.

2) Indicate and quantify any VDOT will only design and construct a same-size replacement for any waterline relocation so installing larger lines without
alternatives that might meet
coordination with the VDOT project could require that Utilities incur design, construction and maintenance costs for those lines
the needs indicated and why
that could be avoided through cooperation with the VDOT project.
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what Not funding this project would result in higher construction costs, that could have been shared with VDOT during project
the consequences would be construction, for private or public projects to install the water infrastructure needed to support future growth along this portion
on services if not funded.
of the George Washington Memorial Highway corridor.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

The potential liabilities of doing this project with VDOT are doing the work on the VDOT project schedule, which could be years
before the water system improvements are needed and the additional costs to Gloucester for the road contractor's markup
added to the utilty subcontractor's costs for the work. The liability of not doing this work with the VDOT project is the loss of
the cost sharing opportunity with VDOT and the costs of the construction methods required to avoid impacts on the VDOT
improvements.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

Upsizing any waterlines that must be relocated by the VDOT project would not only reduce the costs to move water through the
distribution system but it would reduce Public Utilities' capital investment to obtain that additional capacity and any associated
savings.
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

8/26/2018
X
X

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)

County

Replace Water Treatment Plant Motor Control Center
Surface Water Plant, 8214 Reservoir Ridge Road
Public Utilities
James Dawson, (804)693-4044/jdawson@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2028
$
50,000

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22

$

6/30/2030
300,000

FY23

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

FY24

Proposed Capital Costs

$

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

-

$
$

Yes

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

30

Total Project Costs

$

350,000 $

$
$

Total Project Financing
$
350,000
350,000
350,000 $
350,000
$
-

350,000

VDH/EPA
State/Federal

The 2018 Water and Sewer Master Plan Update Report recommended expanding the finished water pumping capacity at the
1) Statement of Need. What water treatment plant before 2035 and tripling the size of the finished water clearwell to support fire flows in commercial
is the project expected to
areas. Additional power requirements will exceed the capacity of the current motor control center (MCC) in the surface water
accomplish?
plant. The location of the current MCC could be flooded in the event of a pipe failure so we propose to locate the new MCC in a
Quantify benefits.

safer are.

2) Indicate and quantify any
alternatives that might meet Relocating the MCC within the surface water plant is the least expensive alternative because it minimizes the costs of switching
the needs indicated and why electrical feeds to existing equipment.
they were rejected.

3) Indicate and quantify what
If this project is not funded, power service for future equipment will have to be routed through equipment in various locations
the consequences would be
which will require long runs of very large wires.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

The potential liability of not doing this project is higher voltage equipment located in various locations and duplication of
engineering solutions for safely working around that equipment.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

Upgrading the MCC will support additional treatment plant equipment which would support improving water quality delivered
to customers. Relocating the MCC will reduce the possibility of a water leak damaging the MCC and shutting the treatment
plant down.

Attachments (list):
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CIP PROJECT REQUEST FORM
Gloucester County, Virginia

General Project Information
Date of Submission
Capital Project-New or Expansion
Capital Maintenance Major-New Project
Capital Maintenance-Neither new nor expanding
County/School?
Project Title
Project Location
Department Name
Contact Name/Phone/Email
Proposed Schedule/Cost
Date Improvements Begin
Design/Engineering Cost
Annual/Recurring Cost

8/26/2018
X

Reserved for Submitted Photo(s)/Map(s)

County

George Washington Mem Highway Widening (Sewer)
GWMH between Guinea Rd and Camp Okee
Public Utilities
James Dawson, (804)693-4044/jdawson@gloucesterva.info
7/1/2021
$
30,000

FY20

Capital Cost/Funding Analysis

Proposed Capital Costs

Date Improvements Complete
Construction/Equipment Cost
Recurring Revenue Generated
FY21
FY22
$
30,000

Financing
General Fund Operating
Enterprise Fund Operating
Fund Balance-Committed
Fund Balance-Unassigned
Debt
Grant-Federal, State, Local
Proffers
Other Sources
Total Capital Funding
$
$
$
Variance-over (short)
$
$
$
Project Narrative/Justification
Mandated?
Please read the instructions on the required justifying information needed.

$

6/30/2025
150,000

FY23

Useful life (in years)
Previous Funding Amount
For What Fiscal Year
Total FY20-24 Costs Beyond

FY24

$
$

30,000

30,000 $
$
No

-

$
$

-

$
$

50

Total Project Costs

30,000 $

150,000 $

30,000
30,000 $
$

Total Project Financing
$
150,000
180,000
150,000 $
180,000
$
-

Mandating Agency
Federal/State/Local?

180,000

NA
NA

1) Statement of Need. What Widening George Washington Memorial Highway between Guinea Road and Camp Okee Road advances the need to extend
is the project expected to
gravity sewer from the York River Villas pump station before the road improvements make that extension very difficult and
accomplish?
expensive. There is a similar opportunity around the intersection with Guinea Road at the north end of the project.
Quantify benefits.

The alternatives for the work at either location are for more customers to connect to the HRSD force main for sewer service
2) Indicate and quantify any and pump against the HRSD pressure or to extend gravity sewer after the road project is finished which may be more expensive
alternatives that might meet
to avoid damaging the recent road improvements. Taking advantage of opportunities to extend gravity sewer, even if only as an
the needs indicated and why
alternative to pumping against HRSD pressure, would make connecting existing and future development to public sewer less
they were rejected.

expensive.

3) Indicate and quantify what
Not funding this project ahead of the road project would make construction more expensive because of VDOT requirements
the consequences would be
that construction not damage the recent right-of-way improvements.
on services if not funded.

4) Outline any potential
liabilities that need to be
prepared for with doing or
not doing this project.

The liability associated with this project is the need to design and construct the work so it is not in conflict with the proposed
road widening improvements.

5) Indicate and quantify the
impact of the capital
investment on operating
budgets going forward.
Include any additional
information to assist in the
evaluation process.

Expanding the availability of gravity sewer service in this portion of the county would take advantage of the capacity included
for future expansion in the York River Villas and York River Crossing Shopping Center pump stations which are under capacity at
this time. Low flows cause long retention times in pump stations which cause odor and corrosion issues. Odor and corrosion
increase the costs of time and materials to properly maintain pumping stations.
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